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oJ" every human being*
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Ori^nte^ririig Is tto« reoentXy oolned mm for an^
activity la wi-ilcn. individuals use map- and oompaec for way
finding,

Havii^ oi^glnated In Swtdea m a competitive

sport It imo spread to other cmintries as a recreation, a
school subject arid a military training method.

As an

organised movemmt orienteering Is comparatively new in the
Halted States and only a llialted amount of information in
En^lsh Is available,
Because of a strong p^rmnml Interest in outdoor edu-*
cation, orlenteerif^ held a particular appeal far the In¬
vestigator.

Two y#iiri have been ©pent in gathering infor¬

mation on the subject and in aonduoti%^ cjtperiments.

flio

desire was to contribute to oar under©tanain^* of this rather
unueual but basic program,
three questions.

the thesis attempts to answer

w,hat is orienteering and how has it been

used in other c^ntrles?

How might it fee adapted to oar

own schools? and how might it be promoted In the Hnited
States?
TxPe first purpose of the paper was to make a survey of
orienteering*© specific development in various oountrlcs.
fhrte methodi were used to acooapllsh this survey.

A review

of literature was made, intervlewe were smight, and letters
were sent to individuals inoluding American Embassy offlolals

in twelve foreign oountrioe,

flw mmt pertinent informticm

aeeiire4 from these gouroee

be found in Chapter 1,

Orimteerlnil *s r^rly I^eirelopasentj Cimpter 2, nm forms of
Orienteering, and in Chapter 3#
Praetioed in Different Countries*

^urire^ of Orienteering as
Chapter 3 is p^^rticularly

significant in that it oentralizes mweXftc information which
heretofore was ansv&llable to people Interested In orienteerim^

Chapter 2 has been Included for reference

to proidde

a more complete definition of the various t^pes of orienteer»
im*

'%st of the forms listed in ms chapter have been taJN:en

from publislited sources but their grouping is origimil *rfith
the in5reatlgato3%
Xlis* second mjcr parpoee of ^lis paper um to determine
k:a^s in which orienteering might be applied to public edu-*
cation in the United States*
periments*

In

this

attempted in two ex¬

first, map and compass exercises ware

|:rspared and presented to a emll number of 9th grade pupile*
In the second conducted a year later, a revised set of
exercises were presented to a larger number of pupils enrolled
in 9th, 10th and 11th grades.
The third major purpose of this paper was to Inveetigate
methols for moourm^^ otl^iers to tstablieh orienteering in
their own youth-serving programs*

This was attempted through

printed Infcx^ation and through direct training of leaders*
K-uestionnalres and participant observation were used to evalu-

ate these method@

the iweetigfttor obtalnel nie initial baokgroufid in
orienteering’ from Br, mXlim a. Vinal, Profeeeor Fmerltas
of Mature HeoreaUan at the ^inlverslty of Haeeachueetts*
Later at La ^^orte^ Indiana where promoti,on of orienteering?
is carried on ^e iiwestigator was fortuni&te in being able
to eeeure ad4itio*:iaX information^ oompaeeas and other e^uip*
ment*

The fiaisl important source of informatlm haa been

Mr*. Bjorn ^jeXlatrom, manufacturer of the Silva Syeteia

Qompum and the foremost authority on orienteering.
*
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CHAFfEE 1

0ElII«fEH:EIE0»8 EAELY

fh» history of orientation Xb a» old ae the hietory of
travel*

Many oiTilinations have flourished only beoauee men

oould use the eeae ae highways for trade*

But until modem

times travel with map and oompaee has been a serious matter*
It reiamified for a Swede to mke orientation a popular sport.
llajor Ernst .inlander, a Swedish youth leader, feeeame
deeply eonoerned In I9IB about a trend that he notleed among
the young people of his country*

Here than ever before, they

were oontent to sit and watch the sports carried on within
the stadium*

^^ly in the wintertime when skiing was popular,

Bom

were they actually participating in outdoor sports*

challenging activity was needed to fire their Interest in
recreation out-of-doors*

After considerable thought, he

planned an experiment based on his military training*

In the

woods outside Stockholm, he carefully eitplained the rules of
a new gum to a group of Swedish boys*
compass &nd a to^graphic map*

Each was given a

On the map was marked a

certain famhouse, a small lake ai^ the fork of two streams*
the object was to travel on foot to each landmark by the

qniokeet route aided by the map and compass*

the l:^ys were

enthusiastic about the game and clamored fm* morel

Much

encouraged by this success, Major Eillander elaborated on
his idea and within twenty years, “orientation** became a

2

mjor sport la Owedon.^
tho gradual expansion of the aj?ort asuehroomed in 1934
the
la Sweden.

^ilira Syataiu

waa fii*8t

(fhe flrai which aanufactured it hue since helped

proJBOte orienteering throughout auoh of the weetero world.)
Soon clubs with orienteering &s their only progrsm began to
be forsaed, and in I935 the Swedish Orienteering Association
Mae founded.5

Mueh support came from military authorities,

who recognised the training and morale value of this sport.^
Edttoators realised that preliminary orienteering games pro¬
vided a fretf-. approach to map reading, so in 1941 it bsesuBS
a required school aubjeot.^
After its start In Sweden, orienteering spread to the
sports-loving people of the other Scandinavian countries,
Penmarh, Finland and dorway.

In 1935 Reserve Officers fi^m

these countries were invited to take part in a special compe¬
tition near Stockholm,

.

1

.

2

the contest had three parts!

pistol

•Compass and Maps, Sew School Subject in Sweden*, fhe
TlMee ^ueatlonia Supplement {London, Sovember 7,1^), a.
Oerhard T. Eooth, •Orienteering*, tke American Swedish
Monthly {November, 1948), p. 3;
Bjorn IJellatrom, •Orienteering*, {Mimeographed text of
an adaMss given at the convention of the American As-

{Bjorn SJellstrom), "Some racta about Orienteering*
i
(Mimeographed fact sheet, iaroh, 1952) , P. 2.
5.

f^ates Jduoational Susolement (November 7, 1952),

3
shooting^ orlentetriag from a station pointy mfi4 a ten kilcH
aeter (S,t miles) orote-oooatry

mm%*

1^^ fttH battle e^iil|>*

ilaoe 1936 ttils eirent hm 1mm on annual rotation

among these four northern oountrlea exeept for the inter-

raption Oftused by World War II,

g

In Benffl&rk, te* eijort w«» planesrod by one of the Re¬
serve Offleere who h&d gone to Sweden for the first of these
coapetltlons,

Froa 1935 dhtll 19**0, Mr. A. N. Kviat traveled

through hie native country residing papers on the new sport.
Xcwth groups, sports clubs, schools and branches of the mili¬
tary servioe began to sake regular use of orienteering.

This

was indeed timely, for when Osnaark was overrun by derman
troops in 19^, her small military foroee wore wiped oat.
During the five years of oeoupation whloh followed, the
Danish people fought the invader through underground re¬
els tanoe.

"Sow it can be told...", writes Mr. Hvldt.

Many

olvlllan orienteering clubs were resistance units in disguise.
Msmbere kept up their morale, stamina and proficiency by
means of frequent ooapetltlons.

Shen, "pretending they were

out on orienteering excursions they were able to devote them¬
selves to all sorts of underground military aetlvltlos*.
Information is lacking concerning orienteering;'s speoiflo origin in Norway and Plnland.

6.

The same holds for

Fereonal oommunlcatlon fro® Mr. A. M. Hvldt, Copenhagen
(Movesber 11, 1953),
,
k,.
.

4

franos anS the !«ethcrIaMe, whare tiie sport is rsportod to
have spread.

In Belglaa, orientation has been taught for

isany years as a required sobool aubjeot.^
been an ^Incidental" subject.

In Seraany It has

& student at the Sporthooh>

sehttle In Xoln, Mr. Qunther Slebold, hae written a theels on
orleateerli^.”
Vorld War II stimulated widespread interest In the sport
among the people of Swltssrland.

The rapid growth originated

in the Voluntary Pre-Military Hiysioal Training organieation
which had aieabers In youth groups throughout the country.
Apparently this development was Independent of Soandinavlan
influence.^®

Cr. Carl Sobneiter, Chairman of the Swiss Orien¬

teering ComaiBslon was astonished to discover on a trip to
Sweden in I950 how different the sport was as praetlaed in
Scandinavia.

He brought back many of the northern forms and

has Blnoe been encouraging th^ a»of« the Swiss people.

7.

$

.

From

Mr. F. fandeaborre, blreotor Oeneral of educational
Services and Cultural Relations, Department of Fubllo
iidueatlan, quoted in personal oommuaioatlon from Mr,
John L. Brown, U.S. Information Service, Belgium (Jana11,

95^/♦

*

8

Professor SFioh %lla of the Hnivorslty for International
Eduoational Reeearoh, Frankfurt, quoted in personal ooa'(oyce, Cultural Officer.
tJ.S, HICOO, tieraany (Soveaber 16, 1953).
*

9.

Personal ooamunloatlon fro® Or. Carl Schnelter, Seeretary of ^ Acade«ls Sports Association, Federal InstiTechnoXogif, lorleh, Switserland (Fetaruary 12
ijo***) •

.

10

Ibid.

•

•

5
its beglnnlag ss & military skill ©rlsnteerlng sprosd to ths
sports olubs, scouts snJ other youth groups.

A Swiss ehs«pl-

oBshlp has been organized and In 1952 an Orlentoerlng Cooffiisslon whloh sets standards for oourse layers was e8tnb>
11shed.
”roa Furope word of orienteering has reaehed the British
Isles.

In Kt^land a single article In The flues gduoatlOBal

vuppleiBeot (Koeeabsr 7, 195?) J»b ereated some interest In
the sport as a sohool subjeot.^^

■

In Seotland In 194S a

oenter for outdoor training was oponea by the State depart¬
ment of Kdueatlon.^5

Interestingly enou^, one of tto men

responsible for the center had previously organized map and
oospeSB training for cadets of the Air Training Corps.
these tools are now basio equipment for those who attend the
center.
At the same time that orienteering ae a 8j?ort was taking
hold In Sweden, an American pioneer In Outdoor Eduoatlon was
using oross-oountry map and compass games as an edueatlonal
method In the Cnlted States.

At least as early as I917, Br,

William 0. Vlnal employed this method to Instill habits of

U.

.

Ibid.

12

Personal coamunloatlon from Hr, Walter James Editor of
3«gg1.eaeot ^February IS, 1954),
’

13.

Catharine M. Loader, C.

9Pm Adventure

nlng
SaMEOINSM
. P.

&
obsenration in ahlldren, teaehsra and reoreatlon leadara.^^
Much of the Intereat in mp and ooapaea games in this country
oan be traced to the teaching and writings of Br. Vlnal.
iiaother *aerloan, Kr, Calvin Rutctrua in Minnesota, has populartaed ®way finding* aoong children

and outdooi^alnded

adults.It is not surprising that orienteering should have
been well reoeivod here shea, in l$k6, Mr. Bjorn RJelletroa
(aanufacturer of the Silva Systeei Compass) aim Mr. flannar
Tillander (the inventor of the Silva System Compass) told
Aacrloans about the sport which had beooaie so popular in
Europe,

Eduoators, recreation people, and youth leaders fK»»

coast to coast becaae interested, and several newspapers
©arried favorable comments.^®
3oy Scout leaders were the first to act.

The first con¬

test in i^erlca based on Swedish prioolples was hold at the
Indiana buaee State Park on Hovembor 24, 1946.^^

Pro® this

successful beginning, orienteering has spread in the United
States, particularly in the Explorer program of the Soy

15,

.

16

personal communioatlon from Dr. final, Professor ^merl*
tus, Jniverelty of Hassaohusetts (Maroh I7, I952),
personal cosmunieetlon fro® Mr. Ratstrua, Wilderness
Blreotor, Lahe Hubert Samps, Inc. (October 30, 15§3),

17

l«.

Booth, p. 2, B, C.
3tlg Sedenstroa and Bjorn Kjelletrom
Orjenteerii^ (Toronto, gllva. Ltd,,

7
Seoutsi*"''-

fmra attar ma

W®^$¥ortlij a

amtaat, Ur^ William

official Xn Syraougt, Maw lork orgaMXaad

the first Maricm Bki Orienteering raoe*^^

Btortly' after-*

¥ard, a Hatlofial OomMttft for the iport of Orienteerlni wae
set up hy Mr, IJellstro®,

By ilay

* ama eighteen l^i-

1950

nauale reprteeriting various phases of reoreation and eduoation had haamm mambere,^^

Dr, nnel was as,feed to terve ae

.President of the Committee,
At present the moot aotiire promotion of orienteering in
Amrlaa, aUm frm the offiee of Mr. E,
Miinager of

aesei^X

Ino., at La Fort#^ I’ndiana^ and froia the

l*ie¥ lork office of Mr. KJelletroa.
In Oanada-ji as in the dnited States

orienteering was

first reo’Ognised for its educational value,

Quite une^tDected-

ly in dammbar l$k$ tba Ontario Minister of Iduoatlon, the
Honorable Dana Porter announced that the revised

cur-

xiculum was to include considerable field work in map reading
because of its relationship to conservation.

For this purpose

the use of a simple compass would be required.®^

Thus it was

^Jellstrom in an interview {April l4,
21 «

.

Willi.® H. WMsworflj, "SU OrltntaerlBg «« A Mew Sport
-.0^(3 *0 iiEffirlo.* {Mis)3«og3?fiipli#fi, SjTsnsQuse,

n*d.}j^ p, 1^

22

•Orljntesrlag Kew»lett«r». Katlon.l Coamitt:.. for the
viport of Orienteering (May, 1950), p. 1.

23.

Ibid., p. 3#

24.

icjellstrom, Detroit addreec, p,

9.

8

thet teBOhere In s»v«atjr«>flTe hundrad otitario eehoola were
euddanly axpaotad to taaoh tbls now aklll.®^

Thpoagii tha

aooperatlon of »r. IJellatroa and Swediah sohool attthorltlaa,
Major Muetard of the Toronto Uoraal Sohool haetlly adapted a
Swadleh orienteering text for uae In Ontario aohoole,^^
Orleateerlng la High Sohool phyaieal edueatlon hae been
startetS by «r. Bay hagere, now Suparvlsor of Health and
Physleal Education at Honoton, Hew Baruaewlelc.^^

gjg Petit-

oodlae High Sohool Orlenteere* Club {»hi^ began In 1951)
shows that ragged oroes-oountry orlwiteerlng oan be both
popular with Canadian ©hlldren and banefiolal to the eohaol
athletic prograffl.

Pit

The new sport le proaotad In Canada by Silva, Ltd,, in
foronto.

I4r. Wllllaa Salo, deneral Hanager, is also secre¬

tary for their eervloe agency, the Canadian Orienteering
Institute.

His deolre Is to enoouraga widespread partici¬

pation in orienteering as a ooopetltlve sport and as a sohool
subjeot.^
25.

Ill ."l»ea SdttOtetlonal... SupplegeBt (Hovasabar ?, 1952),

26.

Major C.
Mustard, Editor, By
Maoailllan, I950), Foreword.

.

..and CoiBoaae (foronto.

27

arsenal opafflunleatlon from Mr. wiXllaa 8alo. Seaeral
'Manager, &llva. Ltd., foronto {May S, 1953),

2S.

2er»snal ooaaualoattoa froffi Mr. (.egars (Ootober I5

29.

Msatiened by Mr, Balo In an Interview (April I5, I953).

9

In maimritiag orlanccerlog'a Initial davaloixatnt, it
oan be seen that in many oountriea aoae form ef orientation
wae already being taught at the tins that the eport of orien¬
teering wae introduoeil.

The ao^ee<iaeat euoaesi of the

Sueaieb aport la largely due to the fast that the Swedee aleo
Invented a olever, eaaily-ased ooapaes.

fhle ooapaee wkS

orienteering have traveled together throughout iaueh of
li'urope and Aaerloa,

In the Soandlnavian oountrlee and in

Seltaerlaad, the military and civil defenee valuee of the
sport Mere lasediately apparents in eontraet to other Ifuropean and Rorth Amerloan countries, where it was firet recog¬
nised ae an inportant educational method.

10
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fomm Of

OrXmtmring Is

^%.th mmp and oompass,

A«

an outdoor sport it hag mnf eompotitive form®; as a tool in
tht hands of toaohors It ean oreato intorost in many sohooX
eahjoots,

I.

- Ltamlni tht Baslo Skills*
In ordtr to prepare for the more

vanned forms whioh

are outlined below under Cross-Country Orienteering, begin¬
ners take part in frequent oompetltive g&mee and e3?eroiees.
These forms help develop the individual^e speed aM aoeura-oy
in using his map and eompaee*
ESTXmtll:?C SISTAHCii in Qpm COIIHtHlt*

Contestants are

penalised for errors in Judiment of the dietanoes to
certain landmarks visible from a hill top*
OALCObATlSIC

OM TlSt MAF*

Fartloipants are

graded on their ability to use the map soale*
MAP BBiBOt

Beoognition of standard map symbols

drawn on the blackboard may be varied by having con¬
testants identify all the symbols found in a certain area
of a topographic map*
COI^FASS IPOlMTS iiUIS*

1*

Beginners, each standing over a

fwoept Whejre indicated tliese forme are described in
either the.

»trosi),*"or

11
erose drmtn on the ground or floor, turn «t the leader's
ooiffisand to fao* a oardinal point that le called out.
COWASS COtJRSf DETEMIKATIOS OM W; MAP.

Played In¬

doors, oonteatante detenstne the oonpase bearing to ten
different points from a central starting point.

Speed and

aoouraoy determine the winner.
MIMIATORE ORlENTEKBIMa,

Fallowing epeoiflo inatruo-

tlons written on a aeries of cards, competitors walte or
run from one control station to the next in a playfleld or
woodlot.
KAltXIKS BX COMPASS,

Contestants walk oroee country

toward a road or other •oatehlng* landmark while following
a given ooapass bearing.

The winner le the one who ar¬

rives closest to the true oourae indicated by a hidden
martsr at the road.

poiat

OBIoaTEERlHS,

Thie 1# often used for acoomao-

datlng large numbers of beginners daring promotional events.
Cosqsetltore walk along a course marked by colored rlbbone.
At each secret control station they aast Indicate their
map position to an offlolnl.
IHBICAflOB

or

COKTROL STATJOKS.

Given only written

desoriptlons of the location of ten different control
stations, contestants try to merk these stations on their
map with pine.
CALClfLATIBG DJSfASCES WITH A tttCH

Wt PACIBO.

CoB-

petlkors walk along a given bearing and stop when they

12
think the; he.V9 gona one mile.
1MAG1BIAK2 WM,ffS on large aoale mape teaoh the ®e@tnli^»
of map sjrmbols, some ©oneept of aoale, eM an unaereta»llag of topography.
MAP ORIfSTElRlfiG,

Carefully planned (jueftlons ere

aeked to provide preotlce In finding the Informetlon that
is printed directly on the map end to interpret other
Infarmetlon that Is ohly suggested by the map,
XI. CROSS CCtlKTRI ORIEKCEERItiG - A Rugged Outdoor Sport.
crlentaerlag aorose the oountryelde is the moet widelyused fora of the sport.

Highly competitive, it requires

skill and physical stamina.

Competitors imn to a series of

control stations sar^d with flags.

Positions ©f these are

circled on the topographic map oarrlod by contestants,

the

following arc eorae of the numerows variations of cross
country orienteering.
TSAH oniSHtiEBlHO is a popular sport for email p^ups
running together.

It is also an eroellent promotional

devloe slnoe one runner proficient with map and ooapaas
oan lead beginners over the trail.
for BKhAl

each member covers a portion of

a long course.
In 3S0HE ORIRiJTEmsd contestants must run to as many
wreloted control stations as possible in a given time.
The most difficult stations to reach are assigned a oorre—

13
spoadlagly hlgber point vnlae by the orgiuiiserB.
BiKjaT ORIEHWEMaO U alfflll&r to the »bOY« fora,
oxoept ttant oontest&nta reoeive pointe dopondlng on how
wall they answer t^asstions asked at the various control
stations.
In LIHS ORlEMTEEBIfJQ the ohjeot is to v/alk cross country
following a line on the nap.

Those who resaaio olosest to

the true course will discover the largest nuaber of seoret
control stations.
"HaHDIGa? ORXEiSWEHIHS" has evolved in those countries
which have cultivated woods and detailed maps.

In this

variation« teehnioal dlffleultlea ere introduced, such as
running without a coopass, without a map, or without
either one.

Ttiis provides a challenge to even the beet of

runnere.®
In

Biaa-r OHIlWTISRlKa,

eompetltors also try to finl(to a

cross oounti^ oourse in the shortest possible time.
Other variatione Involve different methods of transport
tatlott suoh as SEIIS, ICE SKhTEa, aatOKOSIUCg, WOTORCfCI^S,
BICXChES and CAKOES.

Ill•

so mmic&h mmfiau - ror older
When mmmmim from a STaTIOS POIMT, contestants try

to indleate correctly on their map certain landmarks
2.

Personal ooiwunloatlen fro® Or. Carl Sohnelter in Zurich
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vlsibl€^ to th«m fro® a wntage points
Compotltora in TABLE aBXEHTEifll^l0 try to find certain
landmarks m their maps guided only by photographs or
dra\-^ings of each landauirk in question*
OBlEgfEEHIlia IIITHODI!-

TO KligCAXlOI^AL E!;iMECfs

Orienteering has been used as a basic tool to create
interest in many educational subjects such as geography,
social studies^ mathematics^ general science, conserTation
outdoor education? and physical education.

One SKample of

its application to the teaching of conservation is the
OBSEBVhTXOM TKaIL.

Control points are usually semi-permanent

natural features such as a glacial boulder near a patch of
poison ivy, or a tree ¥%%ti root© exposed by sheet erosion.
Carefully planned questions Arm attention to details that
stfould otherwise be missed as the o^iildren follow a compaes
trail through the woods*

(See Appendix A.}
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CHAPIER 3
A SORVEJE or ORlF.NT'ECTIMa AS PRACTICED

lis

ojmmnT coanmiss

A survey »a» aiede to deteralne bow orienteering hae
developed In different countries.

Rost of the Inforsistion to

follow has been furnished by Esbaaey officials and by others
In twelve different countries.
Intervleve.

Some has been taAen from

Muob of this of course has never appeared in

writing before.

The remainder of the information has been

drawn fro® She few soirees that have been published In
English.

Orienteering plays an Important part In the lives of
many Swedes.

First as a school subjeot, then as a vigorous

sport, and finally, as a hobby, thousands taice part in this
healthy outdoor recreation.

Its contribution to Civil

Defense has been recognized by the Oevemment.
In Swedish elementary sohools, "outdoor days* are a part
of the regular eurrlculua,

81* days each ter® are set aside

for excursions and much of this time Is used for orienteering.^
Swedish children »rtio start school at the age of seven reoelve

^daoatlonal Suppieaeat (Kovemfoer 7, 1958),

thalr latroaaotion %o it in the following aianner.
In the first and second grades tlie/ play outdoor gaiaea
deeigne4 to in#till in thm habit® of obeeriration and oriea*
tation

to ma^e thm feel at home in the wood® and field*.

.actual claearoom inetructlon begin© in the geography
olaasee of the third and fourth grades wh^ ohlldren are nine
and ten years old*

i^fter learning the elementary map eyiabola,

they draw simple maps of their own showing the plan of the
claasroom,,playground

yard at home*

Indoors the children

take imaginary, walks on their maps and later they use large
scale maps while walking outdoors,

After some practice in

Judging.dietanoee by pacing, they begin to ta.ke part in eompetitive games.
In the fifth grade (age 11) map reading indoors becoffiee
more difficult*
more symbols*

Pupils learn to use scale and to recognise
rhen they take Imaginary walks on topographic

maps describing aloud or on paper what they see en route,
OuMoors they practice orienting a map while walking aloi^ a
counti^ road*

Prom a vantaiie point they compare their topo¬

graphic ?mp to the landscape and identify apeoifie landmarks,
Pext the teacher takes the class on their first cross country
walk using the topographic map for a guide,

hater they prac¬

tice judilng distances using a watch instead of pacing,,

While

pupils ere still in the fifth grade the ccm|>as8 is introduced.
Am soon as the cardinal points are well in mind children leam

that with this epeclal tool they oan really find 360 different
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"wajra to go".

They leara to tate bearit^e end to fallow e

beering while walking toweini a diat&ot fenoe or road.
la the elKth grade, grid systeaa are used for loeatiag
points on the mp.

laaglnary walks becose even more dlffl- •

oalt sad for the first time both aap and ooapaas are used for
orosa country hikes.
In ttie final year at Prim&yy school when oiilldren are I3
or 14 years oM, they praotiee with their compass until they
can use it swiftly and aoourately.

Here In ths seventh grade

they leam to oorreet for deolination so that they can use
their oosspses more efflolently with a topographic map.

Then

when they oan measure map distances easily, most isuplls are
ready for real cross country orienteering.

Iheee doureee are

simple and the oontrel stations are usually between a half
and a dnarter-mlle ajjart.®
Althoufjh It ha# taken some time to get this program
started It now w<a*ke quite well in Swedish schools.

Eduoa-

tors there feel that its greatest ooatrlbutlon to teaching is
that It has suddenly given a praotloal and recreational appraaoh to the subject of map reading.

Jn addition It hae

stimulated genuine Interest In several other school subjeet#
partioularly geography, matheastloa, drawing, report writing
and nature study.

The *play way” methods of Instruction attd

the constant introduction of competitive games have made
orienteering *a most fxjpular subject" for f^wedlsh school
2.

Ibid.. oole. B-i.
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ohlldr«n,*
Proof of tnalr interest lies la the faot that 80,000
aohool children compete each year for orienteering "proflolenoy pine*.

Tsetlhs Include# map reading problem# and

(question# Imeed on ooneervatlon and nature lore.
Having begun to learn at eohool to bo an their own with
map and oompaas, most oblldren Join a elub through which they
can ta&e part In orienteering as a ejjort.

Sport forma are

promoted by the Swedl^ Orienteering inesoolatlon whose 1,500
oluba throughout Sweden have a total meaibershlp of about
35,000 persona.

On certain oooaslone a# many aa 1,200

aembere, divided Into olassea, take p«rt In a single eoapetltlon.^

Keoently in a nationwide ©oateat organised to pro¬

mote the aport, a tot^ of 135,000 people {nearly 2f of
3weden*e sjopdlation) ooa^ted for a speeial lapel pin.®
With the oomlng of winter In Sweden many forme praetloed
at other aaseon# give way to sM orienteering.

Ideal snow

oondltione and terrain suited to orooe oountry ekllog make
this a favorite sport for the cold months.
Older people when they find It hard to match the pace of
youth, turn orienteering Into a <iulet hobby.

During the

3* IMi** ®o^»
Seatloaed by Jtr, yjelXstrom la an Interview {Apidl li^.

).

1953
5.

Sooth, p. I, col. B.

6.

KJellotros, Detroit addrese, p. 2.
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w%n%w indoor mop rtoding and tablt orienteering ere eisong
tlieir favorite paetiaee.

Map and oompaee are often oarried

by many Swedee who epend their leisure time out-of-4oor»
hiking during the uar?ii bright sionthe.^
Military authorities help encourage orienteering because
they reco^iise its importance in Civil Defense and national
physioal fitness.

g

It is pert of thelp pegalar training

ppograa and members of the aseerrs Officers• Association take
part la Intwmational eompetltlons oaoo eaoh year.
Orienteering’s posHtl^rlty has grown In Sweden to the
point where over 350,000 people {Inoladlng 135,000 adults)
take pert In contests every year.^

In ten years* time 150,000

copies of the 260 page handbook {SJellstrom) has been sold.^*^
oplenteenag has been the greatest single faetor la the great
peoples* oarob baek to nature and eiwple outdoor living in
this Soandlnavlan oountiy.^^

7.

Rooth, p. 3, eol. A,

d.

Ibid.

9. yves du Suerny, "...and > «lles H.M.E.*. UfiSfOo Featuwia
(ii*arlB, mrob 20, 1953), P. 10.
10. Ibid.
11. Rootb, p. 3, ool. B.
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Orienteering ie becoming more sM more popular in Horwigr^
a land of mountaine^ fiord® and forests*

Colonel Mono Hauire*

land in Oslo has described ite present development m a
eohool eufejeet# a sport and a militarf training method*
Howegian educators fetl that an **unieretaMin§ of mp
and oomp^aas is necessary* if ‘‘modem geography as a whole is
going to be uf^erstood**.

Ae a result of this attitude, orien¬

teering 1» mu taught in the geography and physical training
courses in i^orwegian aehools*

Ever since the I936 ^Momal

Plan* became effective, knowledfo and use of map and compase
haa been a required part of sohool curricula.

Elementary

school pupils aged seven to twelve must learn auoh basic
iafoimtlon as mp signe, grid eystema and map drawing*

fo

stimulate Interest in the subject, many teachers arrange out¬

A% ths same time pupils

door games of increasing difficulty*

are taught •Heme l^ouledge^, a study of their own comimiiilty.

At ten they draw their first m^e.

These are ueoslly of the

school mm or school property with north indicated by m
I

arrow.

Later oara involwea tmka are given.

Mvanoefi wo«t

1« given in the Seoondiary Sehool and aoae eohoole hold orosscountgjr competitions.
Interest in orienteering as a sport Is stimulated by the
.....

12.

... ll■■■ll

...

..—

-...

.

_

Personal communication fro^ Oolonel Moos Haukeland
Oenaral Inspector for the Horwegian Homepiard* Oslo
C January f, 1954). .

^
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Harwtglen Orlanteerlng Aesaelatloa whloh diatrlbutes litera¬
ture and arranges oosijetitions for Its laembers.

Througti

looal oXubs nearly eight ti^ouaand sen and women compete In
oonteate In euiaffler or winter weather,

’fhese field oompe-

tltlona. Col. isuSsland writes, *are very popular*.
Sorweglan allltary authorities have acted upon their
eonvlctloft titet "a certain haowledge of orienteering Is con¬
sidered a necessity la the armed foroes* by adapting orien¬
teering to the practical training of field unite.

Cross

country oompeUtlons are often arranged for military
personnel.

In these, "both offloors and men take a keen

interest".
The .‘i'orsi^egian Home Cuard <Helsjevernet) Is "also aware of
tl» iaportanoe of orienteering*.

Col. HaukelaM, who it

General Inapeotor for the Home fluard, mentioned that the very
first oourse prepared when the Home 3uard Correspondenoo
Bohool began was *5Jap and Compass*,
euooess*.

Jt "proved to be a

Sesldes this voluntary course, orienteering I# a

part of the re^lar Home Suard training program.
The ability to use map and oompase which the Sorweglans
actiulre during sohoollng, sport#, or military servloe is
also very useful during tte Vacation hiking and easplng tripe
which are "very ecaaioa* there.

'^2

OrimtB^ring is highly developed la PXrtlmd^

In this

hmniy^mcdrn oomtry thou&mds of people take part la it &a
a competitive sport*
0M

ohiMren are tayght the us# of mp

compass la school*

la

orient onBo&lt iAt^ ug# ©ap

tho gmi^ral ability to
oompas# is ooatidered to bo

^^eharacterictio** of a poopl# 00 close to mature aa the
Mr,, ^-^illiam H, ^it% of tts te#riaaa legation ia Helsinki has

provided pul^llshsd material and sevei^l opinions. oonosTOlng
orienteering in finland*

Military authoritiss recogni^s the importaiio# of a man*©
having lomrmd the us© of map and coMpaas i^hll# young* but
they are not in a position to influence to any great dmgroo
the training of Finnish youth*

Th# proviaiorui of th# Arm!-*

©tic# Agrommt in 15^^ ano the Peao# treaty of 1947 have not
only reduosil their armed fore#© to **v#ry modest level®*» but
also have ^disbanded auxiliary organiitations of a para¬
military nature***
Fine# the war ^orientation** ha# been taught in both
elsmentaiy^ and secondary school® in connection with the
courses in gymnastic®*

Slnoe this is not compulsory the

amount of emphaeis that the subjeot reoeives depends on the
InSlvidufil teftehere.

Seoretery of rogation. Helsiakl (Januery 19, 19^4).

^3

a<shools ar« eometlaw^a

by Fialand^a thre© orieii-

tearing organli^ati-mi, who cooperate by provldio^j Inetruotion
nnd by eeourlng rmpe.

Thee© organization# proiaote orlenteer**

Inf, arrange eursaer ani winter eompetltlone for their ©ember#
and

merit pirn for different leTeln in ©kill.

They ere

the rinnleh Cirlentearing Aesocletion, l^lnland^© Swedish
Orienteering/ .A^eoeiation, and the Orlentterinf 5?eotion of the
^orlcers* Athlttio Aesoei&tion.

iember^felp of these three

os^jmlzationn ii- 63,000 Cl,6;^ of the total popolation).
^h^ionteerii^ plays, an important part In the live# of
many Tiiirdsh people*

^%ny men and women not onl-y enter the

frequent eroaa-oountry
country but also

ski oompetiUons in their own
part in the International Heet# in

vrhlolt all of the

©ountrie# partioipato*

A genext^l

iftprassion of the poi4ilarlty of orienteering can be gained by
looking oTor

wealth of liaterlal tliat has been published

on the subject*

A monthly magazine, ^•The Qrienteerer* 1#

published by thePinnieh Orienteering A##o©lation*

aeveral

l«>ok8 hare been written glrlng rule# for eompetition#,
staMards for the meirain^ of merit pine,
laying out ocurces,

dlrectione for

More ^mer$tl information i© found in the

AM loolc. of ■ C^ient^ering and in other popular h&ndbooke.

a

yei.irbO0k records the performance of individuals who competed
in the major contests*

Orienteering•«! wartime importance is brought out In Mr*
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letter,

Beoasise of tlm terrain, the ability of the

Flmi$h people to orient
and oomp#,i»i

and to travel uelng map

contributed

to the eliowfing made by

thm againnt tlie Coviet Union in

and 1941-44*

^Bome

of tiai meet outstanding exai^ples are tlie akl patrols t^hleh
**operated far in the re£;r of the Huesian forcee* and fiade
**v&Iuable contributiom^ to the operationo of the laain
finnissh foroes,

'Orienteering haa beoo?^ very pop^aar
loving,

people,

th# sporta**

It is an integral imrt of their mili¬

tary training progr-a^t, their ekiing and, mwii^ olube and
their youth program®,

fhe following, information tos bten

supplied by Nr* lividt in Oopenhagen,
Danish aoldlers from foasio ti^iaing- on take part In
orienteering aoatesta.

Long after they are tiioj*© ot* X0S£k p0r*“

foot la sap roadlag anfi oampaaa uaa they eospets regularly in
the oTOse country sport.
Its own s|)e®l«ai«t.

Each unit or trcdnlng canter has

Teaching le b&aed on & ©ofena® Slnlatry

aanaaX, aal the regulation oompaaa {Silva type 15) la uasd
tsgathar sdm the mv Interatlantlo a&pa in Panleh and

14,

P#rson«il oosBaunlo&tlon frost »r. a. M. Wvidt. Cosanhaeen
<«ov«l>er 11, 1953).
.
*
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English*

Officers isust of course be more sk;illed thsun regu*

lar soldiersi so orienteering
officer training schools*

m immense p^^rt* mt the

With the WAC*s and with the rolun-

tarjf weekend soldiers of the Home ^mrd (proportionally the
largest in the world) the sport is also i^ery jnipular*

fhe

large force of demobilised Heeerire Officers ere enoouragCMl by
defense authorities to take part in ennual oompetitions by
means of concrete assistance such as prices^ food^ transport
tation aM accommodations*
there are two main reasons why military authorities
favor orienteering as a training method,
is a **pure amsy subject***

they feel that it

soldier who is well-trained in

mp reading finds that his map tells him a great deal, and he
finis that if he can use a compass accurately, he can use his
map more effectively*

For example, Harget-ranglng* depends

not only on a maH ability as a map reader, but also to some
extent on how quickly he can use his compass.

In emergencies

he *oan fire and direct fire from guns, mortars and machineguns by means of a compass**.

Experience in the last war has

shown that orienteering was “most useful** since many military
actions were ^confined to the dark hours*.
Besides this, orienteerlr^ is recognised as being an
excellent method for developing a man's morale.

Mr* Kvidt

writes that orienteering develops •self-reliance, selfrespect, fightings spirit, pluck, •never-give-up-mentality',
tea® spirit, hardship, will power, and nerve-control**.
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la Addition to ito being adapted to nilltary usee, orlen*
tearing is praotloed at ttw universities and by the many
orlenteerii^ olubs in Denmaric vhloh have this sport as tlwir
only program,

ijenaaric'e vast number of skiing and rowing

olubs train their m<»abera ’autonatloally" in the skill, for
they *oan hardly do without it*.
almost all ohlluren in the oountry join the Boy Soouta
or the Slrl Ouldes, where they receive inatruotion in orlen>
taering.

Ihua moat young people get some initial training

befoiH) they join the armed forces.
the orienteering which started in the army reserve
offioera* asaooiation, has now spread so that Mr. Hvldt
writes, "it is almost the natl«Mal sport of Denmark*.

SWlfEERLAMP
axe healthy outdoor fun and the more serious military
liaportanoe of orlsateerlng saem to appeal to the people of
Swltserland.

Thousands participate each year in the favorite

3wi88 foras of the sport.
The Direotw of the Federal School of afyanaetlos and
Sports, Mr. a. Ka#<tfi, has supplied the following Infereatlon
about orienteering as it I# used in the military program.
The epeclfio map and oompaes tx^lning reoeived by fixe

(February 9, 195^*).

K*«oh, Magglingen
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rtgular »ol41er within the eervioe varies with hie Job,

tut

in thB Buisa iirmy itaelfi “there la ueuall/ not mnoh timm tor
6U0h training*, reports Mr, Kaeohi and *th« Amj relies faetly

on the knowledge enquired in the civil practice of orienteer¬
ing**

This will eitplaia its i>olicy of stiimilating interest

in the sport mong, eivilian youth groups,

Military authori¬

ties arrange ooapetitions in which mesbers of various youth
organisationa take part oM elm provide direct subsidies of
on# franc for each contestant payable to the orgiuilsation he
represents*

^^out half of all young men of post-school age

are tr&iaci in orienteering through ii^mbership in the Volun¬
tary Pre-Military I'hysloal Training Organisation, in which
the number of members competing in the sport increased from
a,600 in 1947 to 12,000 in I952,

Hon-commlasioned Officers*

Societies and Officers* Societies also practice map reading
and orienteering as a *by-actlvlty®.

For example,* the Swiss

Officers* Society and its cantonal seotloni organise a night
contest every year for members, which is also aubsidlsed by
the government.
Since its introduction via the military, orienteering in
Switserlaad has spread to the educational syst^a, the scout
movement and other youth groups,

a specif ic idea of its

populerity can be gained from information furnished by Dr,
Carl Schneiter, Chairman of tho Swiss orlenteerii^ Commission.

195^*♦

communioaUen from Pr. Schneiter (February 12

*

At notoool, pupils are now taught map reading end tbs use of
the ooapass, end on the High Sohool level relajr oompetitions
have been organised for severe}, years.

At the universities^

ooapetltlone are the “most dlfflc«at.,.ln Switesrland".

Cr.

Sobnolter estimates that over twenty thousand people in all
aoapeted in orienteering contests In I953.

airoughout the

country eighty major oomsMjtitlone were held, of which twelve
took place at nl^t,

Tha airioh oorapetltion drew about six

and a half tiiousand partioipants, thoee at Berne and Baele
about fifteen hundred eaoh.

At the Zurieh ooapetltlon, six-

teen hucAred teams competed in different categories at the
same time in the eame woode,

"Everyone who counts la orien¬

teering" took part.
Swlas orienteering dlffera.from the form of the sport
that is praotlood in Sweden.

In fact, Drl Eiohnelter does not

know of any hietorioal relation to the Soandinavian sport.
In Switzerland, throe or four mim compete as a team, while in
;iwedMi, lndlvl*»al8 run alone.
and "fun"} deolsions are shared
see more than oiay two*.

Team competitions are "easy*
all

"six or eight eyes

"To ran with your friends through

the woods, to be sucoeseful or to fail le a great pleasure."
On the other hand, the Swedish type of individual oompetltlone are m<ii more diffloult.

Suoeese depends upon the

skill of the Individual, who mast carefully observe each
stream, hill end path to determine where he 1« and where he
has to run.

Sr. Sohnelter thinks "that Is a very good sport*.

2$

Another iifftreaot bet’^een Sirfiit AM Soandia&vlim orient
t€ej*ling is

in SwitssrXand organ!xars maJto %%m ooapttl-*

tions diffloalt bjr impming ttohnloal hardghlpe.

For oxaisplo,

a runner snay bt required to go v^ithout m&p or oompass or
without either one#

they seem to ignore the fm% that by

planning ooapttitiocm for individuals a© is done in So&ndi*
navin,

oould Introduee dlffioultles that mouM ehalleage

even the best runners#
Dr* Setoeiter emphasises in his letter how difficult it
ii to describe orientetring to another person, for to reiaiy
understand it

**you must have taken part yourself******

in

the diffioult individual Buedish eompttitiont a person feels
ths.t he competes in a * sport for
all his qualities*

where he has to put in

But he thinks the most rewarding form is

relay orienteering-, in which several men run **for the sam#
suooess***

It combines *tht diffloulties of individual

ruaning** wim *tht 3hin of teem competition***
Dr* Sehneiter is eathueiastio about ©rlenteerlrig*

*|

feel that it is tns best sport in the world and I have par**
tlelpsted as competitor In mere than ten different aijorts**
It is ^above all a very good combination betueen physical
movement and bralnwork and an***held outdoors in the woods
am fields***
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Oerasn eobool ehllilrea have for mmijr years been taught
map readily and the aee of the e<»:^aas.

Profeaeor Brlsh ■

Myllm of tl» Wnlveralty for Internetlonul Bducatlonal Pe-

search In Branaifert writee that general inatmotloa la given
la geography m& that orientation by map and eoBpaaa la
ts-t^ht In the home envlronarent studies of elementary and
scoondary aohoola,

This Instnistlon Is “Incidental* rather

than ooamilsory.
Peglnnla,? in about tiie fmrih gr*d« Cage f) all (terma
echooj. children iteve atlases and learn to read lEaps,

'fhey

praotloe drawing a^pa of ttse school surroundinga and of the
village; and later they learn to use a oampass,

Sc^e is

introduced as soon as pupil# have the necessary foundation In
artthffietlo.

rwlfig monthly hikes and during the trips (so^-

tlac# yearly) to

country sohool-hOEros, pupils practice using

map and oompase in the field.

They else lesm various

methods for telling general directions without a compass,
they may use a watch or nsturel elgns.

If m a forest, they

can tell directions because tree trunks "are likely to be
covered with moss on the north-west side, since the rains
predominantly come from that quarter In Geraany".
»r. Hylla says that the kind of Incidental instruction

fSveibSril* l95?)r“^^ ocmmunloatlon from

3X
that l0 praotieed now in uo old la Oezmnjr that he doee not
toow when and how It began.

Even before 1910 a •verir good*

atlas for elemental^ ethoole wae published by a eohool
prlnoipal in Berlin.

To faollitatt teaohlii; this atlas oon-

tained several laaps of Berlin,

fheee demonstrated the great

mwter of details that oould be given m a large eeele mp,
and what eym!:^la and other eimplifioatione beoame necessary
for similar maps of smaller scales.
He aMs that before World War I youngsters often had to
depend upon their ability to find trieir way through the woods
and to read, maps correo^y.

At this time, the Clensan Xouth

Movement flourished^ hostels were few and far between, and
hiking was ev^ more popular thm hitch-hiking is now.

the

youni people usually had the excellent IJ100,000 government
maps and «knew how to use them*.

^Tbm skills and knowledge

acquired in s^ool ware soon brought to perfection by their
application in practice.*

This small country which lies between France and the
Netherlands is characterised by a dense population, great
industrial develop^isnt ©ad an intense lam cultivation
program.

These factors may hinder the development of orleiw

Vandenborre, quoted in ^reonal coi^unication from
Kr. Brown (January 11, 1954)..
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twrlng m p^ifcotleea In siMtA^nfeirlii.
V»a<i«iiboiT« of tJso Boparteient of
ooopass

let t>9wsrUm
Cdue&Uon, mmp oM

is tougbt both la the sehoels and in yontb

proi^rma vhioh incGLulo emisiaf and bikinf.
In tlw r’riwry- school pupils »g«d six to twolxo srs
Boastlass taught tins pfiaotplss of erisautloa dartng thoir
gsograshy oloesso, bat this asponds satlrolir oa the ladlvtdool teftober.

Qrlentation is s resialped sabjeet In the

§#ogr«i>hr olssses in the slxtai grade in the pablio seboels.
Three or foar olsssroos lessons sad eexersl field exeroises
eosprlse the trelniag.

First of all pi^lls deterairte di¬

rections anl tiia serldlan of their awn xlllego by experlasentl»g with & son 4i«a,

fhsa they lesrn the IS points of tthe

compass and try to reasaber at least iialf of th««.

as an

exeroise, students orient a mp of the oomuniTy and Btjke a
report at sohool,

Surl*® the sesond exerelse they orient a

topogra^shlo sap froa tm different glaoes.

»ext, several

usee of maps and ooapassee are demonstrated during a hike,
they leam orientation

l^e sun ueii^ a vatoh and fey idie

stars using the polar star.

In stvsrsl plaoes they also make

a alapls map of tee sohool violnlty ana orient It with a
coasts.

Faoh sohool ouns a supply of topofraphlo maps.

Beoently tee fieparteent of ?ttbllo Kduontlon decided to
P@rohase a oonslderabla number of eompasses so that In the
future esoh geography teacdter will have at least ons.
»«•. Vandenborrs adds teat Belgian Kilitary Auteorltiee

53
r^oogoize

tju«(dfuln«88 of Introrliicing the uee of m,p sM.

compass to ohildren but they

no influence over youth

program end very little over ©ehool curricula*

fhe Ministry of Education reports that the subject of
*»orienteering^ is not a part of the eurrioula of the
liethtrlaMs schools*

Soldiers, sailors and airmen are, of.

course, trained in map reading and the use of ^e compass*
It is pawbable that their ins true tim is nearly identical to
the tralnii^ given to /;®erloan soldiers,

this information

has been pnjvided by an official at the Amrioan rmbassy,^^

In Ingland there are very feu military and eduoational
authorities vho toou about orienteering*

Mr* william H.

Morris of the American Kmbaeey has furnished most of the
information which follows*.^^
In the British Army it is felt that being able to read
maps and knowing how to use a compase are *necee8ary in all

l^
50

#

*

Fereonal oommunlcmti on from Lt* Ool* Aldon M. Hoffman
Assistant Army Attach!, ffm Hague {November
if??);
Personal commmaloatlon from Mr* Morris. Aoti^t Cultural
Officer, London (Hovember
1953)*

54
«

^foraa of oo«b»t",

Henoo both eubjaota ar« en Intogral port

of o&eli coldler’B baslo training wid adranoed Inatruotioa i«
given later on.

fi» antborlUeB think teat It would oertaia-

ly bo "Ideal for all men entering the military eorvloe to
have had previous training in map reading".

But at present

only a few mm have aotulred this knowledge throu^ a etudy
of geography or as a member of organliations euoh as the Boy
Ecottte.

Uo program for encouraging orienteering either in

military or oivillan life has been initiated by the military
authorities,^^

However, at least one military man has wit¬

nessed a vivid deaonstratiwj of orienteering as it is
-s

practiced in Scandinavia,

Him British Silltsry Mtacbi in

Senaertt aooosp«nled Mr, A. B. Hvidt of the lanlsh Reserve to
the 1950 International competition for Heeerve Offloere,

Mr,

Hvldt wrote that his guest was "much impressed* by what he
saw, 22
®
In the schools of Ei^laaft and %’ale#, no oompuleozy ourrloulum in map and oompass instruotim la laid down by the
Mlnlatry of '^duoatlon.

Map reading is generally taught as a

part of geography oourses in seooidary schools where students
are preparing to go to a univerBl^,'^^
Apparently orlonteerlne with its various forme of indoor

®l •

Ibid,

22,

Horeonal coaaunioaUon from Mr. Hvldt (Hoveaber 11, 1953).

23,

HoxtIs,
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and outdoor gamee Im# not boon j»ibliolt«a to wijr extent In
England.

Only one article on the aubjeot has ooae to the

ineeatlgator’s attention.

The tlaea fdaoatlonal Suppleaent

carried an llluetrated artlola In 1952 oalled •Coanaos and
Maps, Se» school Subject In Sweden*.

(See reprint in pooket.)

The editor of the sappleaent recently wrote that a *nuaber of
inquiries* about the article had been reoeleed.

In faet^ the

i?lnletry of Tduoatlon exprseeed Interest and asked for ooplee
of a book on the subJest published In Sweden,

The Edltia*

added that there aay be a few people who have started orien¬
teering In Ei%'ll8h echeole ae a result of this srtlole, but
he has seen no evidence of Its gweral aeoeptanoe.®*^

SCOTLAHB
Sootlanfl, because of Its rugged terrain wid recent Inter¬
est in pTonotlng life in the outdoors, aay prove to be fertile
ground for the developnent of orienteering.

Already the use

of aap and compass Is a basic part of the Instruetlon given
young people and adults at the Soottlah Center of Outdoor
Training near Inveraess.
In 19*19 the froottlsh Education Separtsent, In the first
erserlment of Its kind In Scotland, sent five groups of boys
am girls from the Secondary Schools of Slesgow to the Center
....1 —-

Fersotial eommimio^tiea ftxiu

1^,

195^).

-

-_

Editor {Ftbrogtjri
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of Outdoor Training.^
for four waa'ise.

Eaoh g*wip of forty atudonto attondod

Constant aap readli^, m&p rsaklng, ooatpaaa

navigation^ wa&tfaer aapplng and aap and aoap&aa games were
Incaudedla tbo *way finding* and “physloal aotlvltles* parts
of ttoe la'ograa,^*'
This experiment at dlsaaiore Lodge has been aidely publlolaed, and many education leaders have expressed •gr«at
Interest* in it.

tWKED STATEf

Orlwiteerlng has been avidly promoted In this oountiy.
Oifferent forms have been adopted by various interestCNl
groupe, but it see^ too early to tell Just how widespread It
may become.

Ho attempt was made by the Investigator to eo»-

pile a list of groups or individuals usln^j orienteering at
present, but the epeolflo oases whloh follow will provide a
sample of Its development In the United Statee,
She Soy Scouts of America are currently making more use
of orienteering thm any other groi©.^®

Map and oompase

training has always been a part of their program, and now
Loader, p. yk.

36.

f

35.

27-

Ibid.. p. ys.

sg.

Perscnal coautawloatlon fro® Mr. I/sreon, Seneral
Ellva, Ino., La Porte, Indiana (February 19* 1953)»**"

*

37
oricaCeerlng b&a bam r»eegRiM4 ^ «h« HaUonal Dlraotor of
Volitatacr fr»i.alqg «• «n axoalltat fiaaoblng aetbod.

Jt ic

aost popttl&r id til bey* fourteea year* and elder la the
Explorer progran.^^

p^j. exaepl*} eeore, llae, point and

erea* oouatry oeorsee bare been in "eonetant uae* at the
Syraouee Boy Sooat Caepa for several years,ror tbe last
three years travel sobolarships have been provided by Silva
and other* to send two explorer* and aa advlsca* to Soaadlnavia.

In addition to Uw intematicmal good will fostered

by the two week trip, this s^lardilp has definitely stiair*
lated the various scout oounoils to laprove their mrn asp and
oospass prograa.^

-^se aoholarahips wlU be provided t«ain

in 195^
It is doubtful whether any oollege or university has
offered any nore tean brief eeaelotui in tbe fundaaontals of
orienteering to teelr students.

At Mather Oollege in Cleve¬

land, Ohio, it fow» a part of the fhysieal Eduoatlen Pepartasnt'a Outtag Gouree.

stria there were enthueiaeUe about

the sesaion that included paolng, aapplag the area, and
29.

fttPl^d by Mr. Lawrence, Soy Sw»at« of Aaerloa in an

30.

Feraonal e^ui^eation from Mr. wiUia® 8. Wedsworttj
Member of toe Motional Comalttoe for t^ sport of
toerlas (March 8, 1958J.
^

.
.

31

®3*lls*P0« In en interview (Ootober 15.
*953*
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MenUoned by
John i. Magnueon, Silva, Ino., upon too
Mturn of tte l|53 eehelarehip winoers. •weloome*^
l4in«heon*, Hew Xiark Atoletie Club (Ootober I5, I953),

telling time by ooapnac.^^

At tbe Onivfrtity of MnsMohaaetts

Sfttup® Reerentlon etuaeats tboroaghly enjoyed n t»o and n h«lf
alia sap and ooapaae bike.

Many otb»r oollage atudeata and

toasbara have raoalTod aoas laatruotlon in orlantsai'lng at
varloaa ausaar outdoor adueatlon prograsa,^^
A Halted aurvay wan made of tbe literature resulting
froa tbe faat-groirilng patdlo sohool oe^plnf aoTemmt In the
tlnlted States.

In eeeeral publloations ^ uork wlti£t nap and

oompaes Is mentioned In some detail and oooaeionally orlen*
teerlag le referred to by name.

In tbs sebool oampe of

Mi«^lgan, for Instanosj, It le teeing aeed "sore and aore",^^
Several leaders In sduoatlon and In eamplng have beoom
aotlvoly interested In tble eport beeauee of Ita relatlonablp
to oonserration eduoatlon.

A pnblloatlon of tbe Aserloan

Caspli^ Association oalled CotaerTatlon In Casplng gleet aoae
ezoellent auggeatlona for using map end oospaae to provide
ohlldren with adventure and an appreciation of tbe world of
nature,5®

At a recent oonventlon of tbe Amerloan Camping A«-

aoolatlen, orlenteerl^ wae caf^aslsed during tbe popular
panel on C<»taorvatlon.^^
yy,

Personal o^Msmunloatlon froa Mlaa l>oroti^ L. Hoia,
leaohlns Fellow, Mather College {Marcii 10, 1954).

34.

"Orlenteerls^* (i^ewaletter), Matltmal Conmiittee for Tbe
Sport of Orlentoering {January, 1949).

35.

Mentioned In oonvcrcatlon by »tr. Julian Snltb, State
Separtaent of Patelis Inatruotion, Mlohlgan (1953),

3S.

Page 11.
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la

England aoae of th# oaape aponeortd by th« Manaa-

ohusetts Audubon Society have uecd oriontocplng for two year*.
The dlreetor of one oaap reported that the ohildpen enjoyed
their trails *la«ene*ly*, beoaaee orienteering "brings about
a happy oosblnatlon of physical ana mental effort uelii^ brain*
aaaolee ai^ senses together with a spirit of adventure ar^
exploration*.5®

0Brlnf the winter toe teatoii^ staff of this

Eoolstf reatoee over twelve thousand ehlldrna in the element
tary eohools of Maesaohusette.

The Exeeutlve Dlreotor of the

prograa wrote "we tolnh that orlenteerl^ offers a very fine
eeans of Introduolng and developing conservation and natural
soienee la eaap and 8ohoel....We expeot to aaSag greater use
of it in the future.
The spread of orlenteeidog In this country le enooureged
chiefly by two peoplei

Mr, Larson at toe Silva Office In

Indiana* and Mr, fjellstros in Sew lork.

Both h*.v# given

frequent lectures on toe subject, oftto usii^ colored fllss.
the earliest of those films ebows the sport as it is praotloed
In Bmdmi
B

topograpMo

otiMr thowt m
BBp

aod

B

md 0011
ki

sllT4fe oospats. ^

to u*#

rroa the IMiane

JSm

Miss FbotM M^mXd ih her report to the Dlreetor of tim
Wildlife Senetuery
195^)#

39*

Fereotiel ooMdnie&tion from Mr*. C* Baesell Heecm
E'xeeutlire Dlreetor (July 1, 1993)*
•ihe Sport of Orleateeriog** la oht&ioahle from Sllira,
Ine.i Le Forte, lodiem.

4l,

Mep end Oompees.* Sonroe information erailehle from
the IntBrmtimml Film Bnreeu, Ine*, 97 Eeet JaoketMi
Bonlererd, Ohieego 4, lllinoie*

ko

Office ajre dictflbattd bcok«, p&mphlets, raprintt, magaatina
artlolaa^ aM ccispnas gmm packets at %?«1I a® coi3paa«a« vhioh

are sold*

Oriantaering is also enoouragad by several of the

metbars of the %tiooal Orieataerlng Cossilttee and otasere who
have initiated various forme of ^e sport throuchout the
©ountry*

*!1^ Oommittea dote not function as a group and only

a few issues of their newsletter have msterlalised*
the Silva Office in Indians iSi of course, in an
lent position to know im% hm ejctenelvely orienteering has
spread in the United States*

Mr* l^rtoii wrote in I953

*.**we art consttntly receiving evidtnc# of ompB and echools
adopting 00m© fo3rm of orient#ering,,*tht program teems to b#
developing uitii inore&eitig at»s«!]ituiti*.

hp

OidtAQA

Psrhape it lo not eupprleing timt in Canada orlonteerlna
h&s becoae popular botfc vlCi youtb groups and wltti oertaln

eduoators,

Hils country, like Heandlnavla, ts*« a brick

climate, Bany forested hills and a soattored poi^latlon,
Since its introduction into the Ontario i^blle bohools
th# Bain emphasis for orienteering has been in the seventh
and eighth grades, eaoh of which had an enrollment of about
to,000 pupils in 1950*^5

.

feaetoepB a*j devote ae muoh at ten

42

Personal eoamunloatlon from Mr, Larson(rebruary 19,1955).

*»3.

Personal oonrntmtoatiMi from «r, S. A, Watson. Assistant
Superintendent of Klementary Edaeatlon* Cepartaeat of
Sducatlon, Ontario (Maroh I7, 1952). '

hoars to the oourss voric^ whloh is spr«a4 throaghoat the
Ith

The purpose is to tosoh pupils to uMorstena asps so

that thsir woi^ In sooiel studies and oonservatloa will heooas
sore sesalngful.^

fvo texts are used!

Mustard's By Mao aad

C<^i>ass. whieh la essentlalXjr a translation of the text used
In Swedish sohoolsi and Aaderxhon's Stess in Mao Heading.
Pupils also use oompasses, aerial phote^aphs and topograpbio

kg
saps. ^

Sohool eurrieula are STaluated periodioally and in

Mar^ 193s, the Jissistant Superintendent of Klementai^ Eduea*
tion wrote that the ooisaente whloh bad been reoeieed eo far
wert “very faeorable* to me sap reaBllng program.

*Pro8paota

for the futio'a indleate that it will beaeuw sore widely need
ae all teaohera beooae aware of the i^vwatagee to be gained.
The Ontario program ie not without fwalta, however,

mie

ohlldr«t like the eubjeet and weleooe ^a ehanee to get out of
the olaaeroom* teaohere have ahown little enthueiaaa for this
addition to ths oowse aatsrial*

a loeal sehool offieiiO. has

desoribed some of the baaie {»‘oblemB that hava tuxuied up in
kd
the aohools of one dietnot.

44,

Bereonal eoaaualoatlon from Sh*. Earle Webster, Insoeetor
of Public aohools, Qshawa (Haroh U, 1953). *

45,

Mr. S, A. Watson.

46.

Ibid,

47. Mi.
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It is obvious that the teaohers have not really felt the
need for the teaohiag of oonservatian»

Many of then persist

in treating it as a "frill* or unnsoeesary innovation*

Hural

teaohers in soae oases h&ve shown a a^re aotive interest in
the subjeot than have teaohers in oity sohools.

Mr. Webster

reports that aany teaobere are still asking, "why tsaoh nap*
reading?" and oonsequsntly they plan few elassroon exeroises.
They sees) to take it for granted that maps will be intellio
giblc to ohildren without any help from tim teaoherj that they
know by "instinot* what the map symbols mean.

The text

reported by Mr, XJellstroa to have been *hastlly»prepared*
a.

does not seem wisquate to overooae these diffioulties.

This

sohool offlolal feele that eompaes work and the uee of topo»
graphic aapa will be dlffloult to introduoe into the tra»
ditional public sohools.

Perhaps the program ahould be more

oloeely related to the work already under way in Sooial
stadiee,

Seboole ahould take the opportunity to arouae

Interest in and devslop an appreoiaUon for

typsa of maps

the average eltlsen mar use later on, sueh as road mapa, air
route mapa, rainfall, eoll and drainage maps and maps of land

49
uae,^^
Provinoial soho^ offielals have triad to anticipate the
problema oreated by the intrcduotlon of tbs new ourFieulam,

3p90l«l Inatructlon for ttoehere Ima bten providod ttt sumawr

SQhool, oonserv&tdon work abopSi dn»e«mco training aosaiono
and oooraoa at the ^^oraal sohoola.^*^
Other provinoaa, eapeoialljr Alberta, have ahotrn eoneiderabla intereat in Ontario*# venture.
^eaidaa its uee aa an eduoaticwial method, orienteering
ha# alao made headway wltti certain youth group# &a a sport.
Offlolal# of the Boy Sooute Aaaoolatitm have eoma to raoognl*e it as "a healthy, ueeful aotivity whloh readily lenda
Itself to the outdoora aspeet of the Boy Scout prograffime*.^®
The Aeeooiation enoouragee it# use through training oouraea,
lltoratur# and «ie film, "The Sport of Orienteering*,

Kia

Sxaotttive Comalaaioner of to# Bpainli® Department aaye that
*It has been given a warm reception in most parte of Canada
and its popularity I# epreadlng, eapeoially s«o*^ older

boys*,^^
Beoently orienteering has been added to the program of
toe Can^lan Foreatry Assooiatlon'e summer training camp
where in toe last several years over 2,000 boys from all
parte of British flolumbla have besn taught the "wise use*
50.

Ibid.

51.

Mentlsned by Mr. Sale In an interview (April I5, I953),

52.

Mr. 1. t. MaoSregor, ffxeoaUve Sowtlssloner, Trainlna
Dopartawnt, Canadian Boy Sooute Association, quoted in
pereonal ooaaanloation from Dr. Dorl# «. Plmea Denartment of National Hesdth and Welfare, Ottawa (June *^953)

53.

Xbld.
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oonoftpt of forestry.fJax Seoretary-Senitgor of the Aesooletlon bellevee th»t beoauee orienteering oonbinee the nttraetioae of a keen oompetltlee eport with highly prnotlcaJ.
training values, it la a happy aflaitlon to any youth training
progrBKi.55

akille aequirefl in the eport also aake for

greater self-reliaROO and a higher aafety faetor in woods
travel.
A drafsatlo example of the laportanoe whioh orienteering
sight eventually have In High School attileUoe bae taken
plaoe in an eastern province,
A former ooaoh in Sew Bruaewlok, Canada, h»0 dasorlbed
the Petltoodlae Regional High aobool Orlentaera’ Club.57

in

1951 and 1952, olub laembers set on Saturdays for long erosaoountry orienteering oontests.

They covered nearly every

mile within a twenty-sAle radius of Petltoodlae ae well ae
other area# outelde thle circle.

The spirit shown by ti»

boys and girls and the proven benefits of «he program have
convinced Hr, Ugera that such a olub la worthwhile.
field experiences of this olub dlreotor and the direst
results of this program should be of intereet to School

54.

"Important Youth.Tralnlnf Program...*, forest and >illi
(August 22, 1952),
..
..
■

55.

56.
57.

Ibid.
Personal oommunleatlone from Mr, Ray hegere. Club
Director (October 15, 1953, And February 12J 1?54)

45

Atoirda!:rtitoi*0, Phyaloal Eduastion Inatructora, and Athletic
OoaChee.

Hr. I«g«re»8 Inti-oduotioft to orlenteerlnifc; oat»« la
te&Qbeps* College where the fllra "the Sport of <h*lenteerlag*
wae shotm.
■port",

He "deolded there and. then that It wae the

thle belief and the shovls^ of the suae film la

Petltoodlae led to the founding of their orienteering elub.
He Is really enthusiaetlc about Its ralue.

"<ht>lent«er-

Ing In secondary eohoola is a treniendous conditioner for
athletics, a cooperative effort for the students, an oppor*
tunlty for outdoor lore,

a good Influence on the phyaioal

wall-being of each Individual participating..,."

As an

attiletlo coach, Mr, tegere fwiM the reeults "most rewarding".
1 strjased tt*at ay basketball pilayers take part In the
Orlenteers Club.
my basketball teams tbotii boys
md girls varsities) were only two years old at tlio time
Both teams went to the Sew Brunswick finals the year
they took up orienteering, ae reason is quite apparent.
They w, olrolee around every team they met. Most
Br^wlois ooaohes will a*ree that teewe with such speed
and endurance as mine had that year were few in number.
My senior hi^ teas of boys even defeated a tJnlvarsity
iiTfilty tean In a home and home aeries. My opposlru?
ooao^s of ten asked me for the key to mtoh epeed ae that
e^lblted by ay boys and girls ajid my reply was always
the
orienteering. The results were not limited to
basketball. In football our boys team was undefeated’
In soccer our girls tea® captured the Sew Brunswick '
Chcimplonchlp.
-‘•owiBa.
dlrls “show a slight edge In entliuaiama", wlnly because they
do not have as many athletic opportunities as boys.

Members

learned ttte amp content# through their weekly contests and
also acquired knowlsdge of the area la which they lived and

u
ch£.r6cteristies of tfcslr Q«tural r-ssouroef*

they orlen*

tecred In teapereturee belov sero and ebovo 75 degrees, fend
etm they oeae beck for more.

"Among these Orienteers there

¥66 ft spirit tliet I h&re found no other piece,"
Mr, Legere le <iulte emphatic about the importenoe of
leedereblp.

''Vithout It, and the proper kind of it, en Orlea-

teers Club cannot exiat.

It takes plenty of initiative, hard

work, planning and time.

But the rek'ard is great, greater

then in any oWi#r activities in the field of athletloe."
hoys a»i girls who arc active oembere orlenteer eeeh
^Saturday.

Aasoolate members participate once a month.

She

club aleo had a few older members who worked in the community,
"he boys' end girls' sections were each divided Into three
groups or "squads",

Keabers were always taken by oar out of

town to points eometlmee fe^enty miles from ?etltoodlao.

In

this way, the oountn was uafafflUlar to them each time.
"Billy oounti^ is probably the best for orlenteerlne because
of tlic greater interest on the part of the participants."
Courses were limited to ten miles for boys with six eontrol
stations and six miles for girls with six control stations.
Kr. Legere experimented with the distance problem ©M found
this to be the meet satisfactory.
eontrol stations.

Eed and white flags marked

Headquarters for an event la usually the

first or last eontrol station.
at the third eontrol station.

Partleipants ate their lunohee
The olub emblem was a runner

and the olub had a flag and a weekly bulletin.

Members

oarrlefl meabership oarda end cMdod by m Orlanteera* Coda.

(?m Appendix

5.)

Safety pyaonutlons wars tskon.
tagether In daylight oonteste.

Squad aeabsra traveled

It «ag ooasldersd umilse far

stadeitCe aho were Just beginning to orlentser alone or at
alijht.

Sao!-! squad

a leader eapeelislly trained In oonpae*

and oro88-oountiy work.

In addition to cosipaasee araS s&pflj

each orienteer oarrled extra sooka, handkerehlof, a poekot
flrot aid xlt| a isiuitlr^ knife and afttohes.

'Shie oourees were

constantly p&trollsd by a ^roup of ‘eiietters*.

In the

huxidreds of nlles aafvered by the aluh nobody was ever lost,
Without tte spotters, however, it talgJit have been different,
■/hen an orienteer ran Into feny sort of trouble he aaed hla
whistle to signal the nearest spotter to the reaoue,

So!M

had painfully cold feat, soma twisted their ankles, some were
sick.

The

3|M)ttQra

used oars daring most of the contests to

keep up with the nonteatanta an! to reach mare quickly ttjose
v(ho had gone astray,

as a final precaution each participant

carried an ea8r:j8noy

naaber in case he

should roaeh a farmhouse wl«i a phone.

Borrowed care were

not entrusted to student drivers whan they were used to
convey students,

Ihe club dlreotor did most of the driving

and aoae of the spotting too.
To help meet expenses eaoh partlolpant paid weekly dues
of 25 cents.

Publlo support was shown whenever the olub

sponsored entertainments to raise funds.

Many

residents also

4a
.help*>a by ImUaz tteJr eara to tJie spotters.

?be Canadian.

Oevsmmeat provided the st&ps and the oonpassee were purohased
In Petltoodi&o for |9.00 each,
noct suAtahXe.
pass,...*

*'<?« found the Pwlsa "Beota*
313.va Is also & i^ood ooio*^

School offiolala haolced, orlenteerli^ to the letter.

SeTer was tisere <«iy trouble In obtalalne equipment.
Socaslonally the club held special activities each ae
outljiES, ej-aurslons ai'id rlonlss.

They alsn hold weekly

ditnees at the High School top msabers and their grMsta,
orleateera* siraaar earap wae held two aumaers.

An

Members oaaoed

in tents for tuo weeks at the rsmdy ?iation&l Park.

Pattfi day

they <5.ld orlentoerli^r of various types throughout the pai^.
*?3atlonnl Parka provided tarrlfio opporhinltlea for orlontearing,*

fJvs people of Potltoollaa have .gone to considerable
effort to get thalr Ortaateers Club going,

they are "sold on

this sport” and feel th»it Ifcay should do their best to pre¬
note it,

They are suixloua to give *whola-haj:.rt«d mipport to

the Canadian Irltsstaariing; Institute".
Hr. lagere seas in the future an international organisa¬
tion with representatives from the Hnltad states and Canada.
In such an orsanitation, "the repreeentative mealwrs ahoald
not be limited to High Sohoole but should follw through Into

for
"Karo la the solution to our countries* lack of activity
due to modern Inventions", for eaaaple television and auto-
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ooMlee.

‘To eell orlsnta«rlng to tho pabllo however will

not be en eeey taak but If done ^e >?lght w«y through the
right heode, It should beoaae one of the most populer
setJvitles for adulte
*'There

Hl^ Sohool students.*

ijo »eggotetorltl8* In orienteerlfl<-..

m. »r.tlciPfete

fdther

£231 aj2£ ^ boat.*5^

to 8U®Berl*e, orienteering le Sttiowa to have been pro¬
moted in at least 12 different countries.

In Sweden, rmiand,

•DmmuTk, iSorway and Switaerlam, It Is well entrenched in edueatlon, recreation and In allltsry trelnlag.

in Oeraany and

Belglu® the recent Interest In orienteering follows on the
heels
ject.

Of

an eslsUng Interest in orientation as a sohool sub¬

Uttl* has occurred m the fJetherlande, 3cotlaal end

tngland but in the latter oaee, gone interest has been shown
by sducatore and ailltary officials. In Scotland, leaders in
outdoor eduoation are teaching the use of map and oompa.s to
school age children.

In tlM Onlted States orienteering le

becoming increasingly popular with conservation, recreation
end outdoor education people.
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begere (Ootober I5, I953),

In Canada Ontario public
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soboolB arff teaching orienteering during regular elaee Iwure
and In Hew Brunewlok the Intereet primarily ie In orienteer¬
ing ae a condltlon-jr for atbletloe.
Canada

Eoout leaders In both

the United States are doing a great deal to en¬

courage the spread of orienteering.

PAHT
AmaCATIOK TO

II
HIGH

SCHO<a.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENT

I , AMH8:R8X, I952

"ttrix>e»
This first sxperlment wse oonduoted in ordsr to svalusto
the offeotlveoess of a trial series of lessons in the use of
asap and eompass for high school olasees.
Methods and Materials
In the spring of 195^f sixteen students (thirteen boys
end three girls) were observed as they took pert in a trial
series of map and ooapase lessons.

These s^&ents, repre»

sentlng a vide range of intelligenoe, were enrolled la a
ninth grade general soienee elase at Amherst, Mas8»
Six lessons in the use of map and compass vers taught.
The lesson plan for the Unit and most of the exerolaea are
included in Ai^endix C.

The first five lessons yere given

during the regular forty minute class periods, but the final
lesson reuuired two hours.

The first lesson vas designed to

teach students to read direct and indirect Information from
a road map; a combined state and U.a. road map waa used.

The

eighteen gueetloao of the exercise were oonoemed with scale,
grid syotea, population, geologic history, topography and
time sonee.

Oaring the second lesson studsnts were guizzsd

on their knowledge of topographic map symbols.

In the third

lesson eighteen dueetions were used to help teach fundamentals
in the use of a topographic map.

The tcpographlo map used was
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of the loo&l

’STheae qaaetlone dealt with aoale^

eyml^Xc, topQgTuph^g grid
draina|:e pattern*

geolc^lle Mstoi^ mSL

In lesion four^ held in the eohool yard,

itudente first detei*ained their own step by pacing along a
hundred foot ooru.

After practicing with the oompase they

took part in a compase pacing gaae*

Oulded by bearings and

distances printed on a oaxM idiey traveled around the echool
yard*

In leteon five they were tau^t to use l^e inch rule

on the cmpmB for cofisputir^ distances and to use the coupase
as a protractor for plotting courses on a fsraotice aap*

For

the final leescm, students were taken by car to the recreation
area at the University of Massachusetts*

'Sliere they traversed

a prevlously-^prepared orienteering trail*

the purpoee of this

trail irae to stisimlate independent thought»
tl:«it an IndivSikial

It was intended

euccees should depend upon his own

ability to follofe’ written instructions, us© Ms compass, esti¬
mate distances and answer a nuAer of questions about the
course*

Contrary to Bwedish principles, time was not a

factor, &M control stations were identified only by a written
description instead of being visibly marked*

In moat of the e3cereisefi students worked alone while
answering the questioas.

apecific instructions and defiai-

tiona were included in the text of the map exeroisee*

Both

tim regular teacher md the investigator assieted those who
were having difficulty,

atudente were told that the exercieee

would probably be difficult and that they should not be die-
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couragedi by Iom gradts.

They were able to ^ee their oor^

reoted papere e&oh day aad time waa reeerired for reviewing
the errors.

In meriting the exeroiaee percentage grades were

based on the n^u^er of correct answers.

Tliere was no direct

attempt to stimulate competition among students during any
of the esceroises*
%t0rials needed for teaohir^ this type of activity in¬
cluded aimeogmphed copies

the answer sheet, the mp

symbol study sheet, the road mp ejcercise, %im topographic
sap exercise and tiie oriefiteering trail*

A cord a hundred

fact long taggoa &t five foot Interv&ls and held In plaoe by
wooden pega was prepared for use In the oompaes-peolng gaiae.
Also necessary were!

ooap&ssetj road, topographic and

praotloe aapej *oo«pa#8 gaae* paefcets; and eartboard ollpboards.
Observations
Ourlng the experiment several aeohanlesd dlffloultleo
♦

came to the attention of the Investigator and some areas of
promise were noted.

In graph I the peroentage grs^es whloh

the students rooelved for the various exercises are Indicated.
It may be seen that the average waa ocnalderably higher on
the map symbol quls for which they had studied the previous
night,

rtm average grade on the entire unit of study was

65^, Indloatlng that In general tb® students found it dlffli

cult a
The firct cxciHiicc ^Ivcn w&s the irccui mep excroisc*

LESSOR I

Hoad Map
ummn

2

Hap Symbol mit
LfSSOH 3

fopographio Map Ex.
LESSC^ 4
Praotiot Map Ex.
LISSOM 5

0ompaa5*»l^aclni dm.
LISSOM 6
Orlontoerlng frail.

Halt Average
percentage

Oraph 1.
performance of 16 Minth Orade Pupile at ii^erst on the
fxeroisee of the Unit.

4
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Durirjg this several studerit© toaml it harcl to haMlo a large
fssp, «i question shoot, m ons-i^or sheet and a pencil all at
th® &mm time.
ws too

The printing on the particular road map used
tor oomfortable reading*

the qu^etloiia were poorlj worded*

In addition some of

Partly es a result of thie
t

th& average grade was low {66^J.

Fortuimtely the students

who finisJt^d the ti^erolse early occupied th^selves by helpp*

lag those nearby.

Th6 teacher, who did

ejterclse along

with the students, felt l^at the road mp exercise was ^in
general excellent

for this particular-group*^.

He also

thoi^ht that *at least one more period could be profitably
s-pent on ex^jlanation..*^*

$ix students were of the opinion

that there should be acre time allowed, and one student was
not interested in reading maps.

HeaTly everyone in tlm class
I

thot^ht It was interesting and worthwhile to learn how to use
road :3apa.
tan the following lesson when the aap ejnslw)! quls was
glwea, the average grade was relatively high

ap¬

parently the hoaewori; osaignsont, a sheet giving map symbols
and their seanlaga, had been effective even though it had
been poorly alaeoeraphed.
In spite of this preparation, the next exerolse, whloh
dealt with the topographic map, left some students puzxled.
Sven with assistance two etudents were not able to understand
more than two or throe of the eighteen *iueatlons.

This made

the Class average grade only 5^, the lowest grade on any of
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th« exerolses.
I.(»arnirts to detoi^lne length of step by p&olm b&ek and
forth ^©ng a hondrad foot ©ord did not mom very popular,
th& oompm& to take boariuga ©ad find landfaarfea Waa
enjoyed moh more,

ftie oompase^paolfsil game seemed a little

too dlffioult for mmo to gr&ep*
Mtboagli til# average grade

not bigti on the praotiee

t

mep exercise

the cMldren atei^d to enjoy doing it,

They Ilfeed to use the compaee to answer questions on the
praotio© map,
During the final lesson at the University reoreatioa
area the emapass^paoing game was reiseated to provide activity
for those not yet started on the trail,
apical to all the students.

It still did not

Contrary to what had been hoped ^

the orienteering trail did not provide the opportunity necee*>
sary to cause Individuals to think for themselves,

l^ok of

time in the field made it neoeseary to have students travel
in S3!jall imupa,

although troitps started on the trail at

five fsinute intervals they sUll tended to ’*banoh up«.

ror

these reason® it was not possible to prevent individuals from
being influenced by others,

^though soi^ fouu^ the trail

much too difficult and were hostile, others who were able to
meet the ehallenge suc<iessfully were enthusiastio,
j^^lscuaa^on

This experiment was Intended to be exploratory.

f

It was
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hoped that b/ obeerving the student reaction to a trial unit
of isap and ootspass activities, the laost serious areas of
^•reaknesa in lesson content and aethod oould be dieeovered.
In evaluating the unit the inveetlgator toad to rely on
personal observation rather than objective data.
s^iiall nustoer of students wae involved.

A very

But sinoe the class

vas "average* and since some of the student reactions were
clear-out, it is possible to regard eog» of the inforaiatlon
gathered as being "euggeetive*.
the students' difficulty in the road aiap exeroise handllt«j aap, papers, and pencil at one tlae would be lessened if
in future it were possible to write anewere directly on the
<luestion sheet.

A ®ap with larger printing and aore oolors

algbt win over students who are net interested in reading
aiape.

In a class of varied intelligences, the exercises

aould be easy enough for the slower aeabers, while purposeful
activity should bo provided for those who finish early.
the f&at that students did twelve percent better on the
map eyabol ^iuis than on any other indoor exercises say refleot nothing aore than an easy qul*.

Jhey also htid the ad¬

vantage of studying me map syabols ae part of their tooaewortt
btfor© th® <|ui2a
ihX&

points out oloariy that special pains

aust be taken when planning to toaoh studente how to under¬
stand and use topographl© smpe.
had ever seen one before.

r-robably very few of them

It might have been easier for then
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to understand the most confusing f«iotor, i,e. contour lines,
h&d this exercise bem preceded by the film ^By Map and
Compass* which expliklnc contour lints very olcsrly*

In ad^

dltioa It would he advleahle to hisve the practice raap pre*»
cede the topographic map exeroise.

fhis Mould he particular¬

ly valuable in teaching the concept of ^scalt**

Having &

topographic map of me area hung in. the claseroonj for a few
weeks before the study of it began might be one way of
familiar Irani’: ^e students with it*
Determining step length could probably be mde more
«

purpoBtful by follossing Cr. Vinai*® example.

Bis s^ients

first leteraiaed thair own stop length over a hut^rsd foot
course, Vam teetoil ttielr own aooursoy by atteapting to step
off an even huMrod feet In a new dlreotlon.
The eomptiss-paolf® goiae wae difficult partly beoause
students were still not at ease with the ocapasa.

In ad¬

dition acm Btaident® had eonelderable trouble in Baking the
Bental oalculatlona necessary to convert "feet" into ‘etepa*.

Hore practlos in using the eospaee, and a similar game with
diatanoee la round noabers ehould precede this game if tt Is
to be used again with students of tels age.
The flexibility and the pcixilerlty of Silva*s practice
®ap suggests that here is an excellent teaching aid.
.he orienteering trail was a disappointment because even
wltli this small number of students It was not possible to
have oaoh one travel alone over the trail in the time avail-

able*

primary p«rpo»e wm to protiao opportunity

for individual tliou£vlit, observation imd action which certain**
ly was not aoooisplishcd.

However, tfec fact that soise of the

students were enthusiastic Is reason enough to attempt to
ovoroom the dlffloaltlee.

If time it always to be an Inhlbl-

tlh^ factor, port^pn hi# school st^derits could cheok out s
«50iBpass ard go over a trail in pairs after seshool or on ttm
weekends*

Even traveling in twos would be more desirable

than travelim: in larger groi^is for this type of trail.

Such

extra-curricular activity could be a potrt of the progrisR of a
hi# school Orienteering Club.
Concluaions
Ho definite conclutlons can be reached because of the
limited uuaiier of cedents involved.
In general the procedure used in this limited experiment
to teach the use of amp and coi^pass to ninth grade students
was satis fact02^.

students appeared capable of under**

staRding meet of the material presented in this unit,
A revised unit incorporating the improveiaents as sug**

gested by this experiment will be necesgi^ry,

two points

should be kept in mind; ti^@ unit should be capable of being
presented by the ra|;ular olaseroom teacher; and it should
have real appeal for students.
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CHAPTER 5

EXi’ERIMEUT II - SOWfH DEElPIEy) 1953

Introduotlon
Parmlsaloii to praaent a IfniS of map and ooapasB exerelaes
/

at the Asihepot High School was sought on Mareh 26, 1953.
Koaply two sonthe later this request wee refueed by the eohool
ooaialttee.

Fortunately, the boIjooI auttiorltlee at South

Deerfield were more receptive.

By oonduotlng the experlaent

at South Seerfleld, however, the objective value of the In¬
vestigation was sacrificed.

A achool crisis at the ti»e of

the experlaent created conditions for teaohlng and testing
that were far fro® norsaal.

The popular principal of the

Deerfield High School had Just been dleislssefi by the eohool
board.

Spirits were low at school and the townspeople were

In an uproar.

Ssny angry parents even refused to send their

children to clseses and as a result, attendance was extreaely
It^egttlar.

Such a combination of poor morale and poor atten¬

dance ruined ell hopes for results that could be considered
rellable.
^"urooBe
Ths purpose of this experlaent wao to evaluate the teaohIng effectiveness of a revised Unit of a.^ and ooapsss exor¬
cises on three different age levsle.
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and Materials
niro lemam {a total of 7 oxtrel^os) in the use of map
aM eompaes were given to pupils enrolled in a 5th grade
gemp^ iolenoe claee, a 10th grade biology claee and m 11th
grade English olaee.

ftm leeeon pl&n and the ll5 page Unit of

e^r^ereitee are inoluded in Appendix 0*

as In Eieperiment I,

all but the last lesson (whioh required two hour®) were given
durit)g tl:ie reipilar olaes periods*

Xheee es^roises oontained

subject ^tter similar to that used in Exp0rimmt 1, hut f^e
order in wMeh they were given was completely changed*

A new

exeroi.se, tahirig up m entire period, was presented each day,
leaving no tisiie for dleouseion and review,

Answer sheets

were graded after the final lesson by percentage grades based
on the nu^er of eorreot answers*

There wm m direct attempt

to stimulate competition among the pupils during any of the
exercises*

Tl^ lessons were planned so that |>upils would

work alone trying to answer the exercises Instead of depend¬
ing on direct Instruction on the part of the teacher through¬
out the lesson*

Erlef instruction wac given at the beglaning

of the period, however, in all ©xerciees except Part I of
Easton 5*

Eue t© the arrangment of class schedules, the

investigator met with grade 10 first for all but Lesson 1*

In the very first lesson, the oompass used as protractor
was introduced*

In H.xi>eriiaient I the corresponding lesson had

been given next to last*
school yard.

ftm second lesson was held in the

The imcing excrolae was altered to include

gl
]>«otng oTor an unknown dlstanos aa suggeatad In the dlaouaalon
of Experlaent I.

the ooapaae-paolng gaae which had proeed

difficult for 9^ grade implle wae again used beoauaa older
pupil* were Inaolved.
map,

the third leeaon dealt with the rood

the aap ueed (Seeo: Pennajrlvanla} woe ohosen from among

aereral beoauee of Ite vivid oolors, eontent of Information
end relatlveljr large clear printing.

In the prevloue ej^erl-

isent, the read aiap had been Inadeiiaate.
waa on the topographic map.

the four^ Icseon

the film By .^ao and Coffia«aB

ooald not be ahown to the three plaeees prior to giving then
the exerolae on topogrmpblo m&pa due to Inadequate faollltiee
at the aobool.

Having relied on being able to ahow the film.w
*

the invcatlgator did not mahe uae of a map ayabol etud/ aheet
or map eymbol quia to Introduce the unfamiliar topographic
aape, aa had been done the year before.

Inatead, one page of

the unit {p. ?) wga devoted to "aelng a Topagrephlo Hap*.
The final leaaon tooh place outdoors within a half mile of
the aebool.

Each pupil carried a eomiMtaa and a el*-page aet

of field exeroleea oonaletlng of hare® parte.

Part I waa a

*«ap Quia* In which a map drawn toy the Inveatlgator waa uaed
to provide flrtd experlenoe In map readli^, paolng, Judging
dlatanoca and eorapaeo use.

Each pupil anawered queatlana aa

he walked with the olaes using the map.

Kothlng oomparaiae

to this map qul* waa ueed la the field tb» prevloue year,
f'art II eons is ted of questions to be answered by email groups
while they awaited their turn to go on the "orienteering

I

aliaed at pi*o'yidlng

irk p&cini^, Jaagihg

anri oomparlng a topogmphio mp

to tho risible iaMsoapo,
trail

ITJ was an •orienteering

4e pupils ^allced thraagh pasture and woods^ tJbej

tried to answer qoestiona requiring keen obeerration.
Materials iweded included the rerlned Unit of exeroises
and new road .mpa.
wa® improved

100 foot cord from tbi year before

eubatituting wire pegs

the wooden ones*

umrkar® were prepared and a plai^ table borrowed fro®
the Unirer@i% Engineerii^ Bep^twnt*
tlw

aa

omer -^.terials umm

been usM the previous ^ear,

H'le above-f^entio.ntd information on Methods and Materials
applies

k and B ^ich follow*

Ifethods for

Stctlon Q will be daeoribed later under that section*.
of the fhrme Astm
. .. .^■" ■'

i#V9le#
Obeervatione

Oiit of a total of J1 pupils enrolled in these classes
only 30 took part in all 7 exerolses of the Unit.
Table 1 below.)

CSee

fine# the mjori^ did not have ti^ to
fable 1*

Bhowlng enrollment and the number who participated
in all exercises.
r---^.

Olass
gnrollmmnt
i^plls who
took all

exercises

boys

girls

10

S

^

B

-

---

-

boysgirle

17

gr&de

-

boys

girls

It

o

on

36

0

11
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finish ths exeralses sM sines thsrs was no tise for ravisa,
the numsrisal grades were very low.

The average of the 30

paplls on all parts of the Unit was only hjjS.
la ooaparing the average grade on all axerolses with the
three different olaeses Involved, it is olear that in general
the oldest pupile had the highest aumerloal grades and the
youngest pupile had the lowest.
hhli} end Srade 9,

(Srade ll, 50^1 drade 10,

This pattern of perforwinoe is moat

clearly illustrated in the three Indoor map exercises
0.esBone 1,3,^) in which tte time and amount of instruction
given were most nearly standardised (see Graph 2),

The sharp-

eet divergence from the pattern occurred in the oomp&ss-paolng
game of Lesson 2, in which the 10th grade average outstripped
both 9th end llth grades,

all olasses made equally high

gradee on the outdoor at6®> wls (Lesson 5, hart I).

This was

the only exercise where the investigator heltwd pupils by
direotlng thought-prooesses throughout the exercise.

This

enabled the 9th graders to perform as well as the older
pupils did.

In the field exerolse of the final lesson

(ticaeon 5, Part II) the aumerloal grades were exeeptlonslly
low in all three grades, though the older pupils still made
higher grades than thsir junlore.

Pupils were discouraged

at faavli^ so many questions to answer in the time available.
The apparent divergence from the age pattern on the part of
10th grade pupils in Lesson 5, Fart III was oaused principally
by an unexpeeted cut in lesson time.

LESSOK X
Praetiee

Kxerclss

y rad* XO
drade

LES30K

2

Conpass Faolng Sama

•

Orade XX

36%

5Z%

Srade 10

Road Map Xxarolaa

Orada XO
9rada

3k%

S>4?S
IS

"

$

1.ES80K h

Orada IX

TopograjMiio Map Kxaroiaa

arade XO
Orada

53%

9

arade XI

62%

■ V; r,'^.".^.T-iiSdSii-.vf ■'

36%

LESSOH 3

5

-

9

9pade

)is><jn

■

Or«de XX

5Z%

3%%
h7%

’

9

31%
S9%

Orada XX

>QQT np
Outdoor
Map ^ula

{Part I)

Srada 10
Orada

rteXd Sxaroiaea
(Part ID

6S%

9

Orada XX
Grade XO
Grade

Opientaarlng TraiX
(Pert IID

9

Srada XX
Srada XO

^7%
12%

Orada
paroant
Graph 2.
P®t*foriBenoa on the separate
axeroises of tha Unit. 30 pupiXe partiolpatlng.
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PlsouBalon

Consia«i*lns the jjtmaioapa with whioh the paplle had to
oope, It Is surprlsl^ that they were able to do 00 well at
they did on the warlbua exerelseo.

A principal underlying

difficulty was the defeatist attitude of ssany of the pupils
over the current school crisis.

Irregular attendance mad® it

laposslble so estaWllsh lesson continuity with all studenta.
the exerolsee themselves were too loisg for any lait the isoat
Intelligent to finish in the tlae allotted.
mistake was ttiat no tlcse was left for review.

Another eerioue
Had the Inves¬

tigator had *or# teaohlng experience* he ml^dit not have tried
to iiresent m much new subject matter la only five daye,
Mother factor tended to reduce the vaue of the experiment.

nxe exeroisee were written to serve two purpoaeo} the Inves¬
tigator designed some questions to be instructive and otJwrs
to test whether they had been.

By oonfueli^ these two aspects*

the teaching value of idie Dnlt was largely sacrificed to its
teetlRg function,
Despite the dlffioultlee just discussed, some ceaparlaons
between classes can bo made fro® the data of the experlaent.
Tte fact that the llth grade pupils were able to adapt
to uhe difficulties better than the othere was undoubtedly
due to their age.

their better performance on Indoor rather

than outdoor exercloee may reflect the rather sophiotloated
attitude of girls of this age.

In the oase of the loth

graders, the handicaps wore not so well surmounted.

'a»y
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were the first to be tai^ht In all but one lesson.

Kius, at

their expense, the 9th &na IXtb grade pupils received improved
Instruction,

fhia waa an unfortunate situation beoauae, la

tlie opinion of many teaoisers, 10th grade pupils are a partloularly diffloalt age group t-s teao*n.

In eontrast to the 10th

graders, 9th grade students turned out to be generally eathusiastlo.

ffiie Indoor exercises as presented were much too

difficult for them to grasp.

But with more guidance on the

part of ©iC investigator, the material might have been grasped
by this age level.

the f»ot that ttiese youngest i>aplls rs-

sjioaded wall So ttje outdoor exeroisee may reflect their
general pliability.
gy&lwatlonterouafa Aaslyals of l.esson Content and Seouenee.
Observations
Some observations were also made by the Investigator
whldi ol,s!ht point the way to improving the oontent and sa(iuenoe of the various exerolsee In future woht.

In reviewing

these. It must be !wpt In mind that in all but one exerolse
pupils were on their own.

The Investigator Intended that the

exercises should serve as test of the pupils' ability to
learn from working out problsas alone Instead of from dlreot
Instruotion on ths part of a teacher.

Unfortunately th^e

resulted In very low grades for those who were not eepeolally
intelligent.
la the first lesson on the ^aotloe map, pupils were
definitely putsled by having the oospaes Introduced as a pro-

treotor tefore they lutd stud led the leagnetle needle.
^5econd le^^n^-the ociinpas®

In the

uae-l to siw *3^ different

^«iya to go* imd they tmgan to underoter^d It,

It ¥a« in toie

legeon that they mr^ required to praotloe pacing, which was
quite unable to hold their Interest*

’ihey were bored even

before they tested tYMm&XyteB over the course of unknown
Nj

leng^i.

In Le$eone 3

pupils spent much of tlr^eir

tim huntla^ ai^isleesly for the answers to questions on %fm
rmk^ aM topographic maps.

brief introduction on how to

use the maps was not specifio enough to be of real help to
them.

In l^aaon 5#

aaount of time spent by the investi¬

gator before the lesson preparlf^ a map of the vicinity for
Uie mp -quiz

unreasonably long,

The qutetions intei^ed

to keep pupils interested while t^ey were waiting to go on the
’’orienteerli^ trail* failed in their ptirpose because many of
^s pupils lost interest,

Even Um ^orienteering trail* which

the investigator had relied upon to give pupils a sense of
real #ocofapll^i^nt, failed in its al®, because only 11 ^pU»
had enoUij;h tiia^ to finish it,

Ihoee who finisti«d were en-

thasiastlo about the experience, however,
i>lecussion
The low grades which the pupils earned throughout the
VtiXt (see 0raph 2) are a definite indication that much more
I'uidance fro® the teacher Is neoeseary before pupils attempt
to answer questions alone,

iHipils and teacher should work

together at first and every pupil should be shown the thott{?ht-
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prooesacs neoaaaary tor anewerlng queatlcma ana finding inforaation on tha isap.

Taating eiionld aerre only to maaeura how

Biuoh iaproveoent haa ta)c«i plaoe; it ahould naver ha a saaattra
of intelliganoe only, aa in the praaant irtTastigaCion.
iiie aagM tie needle la the baelo part of any ooapaaa and
the very flrat lesson should point out its uae.
the Silva eospaes

the use of

a protraotor should not be attaaptad

until its primary use as a aagnetio oompass ie clearly under*
stood.

In the investigator's opinion it seems unfair to

pupils to introduce aaterial to be learned which has no visi¬
ble purpose,

for exanple, if pupllo ware helped to realise

the laportanoe of being able to estiisate distanoes during a
ooiapass hike, they would be aore receptive to learning their
stej.-length and to praotleing pacing.

& vocabulary of sap

symbols and abbreviations la a neoessat^ preretjuislte to
understanding saps.

Initial lessons should deal with teskohing

this speolaX langoags in order to provide a sound basis for
latsr exorcises doalir^ with interpretation Inforastlon not
printed directly on the maps.

Obviously, the ^esentatlon of

topographic saps waa still not property done in this ej^rlment.

Shaded relief maps, plaetlo relief maps, airt the film

a2..j!ft,P„.fend CoMpass oould be used in future to sake the subject
olearer.

So few teachers could take the time to prepare a map

of the neighborhood as did the investigator, that it would be
better to depend on getting copies of olty maps from eltgr
offlelalB.

Slslng these maps, the olass oould walk together
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md aa«¥«r the prepared quesUous.

This would be oomp&r&ble

to the eX^eatarsT forme of *point orienteering* used la
Swediigh eohoole*

Siaoe the field exeroiee questions which

preceded the ^orienteering trail* had little appeal for
pupils^ Swedish oompetitiee forms of or lea tee id

euoh as

^orienteering from a station point* and *eetimating 'lietanoee
in open oountry* should be attempted in future woric*

It

hardly seems possible that the type of orienteerliig trail
used in this experiment oould ewer beooat popular with school
administrators, beoauee any dewiation from the eetabllshed
time sohedule is disrupting to the regular ptogrmM^

Hmfewer,

it would be exoellent if organised as an extreourrioular
activity, and it

well be applicable to publio school

oampif^*

After all the ^rk on the tlnit was finished, pupils at
f3ou^ Deerfield were given ari opportunity to express in
writing their likes and dislikes on a form previously prepared
by the investigator (see appendix I)*
Obeervatlons
thirty ••eight pupils returned the questionnaire {see
Table a).
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fable 2.
Sbovlng the nui^er of pupils returning the
Student Evaluation ^^estlonnalre.
loth
grade

grade

6

5

1

12

dirii

6

7

13

26

total

12

12

14

38

11 tb

total

Nearly all urote that the Unit bad made them more Inter¬
ested In aape, and one-third had gone to the trouble of
seourlng a road map of their o«n.

(See Sraph 3, questl<»t 1.)

fhe 9th graders showed a very strong inreferenee for the out¬
doors aepeote of the Unit In oontraet to ^e 11th girders who
showed a slight preference for the Indoor exerelses.
Oraph 3, question 2.)

flay showed a greater dislike for In¬

door exerelses ttian did the older pupils.
qiastlon 2.3

(See

(See Orafh 3,

Both 9ttj and 11th grade students agreed that

the explanation had been poor throughout the Unit.

Oddly

enough, only one 10th grader had a negative ooffluentj there
were too many questions on the exerolse.

l.«iOk of interest In

general seemo to be eharaoteristle of half the loth graders
and many 11th graders,

(see Graph 3, question h.)

Approxl-

metely one—third of hde 9th and 11th graders suggested
Improvements but only one loth firnder offered a oonstruotlve
eomment.

M«Mt frequent suggestions were for ‘more and olearsr

explanattone*.

(fJee Oraph 3, queetltm 4.)

About three-

Q^imnon i

ii*

m» 0iiit
you mor«
intereat®d in maptt ,•«»•«**• *ltEr

34

b* aino« tb© tinit started have you*.
X* ioottired a i*oad mnp of your

OUU

4f*#«**«****

#

*.*********

13

2* folXo‘«?#d a road sapt.TO

3, soeured a topo »apt,TO

4, foXlowod a topo aaptTO
5. Piseussed orlantaorli^
a* vith paraota?TO

25
2B

b* with otbtr atudoatsf*..TO
with other poraonst.*..

19
numloor of pupils

^ESTIOH 2
ikmt did you like moat about
the Unit on orienteerinrt
Indoor tmpOf «fork inside}*.*,.^
11
Outdoor (oo^paee, field ifork)*..

-1
-j

7

—

3
R

^

5

—

aUESnOH 3
%%ot did you ditlike moett
Indoor (mape, work ineide

«—

outdoor (oospaee, field work).*. ■MB

5
%

^
=>

2

4

—

3

—■

4

Grad© 9 Grade XO
Grade XI
nuaber of pupile

Graph 3,
Showing reeulte of student Evaluation i^estlonnaire.
36 pipils participating*
(continued on nox% page)

%OTsnoi« 4»« What waa poor about tho instmotion
. and tbe exeroisoat

6

Explanation not oIaar.«
l'4othing was poor.•

*4. *#4..

5

Couraa lo gan. good..*.
Couraa in gon. poor...
too man|r queationa,
Mo ana^er..... *«»*«
b. Hou CN»ald improi^oiaeiita bo aiadat
Mort and oloaror explanation...
More diacttaaion................

2

More trlpa*
Define teriEe*

mtsnon 5
a. Do .you think orienteering la a good
aubjeet for teaohlng In high echool?
las
Mo
So &nBi«er.
b. Would you be Intereeted in belongiag
to an extraourrioular orienteerliig
olubt
S

Mo answer.«•

gr&a. q I grade lo grad. 11
nuatoor of pupil.
Orai^

3 (eoaeludod)
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fourths of t450 papila In moh ola«8 thoui^fet that orienteering
be a good subjeot for teaohlag in hi# aohool*
draph 3, ^ntatlon 5«)

(See

App^rmtl:^ about half of the 9th

graders, one-*third of the 10th.'. graders md over half of tdht
11th .gradere v,mM Join an oritnteerln^l elub if the oppor*
y

Sunlty preaentsd Itself.

(8e« Orsph 5, question 5,)

Certain pupils in tiie three different olnesee showed
rather remarkable understanding sdien they eeala&ted tee unit.
Many of tee reeoona for failures and suooessea are revealed
la tiaelr ocKBiaent*.

A few oelnlona are reproduoed below.

the two 5tti graders whose resaarfce follow clearly favored
tee outdoor aotivltlee, as did nearly evei^ <nie of their
olaesaatee.

Donald M. wrote?

"I liked the finding of land¬

marks, because It gives you experience, a nice Job and an
understanding of Idte different terrains and vegetation*'.
Asked what he disliked aost he wrote, ‘Kothing really, except
the way they (the e?»rolses} were worded.
be mad# bys

Xaprovements could

1) CSuldanoe ahen you are astray fwja the protatm.

2) Examines of tel* type of work.
on oar l&et trip.

3) aeneral ei^erlenoe like

4) A olearer explanation.'*

flanoy n. wrote:

"I liked to work with 00spaas best and pace off steps, oeaenre
ftlstanees, go and eeek different places, sad: «s we did in the
woods,

3i»a?e*s more aotlm to it.*

F>f» adds, "1 don’t like

te work with maps too well, teey are boring.
look, reed, said there's no action tc It,

Tou Just sit end

fJot auoh fun.

If

teey had different maps, maybe It would be more Interesting."

n
could

gone on more trips in the yooda or gone

doorc and worked sore with peeing off and compass.®
su^lgeated several improves®ats,

Hanoy

“In orienteering I think it

would be more interesting to have a group of about 2 or 4
people work on a project using maps*
■on whst

learned and did*

Each group could report

Maps would be more fun then,

fou could also still use ooFspassss and pacing off*.*.*
tenth grade students showed an equal preferenoe for in-,
door and ^tdoor e:^ercieee.
of t^ree of them*
mX confused*
questions

this is reflected in the opinions

Others showed that thBf were^ disinterested

Margaret F, liked most “figuring mt the
Uio sheets because it helpa ^oa to use ooracn
i

sens# and al^ shows you hc^ to use a map when the occasion
arises*.

She disliked *tl^ hike up Sugarloaf becaoise I

O'OUldn’t fiirl aiiy of the places wMcIi we vers assigned to
find* and also bec^se I don’t like to hike*.
suggested mi impif^vement.
the papers to answer.

Another girl

“Pon’t have m mm questione m

On the trip to Mt. Sugarloaf we didn’t

even finish half of the questions.*

Hlchard P. liked best

“the exercises we had m Sugarloaf Mountain, and learning to
read coapass.

It will benefit mo greatly in learning to

follow trails aiid txs keep my bearings on trips....*

He

tolnita orleataering aboald be taught in 6<;Sio<il8 beoauae “in
a seotldh lih« Deerfield, there we many wode and roude to
follow.
It.*

There are a lot of sportaHiai who would benefit by

aiehard was ms of tfce two loth grade smplls who had
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the orienteering ti^iX diiriag

%im to

Unit*

The IX th grade atudente, 'mostly girle* eho^^fed a alight
prefere-nee for the indoor exeroieea*

M* wrote that ehe

**111104 over^taaing about the oouaE*«e****lt mmm you think eM
deoide for y?mreelf*

ioa do this in other ooureee but ^Ig

bite ^ou personally***00 you.4on*t miiFl it,®

®Ihere wmu^t

one part that I aieliked, maybe it le 'mmum we didn*t work
on it long

^Tm

inet3:^tlon© were brief but

thoroui.^,**'^' **l Uiitik if

ins true tor had done tJtils for a

year, he ooula haire e^tpreeoed hiaself better.®

Bhe wrote

that carientaering la a good sabjeot for sohool &M ehould be
**a olaas of its <^n®*

think it would be used more often

Uma any other select**

Maroella S. liked me field trip

most.

ooild apply the ntwly-ao^tilred knowledge and

fini out lust how meh X knew anl didnH know.

Also, I liked

the indepsiidenoe required of us in the oourae,

Ve werenH

babied as in most aoursee.®

main oritiolem on the iaetruo*

tlon is tl-mt I feel the topoiraphie mmp& should have been
e^cplaimid to us before imving a test on it, for X know that
few if any of tie olasa had ever seen one before - let alone
tryitig

to read me,®

3he felt that it la p^od to know how to

road a ompm^ and that orienteeriag should be. taught in high
sohool,

^^^*0

ai»o all potential drivers and should know hm to

read road maps,®
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A detailed disouaeloa of the student questionnaire h^rd^
ly

neoeesaiy*

It is intereetlng te* note that by

paring |>upile’ written eiraluistions .with their nv^erioal perj.

formanee that in general the ol&eses perfor?sed best nuaerleal**
ly on those parts of the l^nlt which they *^Iiked«'^ and poorest

m those whloh they **dlsllked^,
Ctoaolusioic^
this l?nit of exeroisea m it staf^,s is better suited to
■the 11^ gmde age leirel tlmn to either 9th or loth, as is
shown by tlm numerical awragee of the tiiree classes*
Tliwi studenti did better numerioally on the e^iercises
which tJiey said

**liked* timii on tlioee wldoh ^ley *»di»-

likea*.
The Onit could be improved by?

more expianation by the

instructor before piiplle atte&ipt to work out exercises alone |
ftv?er <i^xerclsae for the allotted tlme| dlecussioi* nni review
after the pupils have flnielied the exercises*

PARt , III

RROTOtlOH OF ORIESTfERINQ

CMAt>n» 6

BOMK METHOiJS FOR ESCOORASUiO LRACERS
to ESTABLISH ORIKSTEERIWS PKOaHAKS

Touth pTogTme, other than In the piiblle eohools trere
Inveetlgated.

The problem Has to determine the meat effeo**

tlve method for encouraging leaders to introduce orienteering
aotlvltlee into youth-aernng programa.
methods were inveetigatedi

Two principal

enoouragoaent by means of printed

information; and enoourafasent by direct tralnit^.

The data

were gathered by ijuestionnairee and participant obeerration.
information alone ae a ■eahs of eneourfcgina lea^re.
In Juno 1952 printed information was mailed to twentyfour oaapo representing a cross-eectlon of camp types which
were foui^ listed in the 1992;.'directory of Csaae Laeated la
and near Clereland caiio.
of three Iteaet

-

The printed Information oonalsted

& alaeograi hed introductory letter, a copy

of Hr. Larson's pamphlet •Orienteering in Camp* end a
iiuestlonnalre.

(ie» appendix r.)

letter wae intended to

stlsmlate intereet in orienteering, the pamphlet provided

90!W explanaUon of how it could be taught and the question¬
naire aimed at discovering the suooeea of the first two items.
Reolplents were urged to return the questionnaire by September
I, 1952» whether w not ttiey had made any attempt to initiate
orienteering in their own organlxatlon, but In spite of this
only two queationnairee were returned.
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One reply wee aeae by the director of « 'private agency
V

oawp’’ operattd by the Cleveland Oirl Seout Oounoile
desorlblng attempts

To

in her oamp^ this direotor reported

that *some of the simple preliminary games were used tait ve
did not get to orienteering with all the sitills it implies**
The faotor that prevented Initiation of orienteering was
*laok i3i personnel with any experlenoe in It*.

Asked whether

orienteering is a worthwhile aotlvity the dlreotor wrote ^
’’depends m how used.
In and of

1 feel aotlvitles are not worthwhile
hut only as th€^ are used to contribute

to growth and development tsi 04ius|Kirs*

Orienteering like

other mmp activities can be well-' or lll-'uaed**
Hie other ^questionnaire was returned by a oollege student^
a division ooufiselor In a private day camp near Oleveland.

He

worked with a division of about twenty beys nine years of age.
Most of these were enrolled for five or ten weeks,

tn

desoriblng his attempts at orienteering the oounselor wrote^
*we tried a few compass games.in preparation,
se^ed Interested, tmt too Irmcature.*

fellows

The inhibiting factor

listed was *1 feel that nine year olds are too young for
©rienteerii^. - at least in the ratio that we had them*.

H#

feels that orientesriiig Is a worthwhile activity *for fellows
a little older*.
^Ince only two replies were reoeived out of twenty-four
qttsstlonnaires sent and since those two Indloated failujr^,
it is apparent that the printed material used In this attempt
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to Interest leaders in introduoli^ orienteering Into soastssr
camp programs was not effeotlve.
S. Printed Infoiwatlon greoeded by lepture and film as a
Beans of encour^liK; leaders.
Jn late June 1952 the printed «ateriel mentioned In the
prevloua section was sent to the '(acsaohusetts Audubon
Society's Sature Workshop at Barre, :44a3.
In July,

"his was returned

Several of the staff sabers of the workshop who

reoelved the printed Information had previously seen the flla
•The Sport of Orienteering* and had attended a thlrty-mlmite
talk on orlantearing at the 1952 Baoreatlon Conference at the
Oniverslty of tfasaaohusetta.

They had some previous taawledge

of orienteering, though no actual training, whoa Hr. hareon'e
pamphlet easw into their hands.

Also, a file of orienteering

Information was on band for them to oonsult di^rlt^ the oeap
session.

With this baokground, the workshop staff Wishers

Bade a relatively suooessful attempt to tesoh orienteering to
the oaapers.

After orienteering's purpose had been deeorlbed,

oampers were given Instruotlon In pacing and use of the oo®pasB.

The entire group followed a pre-lald trail.

Then they

divided Into aeotlons which praotloed laying out a trail and
1

follofefiiat mot^T whloh

unfamiliar*

In thift inatanoe %tm utmff ss&mbers of Hie warkshop,
perhape ineplrea mmtly by the film they hadi eeen, were aieter^
mined to establish an orienteering program at the Mature Work**
ehop*

the arrival of printed information gave them a method
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of prooodttre,

fbMir

wm

suooaseful enough to

courage t^*eiR to coutlnoe te&dilni it the following
(1953)*

pt^of

eummer

of l^ie suooees of thie firet worifeehop in

orienteering le the fact that trainee® from ^uroadia ISattiral
Hletory Oar Cmap who atte^nded the mvk^Qp later sought
additional training,
Mrtol„tpAnini.ae..,a..jieane...of t^ouraEli^ leadere.
The investigator was present during the course of three
different workshops conducted for the purt^ose of arousing the
interest of leaders aM

them trainint: in orienteering,

the first was a part of a oollege oouree for recreation
students, the oeoond was organised

the Mmriom Camping

Association and the last took plaoe at a trailside museum,
X. The oollege class workshop
In tiormh^r 1951

Vinal*s Recreation students at the

University of Massachusetts w#r# given trainlnf^ in orienteer¬
ing.

T!i.e one hour insti^otion perio^l included pacing excr-

olses, the m® of the military lensatio oornimm and a compass
paotf^ game*

Later, students traveling in pairs followed a

two mile map and compass hike using a topographic map.

In

late May 195>2, ^iuestioimalres were given to ten of these
stuients who were planning to work in the general field of
recreation that summer.

Only one <iuestlonnaire was returned

to the investigator*
This reoreation student had worked at a summer playgrouf^
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in Mncaaohusetts.

Two rn&sons tor lack of suooeea vero ex-

preseod In the letter vhloh aooonpenled the unanewered
questionnaire.

*1he area we now hawe Is aosroely large

enough to eoooaiaodate our present program.

/»lao, there wae

the faot that we do not hare enough time for orienteering
beoauee our playground rune for three hours only during the
day."

Si» also wrote that eh® knew beforehand tiiat "the

present adalalstrstlon would not try to fit it in*.

She

seyo further, "I do believe that time oould be found and
tki&t it oan be fitted into * ouuaaer playground suoh as
oare...the ohlldren would enjoy it*.
2. The iiasrlowi Camping Asaoslatlon workshop
The hmerleaa Camping Aaeoolatioa workshop in Outdoor
Sduoatioa was held In Cleveland at the Hiram House Oaap In
Seoembsr 1951.

Those attaadlng inoladed oasp oounselors,

oaap ilreotora and staff asabers from the Cleveland Hslghte
Puhllo gohool Omp.

Dr. nnal inatrua ted about twenty per¬

sons in tOi® U0O of topograpaio maps while the investigator
prepared a quarter mile long trail nearby,

lifter ooapaSs

and paolag instruotion, small groups started on the trail at
five minute intervals.
Several peraons who were there showed eonslderable en¬
thusiasm for what "^ley learned about orienteering.

Tartly

as a result of this woi^idiop the Cleveland Heights Publlo
School Camp now uses orienteering la its program.

3. 1‘he trail side muaeuffi workaKop
In aonneetlon with hia duties as Fiiangar^llsturaliat at
tha Trailside Museum of the Mt. tom BeBervatlon Csufl^aar X%2),
the investigator gave some orienteering ins true tion to
several oasp leadere,

Direotors of t^iree da^r oamps were

invited to sertd staff members to a two hour orienteering work¬
shop*

those who atteMed were four staff members of the

Aroadia f^atural Hi6tcn*y Da/ Oamp who had Just recently had
trainim-: in orienteering at the Barr# Workshop (1952) and two
unit leaders from the Holyoke Jewish Communis Center Day
had no previous trainli^*

director of a

Say Camp eKpreeeed ^interest* but sent no one*

the

instruotlon oonsisted of explanation of map use, paoii^
practice and oompase use*

l^ariations of orienteering which

might fit into different programs were mitlinea.

staff

m^sfeers then followed a iiuarter mile long demonstration trail
made up of several fcn^ais of orienteering*

(See Appendix 0.)

following this workshop the staff members fro® Arcaria
successfully introduced orienteering into their day camp
ppogrm of 1952*

^he assistant director provided a coisplete

report of the orienteering program which was need*

Three

trails patterned somewhat after the demonstration trail were
prepared*

After preliminary practice with compass and pacing,

groups of three to five campers followed the trails*

The

most serious obstacle was the time required to prepare the
trails, but it was felt that the good insults Justified the

time spent.

This assistant dlrsotor felt that orlenteerlttg

should Xm continued the following year heo^uee ^the ©hlMrtn
enjoy It Imiensely^, »lt cm he cllrootly tied In with nature
observation^ aM ^emh child feels important a® an Indl*
vldual^*

(See Appendix A.)

Of the two leader© fro® the CoTOunity Center Day Camp

who reoelved instmstlon In orienteering, only on© attempted
mm compass md pacing e:ceroloee wltii his unit.

He was

apparently unable to mkc orienteering iaterestlng for his
campers.

Lack of #3!|;?erien0© in it, a wide age range among

hie campers and lack of time to pre-lay & trail hampered hi®.
Asked.if oritateeriag is a wortl^whlle oaisp activity he

repllea, "Xes, mpBoiallSf ffaTj' eooutiag ag« ^hlldi-aa^*.
In ooiitraBtlag these two day o«ap8 it Is algnlfioniit
tii&t the emp Xesdere who were suooesslul in establishing «n
orienteering progra® liad been given training;; prior to that
given by ttils inveetlgator.

They also ted the advantage of

llvlns; on the oaap proiserty end beli^ able to prepare trslla
ahead of tlsse.

In the oanp whleh was not suooeesful ttie

leader had only one training period and no opportunity to
lay out a trail.
In evaluating the oonorete reaulta of all three worttshope It (mist be bept In alnd that most of the leaders who
reoeived this typo of training had h»id no previous Instruatlon
in orienteering and no strong interest In acquiring it.

But

In the oourse of learning orienteering through direct ti^n-

7^0

ing^ a nwater of people beoe^me oouvinoe^ of its T&lue as &
teaohlflg aid and a&rrlad ti»ir eathusiaam to the organise^
tlone whieh employed then?.

It la diffioult to rsaoh a deoielon on the basis of this
©tttdy alone as to whether printed information or the training

of leaders is the more effeotive method of spreading orien¬
teering*

It wmy

^ |;mi3ible that color 1^1.11 lustra led

infcnrsaatian sent periodically to- leaders might provide the
stimalus iiKJoeceary for ^lem to eatalsilish tkmir om orienteer¬
ing program*

But this

would seem to point out that

the better method of promotlj^ orienteerlni is to give direct
worstshop training to leaders*

V
■" ■
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SlTMMABy ASD IJ^PtlCATIOHS FOR TWE mUBE Of
ORIESTEfRlKO IN TSE ONlfEP STATES

H» first protleB of ttile papor was to survey the
develqpiBent aiki present status of orienteering in Europe
sn4 fiorth Aaerlca,

Orlenteerli^ has spread es an organised

ffioveoont throughout Sweden, Finland, iiorway, I'enmark end
Swltserland as a sport, a sahool suhjeot and a nilltary
training mthod,

Ooaaon faotors In these five countries

arc believed to have Influenced this develo^ent.

These

Indude proportlottately large rural populations, Invlgor4

atlng ollatate, forests, rolling topography. Interest In
outdoor edueatlon. Interest In field sports, ooiuiem for
national health and elvll defense, the availability of an
easy-to-use eoapaes, and the so,rolty of automobiles.

In

several other countries, the eduoatlonsil aspects of orien¬
teering have received a greater emphasis than has orien¬
teering as a sport.

In Canada ®nd the United States the

growlu~ oonoem for oonservatlon education has encouraged
Interest la ca*lenteerlng as a teaching method,

r.'elther

government, however, has reoc^nlsed "orienteering* as
having military algnlfloanee.
The seoond problem was to evaluate methods for teaohIng the subjeot In public sohools.

An intensive unit of

map and compass exercises was acre suooessful with llth

30

grad# pupils than with 9th artd lOth grslsrs.

The seven lipur#

used to present the unit were not eufflolent for teaching the
eubjeot «ftterl*a contained In the unit.

IMloatlons are that

the fundaasntals of orlenteerlt^ should be presented first to
children of ele®entary eohool age.
The third prsbiea wae to investigate procedures for
enoouraginf others to establish orienteering pr<^rna8 In
youth groups.

Both recognition of orlent»erli^5 as a wortti-

while program and a praotloal understanding of orienteering
t#e«Silng aethode eeem neoeseary before Individuals can
Introduce orlonteerlii!: to others.

This study Indicates that

both of these objectives oould be obtained through direct
oontaet,

frlntas Information alone did net activate others

to establish orlenteerlt^ la youth pragrma as far as oould
be asoertalned.
In future years In the United States, the allltary
services may recognise orienteering; for Its morale value
and for Its contribution to physical fitness and aap read¬
ing profloleioy.

Its future as a oivilian cross country

sport will undoubtedly be influenoed negatively by the
dependence on the autoisobile and by the popularity of
spectator sports.

In the field of education, orienteering

will probably be difficult to introduce into the eurrloulua
of the tradiUonal public aohoal.

The Indlofitlone ere that

®Mt slgnifioant developisent in the United States will be

a« «tn outdoor reomatlon for ohlldran and as & oonservation
fssthod in flexible programed mioh as eohool oemplng.
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APFEHOJX A

GOHcmntm. oMEKtEEBma
i« A mwML auTom sAt gamp or ?m
MASSACHUSETTS JUIJJOBOS SOCIETY
SUJWES, 195a

8$

ommfmBim
Orienteering with the SlXve Compeee wm done with all
three groups and was highly saooeeeful. tkm oamp staff was
luoky to reoelire speoial Instruotlon la this sport from jamee
Manley,
naturalist at the Mt. fm Heservatlon, who is
writing a thesis on Orienteering at the University of Massa-^
ehusetts* His txoslXent advice and enootirageBtnt. as well as
the loan of four oostpasaes, inspired us to give orienteering
a major plaoe in our program*
the follow!step® were tahi^ in canning out the program*
1* InstmAction in use of the compass* Ttm children were very
interested in the movable housing and seemed to have no
trouble in learning to use the compass properly after it
had been explained to th«a step by step,
2* Practice pacing* A hundred foot track was set up with
stone ffiariers on the driveway and the children paced thie
until tlw had adjusted their pace to 5 feet. Ideally the
samller children should probably woi%: out a shorter pace
as the 5 foot pace called for rather longer than norm^
strides*
(J»aolisg H„ also pr&etioed on trail hlkea. ■mia orovod to
b« a good aeana of Kaoplng the group taappjr and morliK on
long hikeB where eoae children tend to lag behind or get
ahead.)
^
3. Trail# were {U-e-laid by the »taff, direotlone were tyoed
and stapled onto heavy cardboard. Layl(^ the tralla la
fun, althcmgb it la tiae-oonaumlng. W# tried to start off
on OM of t*e regular tralle and then head off oroee-oountry
until we oatae to something of natural interest whioh would ^
serve as a good atoppit^ point. «e found ttat almost anywharo you look you oan find a good marker! Attached are
eusaer. Ihey were planned
in c rswsr hit cr miss fad^iicn In the ssrly siottiing^ hours
w after a loi^Jtord day amJ could certainly be improved,
tot no aorlous flawe wore dlaoovered. We also tried a
trail by giving direottone on tags which were placed alona
tto way, e^ tag giving ®!0 direotlone to the mxt oolnt^
This worked very well.
poins.
Tto children were divided Into gronpa of 3 to 5 each ehiie
glvm a compaa^ a leader picket to^oa^ry^ato Piad Sf tel
direotlw8. Tto groups started at 10 or 15 minute interfirst and eeoond seseione a eounsellor went
wlte eaeh group ani in tee telrd eesaion the oamMre
*
managed very ouooeaafully on their wn.

There eeesn to be men/ advant&gee to Orieo teerin^ In a
Natural History Day Ca&p*
X. Th» ohlldren enjoy it Imaiensely becauset
&» They each have a oompaes to keep them ocoapied;
b* They can go off ttio trails into new territory;
c, following the directions and looking for anewers to
questions is a
ohallenge«
This brings about a happy cosd:)in&tion of physical and mental
effort# using brain, muscles and eenses, together with a
spirit of adventure and exploration.
2. The points used in the trail can serve as a review of vari¬
ous kinde of natural history knowledge that have been ac¬
quired. Also# the ^ildren seem to h90om unueually alert
. while orienteering and often observe thinge which they
overlook on ordinary hikes.
3. fach child feels iaipsortant as an indivi(!hial because he does
pacify and compass following for himself and uses his powers
of observation in tinging the proper destination. At the
same time, good team woi:^ Is encouraged as the oompasses and
paces always vary slightly and decisions must be made
to
which is the nearest correct.
tn view of our experiences this summer X would recoisEsend
that Orlenteerli^ be included in next summer’s pr^^ram. Also
I suggest that wh^ future trails are laid out it would be
well to bear in mind the fact that the earns directions can be
used over and over again and therefore that the destinatlone
picked be as permanent as possible, Perhaps some of the tran¬
sient visitors as well as the day campers may wish to Orienteer
at Arcadia in the future.
mxLB.
The following direotlona were used at Parents Hight of
the second session. The children, dressed in paper bag masks
as Tndian duides, led their guests around this trail.
OlIEHTEEBIMl- to see 60»s© of the plant and wildlife attractions
of i^cadia.
STAHt AT THE OTIHK Of THE BIO aUdAR MAPLE.

1. Direction of travid., 56 degrees. Pace 100 feet. From here
you can see the Orange Memorial, a demonstration of what
can be done in planting to attract the birds.
2. 29s degrees, IJO feet.
Cliff Swallows.

Look up and find the nests of the

m
3* 9^ dcgreea, JO f«et.
fl»d heret

How mn^ four^loggod ©niaials oim you

(turtlea)

4. 16S degrees.
feet. A elgu wlU tell you the interest¬
ing faots about this shrub.
5. 112 degrees, 75 feet. " The abundance of wildlife in and
around this pool deaionstretes the ralue of water and water
plants*
6* 12 degrees. 110 feet.. Fro^ here you oan eee Bee Bala, a
plant whion has a bright red flower and is espeoially
attraotiire to hummingbirds.
7* tm may now return to the startli^ point where you will be
serrad BEE EJdiM TtA, made from the leaves of the plant you
have Just seen*.

ORIEl^TIiEHIlfO- to find things that grow hi^ and low.

Btmf At THE

tmm maple mm,

1. Direotion of travel,
degrees, Travel until you reaoh
something that stays green all winter. (Spruoe tree)
2. Bireetion of travel, 92 degrees, fravel for JO feet.
do you find hes^et (The sun disl)
3* Direotion of travel, 360 degrees,
4.

What

Travel for 75 feet.

travsd towards JO- degrees until you oome to a laroh
tree. Does this tree stay green all winter? (Sign by
tree says **no*.)

5. Direotion of travel, 3^0 degrees. Mailt until you ems to
the home of sonsething with feathers. Who lives here? (Wren)
6* Direetion of travel , 2S6 degi^es, Walk In this direotion
until the ground oover ohanges*
(Meadow beoomte sand path)
7* Direoti<m of travel, 320 degrees* do this way for 725 feetl!
How look around for the twins who have lost their heads.
(Chestnut stumps)
d, Direotion of travel, 2^B degrees. Keep going until you find
something grayish-green that grows low on the ground. It
grows in most countries where this gai^ is played and it
might rminti you of Rudolph. (Heindeer moss)
THIS IB tm tm Of THE TRIP.

Sit down under a white pine tree

vait for the otbera to arrive.
What kijn&B of trees can you see from where you are eittlng?
What kinds of ground ©over?

EXFLOHJ.m AHCADIii. ,.STAET WBm THE tfEATHEB rua.

1, 324 degi^es, 455 feet, find a place where a Screech Owl
might live. WHAT Ktm Of THEi: J8 XT jm (red oak?
, 5 points.

2, i^ow go to a very large white pine tree close by.

From the
soathweet side of this tree set your compass at 22S degrees,

. Xeep going until you come to a fencepost, Hear the fence
you should find & red maple tree. WO LIWB mmn THIS
THEfV (woo(lchuc!i) 5 s>oint». HOW HAMX I)OOES CAI5 XOU flHP
TO HIS
.(one point per door)
3» 330 degrees, Oo this way until you come to a large oak
tree, Under ^Is tree are shoots of a tree which used to
grow very large before it was killed by a blight, SBI^
fACK A i^'Af or min tbie amp tex^x. us its
(chestnut)
5 points,

4,

degrees, Walk until you come to something that is marked
on your map, (Old Coach Bead,) Mm follow the map north«»
west for 4c ft. How travel due north and try not to fall
down as you keep going in this direction to a trail thru a
grove of Shagb&rk Hickories,

5, 130 degrees, follow the trail. Take turns peeing im) feet
until you come to a benoh. HOW MMX FSST It XT TO m BEHCKt
(5 points if you coine within 100 feet of being right)
(ixoo ft,)
6, Sit down here and listen for birds. Cm YOU
AfVt BIBOS
THAT YOU HEAH? (5 pte. per bird. Prepare to imitate song)
7* How continue on trail until you come to a clearlnR with a
large patch of white flowers, SAME THE fLWtIi. (Queen
Anne
Lace) 5 points,

15, from the eastern end of the largest patch of flowers eet
your eompasB at 234 degrees. Walk in a straight line until
you coma to a white pine tree. How follow your map back to
Headquarters and turn in thie card to get your score.
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APPENDIX S

OF THE miTCODlAC HISH SCHOOL

CmiEHIEBHS' OLUS

,
:

«■ r

:r

I'...,' /■

Sa.

OBIEHTHEBS

CLUB

Torn l-A

1, fhe undersigned, do hereby make application for enrollment
as an aotlve mm\)eT of the Oricnteers Club, and if I am ao**
©opted. I promise to oomply to the following regulations of
the Orienteera code*
CODAt

1* the Orienteer is always willinii to act as a guide to partake
in a search in case of emergency.
2, ttiS Orlenteer is always rea^ for actlTS participation in
contests between sunrise and sunset when called upon.
{Certain Satirdsys and holidays.)
3, fim Orienteer takes great pleasure and honor In being a
member of his or her distinct and highly^^oompetitive group.
4, fhe Orienteer is a great lover of the out-of-doors.
5,
Orienteer takes exceptionally good care of his or her
guiding Instruments.
6; the Orlenteer is an athlete, takes excellent care of his or
her lalnd, spirit and body at all times.
7. Ihe Olden tear Is clean-livlr^ and a good oitisen of his or
her country.
tivp Orienteer is highly co-operative at all times*
c. til# Orienteere Club always takes careful and definite pre¬
cautions to assure the safety and location of Its fellow
{lumbers.

10. the arlenteer Shall always doable-check his or her
directional findiii^s.

I, moB-mcnm mmFM.
Signature
Date...
II. mmunj APraomL.
Signature ...(rather)
Date
III. SCHOOL APFIUISAL.
Signature...(Principal)
Bate.......
Slgn<Sitore... {Physicjal Director)
Bate ....
IV, PHmCliUl’S HEP0BT.
I, the undereigned, believe that the person whose
signature appc&re in Section X of this fora is nhysloally fit t» tal:e part in active games and contests.
V. CLUB ACCEFtAHCE.
Signature.{President)
Bate.....
Signature.(Squad Leader)
Bate....

APPEMSIX C

LESSON ELAN ANL' EXERCISES
USED DURim rXEEBlRIHT 1, AT ARffiRST
SPRINO 1952

■V/'
V . •.

hs:mon

fu^ks

Anmmf

Lesson I
Introduction
Exercise ?io. 1 (Boad >tap, Ohio)
Beirieiir of Exercise lie. X
Map Symbol Stu<ly Sheet (*Ho®eiforlc^)
Lesson 2
Dlsouesion ami questions from students
'4uiz on ^sp Symijols
Introduotim to Topographic Map
lesson 3

Exercise Ho. 2 (Topographic Map, Mt. Toby)
Berieu of Exercise Ho. Z
Introductiexi to Compass
Lsism 4

(Schoolyard)

Pacing, Practice over 100 foot course
Bearings, Practice taking and follouing
Compass uame (Silva)
Lesson 3
Introduction to use of compass with map
Exercise Ho* 3 (Practice Map, Silva)
Lesson 6

(Becreation Area, University Campus)

Compass Oame (repeated)
Orienteering Trail Ho. 1 (Students follow In
l^rottps of three)

luecreation Dept., Dernald Fall
Univ, of L'ass,, J. Hanley
(Ohio-ImoCO -40C 546, Gen. Sci.)
OFIC HOAD MAP
:hrci3S
i.
Please do not xvrite on this sheet- use answer sheet.
(Side with i liio

3tate iiap up)

Does this man have a scale?
have a 'cey to SArmbols?
is N narked?_(4 )
-

(1)
i'jy"

:
t

1 inch "
(^2}
miles.
Does it
Does it have directions, that is,

^•^hat makes up the N boundr^/ of Ohio?_(.5j_^_(.6) _ .
Road Maps and Topographical H^aps use the yrid systt^ as a means of
location of points on the map.
Along she ton and bottom marf^ins
are numbers; along the sides are letters (on this nap).
To find
a certain town, look in the Ohio Iiid ex and note the grid key
given afuer the city.
Then draw imaginai'*y lines acro'ss, and up
and down; near where these two lines cross is your town. Give the
grid key for Tiffin. Ohio,
(?)
mhat city of about 30,000 is
located 13 miles F' of Milam,
lo?_(3)
'^hat directions do you go if you drive from Springfield. Ohio along
route 40 to Columbus; then on route 23 to"Chiriicothe? (9),(10).
About 10 miles N of Dayton, Ohio notice the two '’Jogs” in the road
(route 40).
Hoiv do you account for this?(0ne word)
(11) ,
Route 42 leaven Cleveland going SH,
of 42 & 18) to Mansfield (Jct.
That happened near Pleasant City,

How far is it from Medina
42 & 30)?
(12) .

Ohio?

(13 )

(Jct.

,

Much of Ohio was covered with glaciers in the past.
When a glacier
"retreats” it leaves piles of dirt and stones behind.
These are
called moraines•
Now find Painesville (30 miles NE of Cleveland).
One long moraine runs roughly E-W from Painesville through Austinburg toward Pennsylvania.
Find Parkman.
Notice how the Grand
River starts 4 miles N of Parkman; then flows S, then E, then K
for 25 miles.
Then what direction does it go?
(14) ^ ^''hy? (15)
Because of the melt water left over from the glacier. Lake Erie was at
one time much larger, and had a different name,
A new outlet was
formed, and the water level dropped; then again.
Just "d of Cleve¬
land notice the E-^J routes 254, 113, and 10.
These roads follow
the old sandy beaches of these post-glacial lakes.
Which route
follows the oldes
lake shore?
(I6) .
Now turn the map oV"erv.
If it is 4 o'clock in Cleveland, what time is it in Great
How far is it from Boston, Massachusetts to Columbus,

(l?)
Falls7*Mont^?

Ohio?

(18)

’•'hile you are waiting for the others to finish, see if tou can discover
the numbering pattern for the major U.S. highways.

q V>.f
O X A i

BOL STUDY SFSIUT

This is

Recreation Dent, Fernald Kail
Univ, of 1,'ass., J. I'i'anle’'^
(Tonol map s’'''mbol stndj^ sheet)
look over in preparation for a short quiz.

for you to

These symbols are some of the ones used on the Topo/U’arhical Maps
of the United States Geological Surve^r,
However, they are larper
on this sheet than they are on the topographical maps,
I'any of
the symbols look exactly the way you would ;ex’oect thcLi to look.
The fact that different colors are used for different types of
symbol^ is also helpful.

'MAT CR

MADl j
Print'ed^ irT'BL ICK

Printed in BIUR
>,

1. School

13.

* i.Vp-’l

Streams
*

1-1

2, Church

Intermittant
Streams
* V

3.

Houses

15.

Lake;

Pond
A", - V.,’
' ■ '

4-!

*

(—1

4.

Buildings

Marsh

»(/

yi

n

~
5. Good .toads

Ri‘\ DS

6,

Poor Roads

17.

7.

Trails

18. (Other Surface
Imp ro V erne nt s

^

B,

%

Railroad
'“i

Hard Surface

Route
!5 -

(W-.f r f I I • 1;

9. High Tension
or Power lines

20,

State

^ ^ -

lb. Bench Mark

"rr

Printed in RID

19. U ..
'

vU
-

J

Route
;3'

Bi'i
X

11.

361
.....

Cemetaries

,
R-SIT.S.F
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If the Contour Interval is 10 feet,
(Distance between the contour lines
equals 10 feet) hov; high is this
little hill?

Printed in P.HO"’’K

12, Contour
Lines
»

* V

‘0'^

.

Answer: "Te can tell the hill is
more than 30 and less than 50 feet
from top to bottom.

' HICAI ilAP, MT,
PYPERCISD ^'iO 2

TOr

TOPY ^UAD .

Please do not va'’ite on this sh'eet,

Recreation Dept, Fernald PJall
Univ. of iiass^^ J, Manley
( Topol-lit. Toby ^uad., Gen, Sci,)
Use ansv^r sheet,

This kind of .map is used by Foresters, Geologists, Sportsmen, Scouts
and many others.
It is a large scale map.
The distance from F border
to South border cf the map is only about^S-l/2 miles.
Find the scale at the bottom,
I/3I6GO means that 1 unit on the map
equals 31bS0 units on the ground.
Therefore, 1 foot on the map equals
_ground.
"'here is the key to symbols?
(2) ,
Txvo
"Norths" are given on the map.
Which one will your compass point to?

I

Find the Amherst Hi hi School.
ow find the school at North Amherst,
How far apart are they? (a^^nroximately) (A) . Stay on route II6; go N
to BM 192,^
How his:h a oye sea levelaare you? (5) .
"Phat county are
you in? (o) c
Follow II6 .for about 3 miles to the x-roads.
""here
would^you be if you went straight ahead? (7) . Let's turn right.
Go
1/2 mile, and stop.
""here are you? (one word) (3j ,
In South Deer¬
field, turn Nii and drive 3/4 of a mile, and .vet out of the car. You
should be between the "D" and "n" in "DLERFIELD",
Suppose you wanted
to walk to the .rine Nook Cenetary I-I/2 miles away.
How would a^ou go*^

(4 Ur 5 -'ords)

'

•

Hiile we are in the North Sugarloaf Mountain area, can you tell which
side would be easiest to walk up,-.carying a pack? (10). why not the
other sides? (11) .
-^
The g.i:id s_y^stem is used on topographical maps to locate points.
However,
instead of letters and numbers, "degrees ■ (°), minutes ('), and
seconds (") are used.
For examole: 42°25‘^'0" (written at the sides),
and 72 32'30" (written at the top and bottom) i.s the location of a
point halfway between the Great Swamp and
(12 j.
In Hayield is a "C" shaped string of ponds.
This used to be the oath
Of the river.
But it took a short-cut and the loop or "Ox-Bow" is
becoming filled with dirt.
Soon it will become a "Slough'^
Find Chard Pond, (top, center).
A type of dotted line crosses the pond.
line crosses route 63, what direction does it go? (13)
'
-(T4 ) >
"'ould it be a good landmark? (15 )„
The glacier left its mark as can be seen from the map.
In Amherst, see
the two oval hills between East Pleasant St, and ""orth Pleasant St.
ese are ^ Dr_umImmis, piles of glacial material.
Do -ou think ''"ildwood
Oemetary is on a drumlin?_(16 ).
Find Factory Hollow Pond (Puff er's Pond) between N, Amherst and Cushman
Duppose you floated a bottle on this pond, and it went over the dam,
'here is the furthest place on this map that it could drift to? (17).
some time left,

lake
*
’’hen

follow the 300 ft. contour line on
k.
Hadley, an old glacial
.as the Amherst High School above or below the water? (IS)

you find a d,elta on the map,

hold up your pencil.

i?,ecreation Dept. Fernald Hall
Univ. of rlass., J. I'anley

AH'I o

SHFFT for exercises in C-rient eering:

Student's name

___

Age

__ _ _ Grade

School___Town_State_
Class title

'7

ClcISNTEEHING TRAIl UO 1
Nature Recreation Area,

(Spring)
Caupus

Recreation Department, Fernald Hal
Univ. of Mass., A^aherst, Mass.
(Junior High, Gen Sci. 9) J. Manle

Start at large oak tree, NTJ quarter of junction of Lovers lane and
road in front of lexvis and Thatcher dorms.
From tree go GO® for 65 feet.
(80® is aliaost what direction? (1)_
Go 210 feet along road that runs 34^•
Stop at large oak tree on left with poison ivy on its trunk, (the tre
is in a small c3.earing with several large boulders.)
Now for a little cross~country.
Set your compass for 104°, and walk
this bearing to road, (trust your compass)
You should hit the road
where two large trees have their trunks twisted together.
How many
feet away from these trees did you hit the road? (2)
Follow the road E until you are opposite the comer of wire fence on
your right.
Go 200 feet S on the path along the fence.
On your left, see the 6" diameter tree that has been cut, and is lyin/
at an angle to the ground.
Did the sprouts grow before or after th(
tree fell? (3)_•
See the thorns? Are they in three's or
in pairs? ^ 4)._f
This is the common or black locust tree,
Right beside ^the fence are several interrupted ferns.
See how the
^ leaves are "interrupted” by the broxvn spores or seeds?
x'ollow the path o along the fence until fence and path separate,
(Poison Iyy-> 3 leaves- at your feet on left.)The bearing of the pat}
ahead is (5)__degrees.
Follow it until it coiiies to
tn the
bfence ap'ain
and turn right.
_
Estimat
distance between fence posts. (6)_’
__,
Moxv pace it, (7)_
At tlie corner, v/hat is the ecact bearing of the fence that runs roughS? (8)_
How close to a fence post can you hold x^^our com’
before it is affected? (9 )_^_
How many f^et to the post
where the old sign was?
See the bird feeding she?
Find the big hemlock that v/as blown over in the
1938 hurricane.
^'^ere
the branches all cut in the same fashion?(11)
,
'Hiat is the
exact^ bearing of the direction the tree fell?’~(TFJ
Go to the top of the tree.
Mow for some real cross count rv workf
olloxy carefully the bearing 304° until you cross a path and come tr
an outdoor classroom xjith log seats.
Hope you made it!
^That does
this outdoor ampitheater have that you have in your classroom at
school; (13)-^
Malk east 50 feet to path.
i-ollox^ red and black Nature Trail markers N for 1-1/2 football fields
until you come to a log across the path.
’[here you stem across lo^^
look ¥ to tree 10 feet away.
¥hat part of the tree seems unusual?"'
--»
What happened? (15)
q
cherry tree had a 4-footed visitor.
How can ;vou tell? (l6) '
-;_•
*''hat do you think it XV a s , (17)
Now continue along path to the "topless ” tree
hat kind of animal has
been fed near by? (18)
See the”telephone pole”with tlio wire “basket on top?
If there V] ere f 00
in the b sket, do you think a squirrel could get to it, and
why?
(19)___

(irg__

T T

From to Dies s“tTiI^go'3y(3®''t“^
oak where you started.
How far to th
oak?
20)
The
hill that _ you have been on .for this hike is a "drumlin" left by th
- acier.
Find it on the topographical map,
Hope you enjoyed your hike.

icore:
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OHIENTEERING
UNIT LESSON PLAN

LESSON

TIME (MIN). PLACE AND EQUIPMENT‘S

Lesson 1
INTRODUCTION
USING A COMPASS
PRACTICE MAP*
EXERCISE 1
Lesson 2
SCHOOL-YARD ACTIVITIES
Pacing
Con^ass instruction
Compass-Pacing Game
Lesson 3

40

Classroom

3
12
20

Pages Ij, 2, and 3,
Con^jasses & Demonstration C*{1)
"Practice Maps"
Answer Sheets"

40

School-yard

10
10
16

Page 4.
100♦ measured cord: E-W* (1)
Wire markers (2)
Compasses
"Con5>a33 Game" (1/20 students)

40

Classroom

USING A ROAD MAP
5
ROAD MAP* PENNSYLVANIA:
EXERCISE 2
30
Lesson 4

40

USING A TOPOGRAPHIC MAP 5
TOPOGRAPHIC MAP- MT.
TOBY; EXERCISE 3
30

Pages 5 and 6.
Road Maps: Penna.
Answer Sheets

*52, Esso.

Classroom
Pages 7 and 8.
Topographic Maps: Mt. Toby,
Mass, Quad,, 7f* series.
Answer Sheets

(Pinal Lesson, OKIENTEERIHO FIELD EXERCISES. Is for a
specific area, and is bound separately,)
Lesson 5

2 nours

ORIENTEERING FIELD
EXERCISES
MAP QUIZ
FIELD EXERCISES
ORIENTEERING TRAIL

4^
25
45

Prepared Area; Out of Doors
Orienteering Field Ex.".6 p.
Plane Table (1)
Topo Maps (4) (STATION 5, II)
100* measured cord
Wire markers (4)
Con^asses
Cardboard clioboards, and bands
Yardsticks (3)
Carpenter's folding rule (1)

^EQUIPMENT: One piece of equipment needed for
each student
unless otherwise Indicated.
Pencil needed all lessons.
-ii-

•INTRODUCTION
Orienteering is an Educational and Recreational
program based on’^learning by doing”o
It provides
theory and instruction toward developing skill.3 in
using map and compass^ and it provides environment
toward creating a positive appreciation for Natural
Resourceso
It also provides opportunity for useful
and healthful outdoor experiences through games and
sports e
The purpose of this,Unit is to help the student
learn^the theory of map and compass^ and to learn the
practical us© of these tools for travels
The Unit is
meant to aid the student in correlating specific facts
interpreted from the map^, into a broad understanding
of a cultural area^
A further desire is that interest
may be aroused for extra-curricular activities in
Orienteering®
The method used in this unit is '"learning by
doing"®
Map and compass exercises indoors form a basis
for applying this knowledge to outdoor use®
The
student will have opportunity to use a compass in the
school^^yard and for travel in unfamiliar territoi'y©
He will use three kinds of maps — — b. simple practice
map^ road mapSp and a topographic map.
He v/ill learn
fundamentals of measuring in the field, and will have
opportunity to develop a personal unit of measure- his
own step®
Such a unit requires keen observation« personal
accuracy, and vei»y careful reading®
It requires the
student to search out pertinent material that has bearinc:
on thequestion at hand, and answer accordinglyo
In
several instances, the Unit I’equires imagination®
Student reaction to the Unit in the form of a
theme or report is encouraged®

ORiEiMTEEEIiMG
USING A COMPASS

Let’s find out wnat makes this compass v7ork«
we should learn tne names of the parts.

Pig«

Firsts

Parts of a Silva Compass*

Transparenl Base, on one end of which is the
Direction of Travel* arrow: along one end a 2 inch rule,
and along one sidr/a
rule, {The ruled portions are
nelpful v/hen usiiv, this compass with a map).
(2) Compass
nouslng^ around mich are 2 degree graduation mark¥~"^d on
top of which are itarked the cardinal points
N, E> S, W.
Inside the housiiig is the o^rlenting arrow which rotates
vihenever the hou iing is rotated upon the base.
(5) The
magnetic needle Is the very important part which always
points to Magnet I c North.
Now v/e will see how to use this compass as a nrotractor
to find bearings of various destinations on a map.^

Turn housing
intil orienting
LiTow points to
North on map^
c.

desired line of
Travel.

5. Pick up compass
and read bearing at
end of direction of
travel arrow.

Page
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ORiar^TBEHIKG
'PRACTICE MAP - EXERCISE 1.
Tnis Practice Map has two of the three main features
of a good map.
It has a SGALE^ 1 inch equals
(1) ^eetand
it has DIHECTIORS given (lower right corner)®
It does not
have a KEY however.
Do you think the numbered dots could
represent; Houses?
(2) ; Towns?
^3) ; or Trees?
(4) .
SCALE;
Suppose you started at #1^ and walked to #2»
How far did you walk?
(5) ,
Now go east to #11,
How far
have you ® me since you left #1?
(6)
If the scale Yiere 1 inch equals 25 miles ^ how far
would it be from #6 to #9 via #5?
(7) ,
Suppose the GROUND DISTANCE from #9 to # 12 equaled
.100 feet.
Then the scale would have to read; 1 inch eauals
(8)
feet.
If thios were a map of a Community (1 inch equals
1/8 mile), where should the Playground be; #5 or #10?

(9)

o

•
Pretend this is a map of a jungle with a scale of
1 inch equals 25 miles.
The dots are Native Villages.
Pretend also there is an 8^000 ft. Mountain Range running
from #1 to #7« You^ve probably heard about the many diff¬
erent dialects or langus.ges used by Jungle Dwellers®
The
people of which villages would be best able to understand
each other;
Villages #4 and #2, or #2 and #11?
(IQ) ,
^
BEARINGS; You are at #2,
^Vhat is the Bearing
oi #8. _(lli o Also from #2p what is the Bearing of 13? (12) o
'Prom #11;
What is the Bearing of #5?
(13),
Prom #71
What is tne Bearing of #1? XlTT""o°
Suppose you were sleeping at #5 in a tent that opened
toward #8®
Would the sun^s rays enter the tent in the
morning? ' (15) o
Now the map is of an Ocean, and the dots are Islands o
One inch equals 100 mileso
The Ocean Currents on the map
are from W to Eo
At one time Island #2 had no Coconut Palms
Then the trees were discovered growing on
Island #2,
Which
side of the Island?
(16)
and where did thev come
from?
(17)
Tima; just before sunset®
Scale; 1 inch eauals l mile
Place: Equator. You are at #2, adrift In a boat.
Could^^
you send a signal with a mirror to a rescue boat at
.•>
» plane at #6?
(19) . To a boat at
I

Page -

SCHOOL YARD ACTIVITIES
*

Pacizigs
Onxy when very accurate m&asa'^j.ng is done is It
necessary to use^a tape measure or 3U'‘?eying chain.
At
other times,^ it is sufficient for a ;^6rson to knov/ his
pace or length of 3tep„
Of course ycrs step will become
somewhat longer as you grow taller^
it might be well to
check it from time to time*
^ A- .
school<=yai’d is a 100 foo- course«
You can
>
*i.e vermin© your approximate pace by e/untlng your natural
3..ep3^ as you walk the 100 feet*
If ycur count la about 4Q.1
^
practice a P^l/2 foot st.p--^ best for measuring/^
If our count is about 33-1/3^ you 3liouid practice a 3 foict
your 2tap ctian
Yau
a few times o/or the 100 foot course.
\ou might set up your ovm 100 or 3J0 foot course at som,©
place where you often walk near ycur home,
iior 2^ng^distances, pacing i, not Yezy practical,
Tf
J-ong it takes you to walk a tulle over ceftYn
typwc of .terrain, you can use a witch to help determire n
morraohrato!®'^’

l«Isl££ ^iistanees becomes

fsieT^l^sFrl-ifr^ ■

a compass^pacing
or

rf

aiagnetic bear.Vng
the magnetic AZIMUTH
a.i oo^wCo.g iollow these three jitops®
i

IS/
Of erection
to’ward, object

2o Rotate housing until
3
Read beardi''!
orienting arrow is direct^ at end of D cf
ly under i^agnetic needle^
Travel arrowo"
“^^^Snetic bearing
-

r/o
%

h\

-r>
*/
end o" u
- -o

4=*

'

■NX \

,.1

2,_^BoM^comp. waist high,
arrcv«np.l magnetic
j. Eijcwo need,;,© -points ro Ho cr
houni;n.Vo

3. Pick land^mark and walk
toward it-

Page 5o
ORIENTEERING
USING A ROAD MAP
A good road map contains a wealth of Information^
Usually in one of the corners is found the LEGEND or KEY
to map symbols*
The SCALE of miles is generally close by*
Numbers at the sides, and letters at the top and bottom
help in locating cities and towns*
Imaginary lines between
these numbers and letters form a GRID*
The INDEX gives a
letter and number for each city and town*
These are used
with the grid*
Mileage tables are often included to give distances
between tne major cities on the map*
largest cities in the state are usually shown in
detail on an enlarged ”Info” Map*
A Pictorial Guide Map helps you to see at a glance
what the tourist attractions of each area are*
Historical
events are colorfully depicted on such a map*
Public Recreation Areas are often Included on a map
and tne facilities of each are listed©
Some^POLITICAL information is provided in that County
and City boundaries are defined, and County Seats and
Capitals are indicated*
Comparative Population densities
can be estimated by noticing the number of roads and the
size of cities.
-n
tne convenience of the motorist, the legal speed
11^ts are often given and the State Highway Laws are
briefly outlined.
Many of tne PHYSICAL characteristics of a state can
be read from a road map©
DRAINAGE. PATTERNS are apparent
when the courses of the major rivers and streams are
traced,
TOPOGRAPHY can be judged by noticing the drainage
patterns and tne number and pattern of highways* For
^
exan^le a grid-like pattern of roads indicates flat or
Roads closely paralleling streams is an
Indication of very rugged topograp|p[y.
Some insight into the culture of the people may be
learned from the names of towns and cities, and from the
number and condition of roads.
Many r®ad mpfshorby
symbols, tne predominant Industry of a specific area.

student develops more skill in map, reading
morof
interpret with consldLable afcuracy
maps 01 con^letely unfamiliar territory a
^

1

ORiENTEKiilNG

? Kii30- r’ennsy 1 vart j. u . wi tn

Gu^dii . J.96P'i

/iOiLii MAP

‘I'he LRGjiiFii} o't
;p,ve;s inror^mation that Is a^Upiui
in read,lng this 'map*
Note the curealati'/e (red) and tite
Intoi'ciacliata {black) mileages given.
On this map , cujaxalativo mJ-leag© Is the distance hobween two red
(1)
According to'the scale, one inch equals
™£ilasT
miht is

the OHIO iiiiFiiUiiJiNGE EOH .aiton;aaV ^
pj
Four miles’west of Altoona is the railroad-e fuinoua
{A)
Curve^
I’raii maich eaters the state from the south
near Houz.ervllie^ leaves near tixe Delaware
(o)_.
itxe

(b)

The Mooongabeia and one Allegheriy hivex-a meet In
flttsDurgh to form tne-■ (7)
Ki verv’'The Aliegheav rises
near w!iat town.^'
(8; _ .
Which Hiver is more shallow and
alow moving; The AlIegHenJi; or theSusquehaana?
(9)
' ,
One pa.i»t of Pennsylvania that was once forested nas
been aevereiy lumbex-ed^ and Is now virtually a wasteland
area.,
Wiiei^e In Fennsyl vania is ,;his area:-: NeWo,3..
N.Central,, S oCenitrai ^ NdE., or S*.E*?
(10)
»
What do'you
notice about the roads and straams in'Thls ai*ea, that tells
you that -the terraixj is rugged? . (11)
* . .
Notice how tne mountains in', 3 * Central f eonsy 1 van! f
control, the.^ direction of roads, and. streams. ../The ridges
tesemble the 'folaa^of. a curtain«
v\fhat Is the general
direct ion of t.he ridges?
(12) „
Western Pennsylvania Is faBioas .for its natural hesources
Wni CXI, Resource .hx^s been found in xrnd neax" G5?
^l^3/
In wnat part of the state are most of its lakesT"""“Tl4)
people fx-'om what Europeaxi comxtrj fd-rst aetried in '
ana near the -triangle .formed by A.llentown, Fhiladelr^hla
and Harrisburg’^.
Turn the map over?
On the Pictorial Map, find the . Drek-i
Well Memorial,,
How ma.i,vy years sirxee the f5u.rst di'illed -I':
(16) _Whose mll.Itary career ended near Fort
Necessity?
Htaere would it be easier to get'lost:;
Pittsburgh, or Downtown P.hiladalphia?
Can you swim at Cook Forest State park?

rownto'.-m

(l,t)

how Icxig would It take .on the Pe aisyivaviia Turnpike
to drive, from the Allegheny Valley Interchange to the
Carlisle Interchange^, if the avera.ge ' rate ' of, speed,,
including a 1 iioux" lunch atop^ were 40 riup.,h,,. ?
(20)

USIHG A TOPDGRAPdlCAL iMP
A topograpnic map la a line picture of part of the
earth”3 surface which shows relief and cultureo
The margins
and back of'a topographic mp are the places to look for
helpful informatiooo
The KEY to SYiVlBOLS is on the toacko
The SCALE is given at the bottom^
The scale is also expressed
as a representative fraction^ On this, iiiap fraction is l/31630a
A Contour Line connects all points of equal elevation
above or below sea levelo
The CONTOUR INTERVAL^ vertical
distance between contour lines= is given in the lower margiric
Elevations at BENCH MARKS are providedo
^'Topo^'' maps are usually named after the principal town
or an outstanding physical feature within the QUADRANGLEo
The date of survey^ and the surveyors® names are given*.
The
names of the eight adjoining quadrangles are indicated*.
Instead of using letters and numbers as on road maps^
a GRID system is set up based on LATITUDE^ the distance north
or south of the Equatorj and on LONGITUDE^ the distance west
of the PRIME i^iEKIDIANo Latitude and Longitude are measured
in DEGKEiiS (O), islINOTES («), and iJECONDS (")„
Pour standard colors are us@^ for the conventional'
signs or SYMBOLS on topographic maps of the United States.
CULTURE'* Man made objects j, such as buildings ^ bridges ^
roadsp and boundaries are printed in Blacko
RELIEF* Contoursp elevations^ depressions^ mountains^ etc®
are printed in Brown^
WATER* Streams p canals^ lakes^ springs^ and marshes are
•printed in Blue ^
ROUTES USUALLY TRAVELED- are printed in Red on some inapSe
The first glance at a
map tells much about the
general TERRAIN.
If there are few contour lines^ the land
has little RELIEF.,
It would be a flat, sloping„ or gently
roiling TOPOGRAPHY. But if there are many contour lines close
together, the land is more mountainous. ~In the West, where
there are young rugged mountains^ the contour interval must
be increased to 50 or 100 feet to avoid having the mountains
appear solid brown on the mapo
Wh.en topograpnic maps are used^ we learn that there is
more than one "North” to consider.
TRUE NORTH is the direction
of the^North Pol© from the observer*,
MAGNETIC NORTH is the
direction tne magnetic needle of the compass points.,
The
difference between the twOp measured in degrees, is called
MAGNETIC DECLINATION.
The geographic (True) Nohtb Pole and
the Magnetic North Pole are actually about 1400 miles apart*=^v/hich is equal to the distance from Boston to Tampa ^ Florida I

)

■O'

P ri
OiavMTEk

I J(_ ;

■, xt ^
Qu"CA./-i}igle j, 1941)
(Ooju.'-

//liissa

pL-by

TOPOGKiiPi-ilC . AP

MT» TOBY QUABKAiNEaE” EXEKCISE 5
Tnls iarge scale map is used by Por’estor's^ Geologistsp
Sports men p Scouts ^ and iiiany oth€)rs«
The north-south
extent oT the map is only about
(1)
miles»
Find tne scale at the bottom*
One foot on the map
equals ,
(2)
feet on the ground« -Two '^Northsare given^
Which one will your compass point to?
(3)
What is the
magnetic declination in this area?
(47 ' »
Find_ the Amherst high School.
Abcmt how far is it- to
the school at Morth Amiherst?
(5)
Stay on State Route
1161 go north to BM 160,
How high above sea level are
^
What County is the bench mark in?
(7)
. •
Follow 116 for about 3--1/4 miles to the x-roads.
^‘Vhere”'
v/ould you be if you went straight ahead? _ (8)^
Turn
right| go 1/2 m3.1e| turn left^ go l/4 mile and stops Whore
are you?
(9)
Go to South GeerfieXd; turn NE and go piat past a
school off to the^left^ and a
(10)
near the school
on.thelefto
Continue a^cross a stream.
What is the next
distinctive building on the left?
(11) .
From this building suppose you wanted to walk to the
Pine Nook Csmetary between N. Sugarloaf Mt. and the River.
How would you go? „_112) .
How far?
(13)
.
How far -as
the crow flies?
Tl4)
o
_
stream that crosses the top of the letters
in DEERFIELD,
vfhat direction does it flQw?^_(15)
iiViiich side of N® Sugarloaf Mt® would be easiest to walk
up carrying a pack?
(16)
®

01

Latitude y®25>0'’. Longitude 72°32<S0« ig thelocation
a point half way between the Great Swamp and
(1?)

In liati ield. is a ”G'’-shaped string of ponds®
This
Hiver®
But
it took a short¬
cut and the loop or "ox“-bow" is becoming filled with silt*
Soon it will become a ^^slough'\
^aza .iit.
i'ind. Chard Pond between Mt, Tobv and River fN)
A
cype of dotted line crosses the oondl
Would this iin^ be
a good landmark?
(18)__®
"
•
"
^

Du^^hman'''^
V??? between Forth Amherst and
^ihman®
li a floating bottle went over the dam, where
a.s the furthest place on this map it cculd drift to?

'(19

Follow the 300 foot contour line around the map
M
Hadley, an old glacial lake,
near?
bullding(s) is it

page 9
GLO.SSARY
AZIiVlUTri" ’’vhe wa^P' to au object; bearing of an objecto
BbAKING** the position, of me place from anothero
On basis
of degrees, one of 5b0 different "ways to go”.
BEiiOH MARK- a point marked by a bronj;© plate indicating the
exact elevation of this point above sea level,
CAKDIWAL POINTS- the four chief compass points; N;.E,S, and W
CONTOUR- the outlino^ as of a hill shown in cross-section,
CONTOUR INTERVAL- vortical distance between contour lines,
CoNTOUh line- an liaaginarj^ lino (represented In brown on
topographic maps) connecting all points of equal distance
(elevation) above or bel^iy sea level,
CULTUiiP;- on a topographic mp means all man-made things ouch
as roads^ buildings, bridges, boundaries, etc,
OiiikInAOE pattern- paths established by the rivers and streams
^
map,

squares, useful in locating places on a
Most topographic maps have 9 grids^

iilc-rniifAY NU^ibLRING PATTERN- in the United States has origin in
U,S, highways run east’ and
, weaho
Odd-numbered highways run north and south.
Low
numbers in both cases are in the north eastern states.
iNOlU- a table, usually alphabetical.
On maps
such a table
la uaoful in locatinB cities and In flndin^pSuttlone!
KaJi- an ojjplarmtlon; a legend,
Cleaning ol map symbols,

For exanmla, a key td the
^
^

building or- other atationarv obleofc

i^ATiTUDE^- the distance no'^th
'?oeth or
v
+.
in dex^reeof the Equator measured
the Lu bv "oapal”^^t^ and seconds,
it la nepreaented on
w.o HAP ijy paralj.ej.a - llnoa parallel to theE^uatcr.
degree-® fnultoT west'of the Prime Meridian measured
-a aegree.,^ mlrtutop, and seconds.
It is reoresent-f-H r.-.
p cy B9tidid,»a,- xlnes whicn go from pole to pole.
ji4ii(n\iji,TiC LLULlNaTlON- the dif f ©r»erco •

between, true north and magnetlf^orth!
"'earth'raSrrLT ""

degrees,

representing a portion of the

Mx.EAfiE ,1‘ABEhS- give elisor ground distances betvfeen cities.
'

(Continued)

Page 10

GLOSSARY (Continued)

place toward whidh the magnetic needle
of a compass points. Located about 1400 miles from true N.
NORTH, TRUE- The location of the geographic North Pole.

ancneso

measure that may vary from 30 to 60
Sometimes considered to be 2-1/2 feet*

PACING-' measuring by steps o
*’'^^nat:?^^al^charIct«r?B^!°P°®*’^?‘"^‘'
pertain to such
turai characteristics as rivers, mountains, and valleys.
^°^arb^nd«rf«f"f to significant geographical things such
boundaries, capitals, county seats, etc*
longitude; an Imaginary pole
p le line wnlch passes through Greenwich, England.

''“S'.? prr;Lrs/“,ssr*''“'
olo'^^tlons and depressions of land surface
caused by mountains, valleys, etc.
auriace
ROAD MAP- a line picture of part of the earth's surface which
be?wLrcltl^s\nrtoLs!

transportation

ROUTE- a way or road which Is traveled.

^°'^;ry^oL°Lu®orthrm^J"equairrcer?at“nLbrr''^f°th
same units on the ground
a ilni i »o
ntimber of the
inches, feet, yard!, ofMles'^n^Mt^d'^Itl?:!^"

Culture in black; Relief L bro;^: anfSa^f

?:fffeftrfe^lnf
^^'Spolnfofrtslrtnesffo?
an airport or fortifications.

-ps^:iy^”aS!^ibe^f

from the
special purpose, as

topographic map- a line picture of ^art of the earth U
surface which shows relief, cultSre. and watef
topography- all the piiysical features nf «
which form the present landscape.

,
locality

student

•

Glass

Age ___ Date ^^
t

Class Title
School

_

^^orez I

__
,II

olll

T©t^6G Toto ____ Aveo
ORIENTEERING FIELD EXERCISES
To accompany

ORIENTEERING
A UNIT FOR
THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Specific area;
South Deerfieldp Masso
South Deerfield High School
To West Sid© of
North Surarloaf Mountain

May 1853

Recreation Curriculum
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts
Jo Manley

PART II

^arne___
Class title

ORIEDITEERIRG EXEI^D EXERCISES

Headquarters for the day w.t.11 be the plane table c
It is on a direct .11 via between the double Elm at the
gate^ and tne power pole above.
It is 45 feet uphill
from tne little M-S ridge>
Willie you are waiting for your turn to go on the
Orienteerir.'g Trails there are several skills that you
can practice near here.
The procedure will be for you
to go to each of the 5 near-by ustations in turUp and
follow tne proper.Instructions^
Possible score in (|o
dTaTION .lo

(Location, from Hu^)oS 110^- ISO*')
Uphill Downa 0 pace up and down the 100''
& o X fa
course 3 times each way®
2®
■
Wi^ite number of steps o
3o
b a Add;,’ 0-et total no® steps ^
b«
c ^ Divide by 3^ get average«
Co
d e Compute ave; step lengtho • d«
e® Step ionger-shroter - up?
e«
TOTAL
STATION 2.
(Location from
78®- 120')
a® See if you can figure out a way Using
compass, to determine degree of slop©'
of hillside under cordc
ao
degrees.
bo What is percent of slope? b o
percent
C
Go where you can see steep h i. 1 i s ide above
pond«
Degree slope hei'^e?
Co
degrees
d o What is pe,rcent of slope? d»
percent
TOTAL

(3)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(2)

Tl5T

(5)
(5)

a

STATION 3o

(3)
(2)

TIsT

(Go to where you can see top and
bottom of power pole above US ) .
0

a« Guess tne height of pole.
ao
feet
(2)
See if you can figure out -a s5v.mple way
to use a twig or pencil to help estimate
height of power polOo
b.
feet
(4)
c , Which is nore accurate?
C
(2)
d'. You guess hign or low?
d®
(2)
Total Ti^
o

0

-

STATION ^^4^

Personalis

(Use yardstick or fldg rule)

ao
b«
Co
d. «

What is your arm-span?
Ue
Heightj; eye above ground»
b^~~*
Len.gth? ist thumb joint®
Co'~
Width:? spread hand^ tip
thumb to tip little fingerad»
e. Step length* (should know) 8,’““

13)
(3)
(3)

(5)
TOTAL

13)
ll5y'

(Continued-)

1

!

PART II (Continued
STATION 5o ■ Plane Table,
W—11 >11

(scratcii
work
area)

A plane table is used for more precise mapping
in tne field. The topographic quadrangles on the
table are of Williamsburg, Shelburne Palls, Green¬
field (part), and Mt» Toby (part),
a. Is the map oriented- does N on map
. match N on ground?
a,_.

(1)

b. Can you find our location? b.

(1)

C, Possible to see Mt, Toby?

(2

c,

d. How much higher are we than
cultivated field below?
d.

(3)

09 300® contour line was once Glacial
lake shore line. What landmark near-by
is on this old shore line? e.

(2)

f. What is elevation of little
N»S ridge below?
f.

(3)

g. do you think this ridge could have been
a shore line at one time? g

(1)

h. Distances to;

By
Diff Judge too hi
Judge Scale
or too low?

1. South Deer¬
field H. S.
2, 2 churches
below
in^'South
Deerfield”
_
3 Aluminum
Silo (HW)
_
4 Piretower
1 mile E of
Shelburne
Palls (1588)

(4

(4)
(4)

(4)

I. Bearings to; Mag Pld Tone map Biff. Which hi -r
Bearing Bearing
Map-fid?
1. S.B, H.S.
(4)
2. 2 churches

(4)

5, A1 Silo

(4)

4. Piretower

(4)
TOTAL

"(TST

PART IIT
Time fin
ORISijTSPiRI^ 'rRAIX
start
*■
TOTAL'
iW side
Sugarloaf)

Me me__
Class Title
May 1953

Tills is training in observation..
The trail begins where
tb© map endS'’ at the gate separating'cultivated field
from pasture
1, Prom the double Elm tree at gates
At bearing
deg«
is a powei-^ line pole^
Walk uphill toward this pole until
you reach tne little N»S ridg© where the ground becomes
more levels How many feet straight up do you think you
have come since you left the level of the field?,
(2)
2o Adjust your position so that pond below is directly be«
tween end of nearest barn and you*
Bearing of this
little ridge Is
degrees,

(1)

3« Set your compass for 14 degreesp pick out a fence post
for a landmarkp and walk to
You should have com©
out at the podt 45 feet up from the double post on the
ridgeo
Did you?
o
Gross the fence carefullyo

(1)

4o At th© double fence post:
I'Jow we shall see hov/ accurately
you can follow a given bearing for a long distance (about
1/6 of a mile)o
Set your compass carefully for a bearing
of 31 degrees9 pick out successive land marks in turn,,
and walk «till you come to a fence.
Stop*.
Measure uphill
along^the fence until you reach a big Sugar Maple„ Write
tnis distance hereg
(How many woodchuck holes
did you see along the "way?“”
Did you see an
old w©ll on tne way?
«
(7)
5« At the Sugar Mapleg
l^orth of the fence^ bearing 66 deg.,
la a large glacial boulder.
Go to it«
Watch for tent
caterpillarso Eastern Tent Caterpillar has solid white
stripe down backs Forest Tent Caterpillar has row of v/hite
dots down back,^
Which one do you see?
.
o {
6

At bouldePp face uphills
On left notice
this power line in the distance. How does
power line look as it crosses slope beyond
the red barn? (sketch in box)
Is a power line a good landmark?

(2)

At.86 deg,, 200 feet away is an old apple tree.
When you
reach the tree, notice what is causing damage?
Is damage serious? .
, Other trees being”~S^^tl4^
8

,

Subyacfc o degrees from your bearing. Follow Sew bearing
to Wnlte Pine tree 225 feet away.
A White Pine has how
mny needles ih a cluster?
_.
ojhe slender tree is
Red Cedar or Red Juniper, Its wood is used for fence
posts and "Cedar Chests"„
It has two types of leaves.
Is eitner type of leaf sharp?
(2)

OKIEI^TEERING TRAIL (Continued)

,

9

.

10

U M
Now go 170 deg» to the big Sugar Maple
a A
along the fence.
Cross fenceo
Sketch
A P
in box a leaf of this tree.
R L
{!)
E
Just S5 feet away, downhill along the fence, is a lar'ge
Ironwood tfee^’ your next station*
Best name for this tree
is American Hop Hornbeam*
Its wood is used for mallets
and tool handles*
Is the wood tough?
_____ *
(1)

11* Now go 100 feet downhill along the fence and stop. (Be
careful of the mud)
Sixty feet south-west of where you
are beside the fence, is the entrance to a hidden road*
Its azimuth at the beginning is 260 deg*
Follow this
road until you hit a clearing*
This is the right-ofway that is maintained by the power company*
Did you
see the bracket or shelf fungi growing on a Grey Birch
tree as you came down the road?
«

(1)

12c What is the number of the nearest power pole?
*
Between here and next pole soutn, how many splices have
been made in the wires? __
*

(2)

13o Write your estimate of the distance to the next pole
southc_Now pace it. and write this ans *
down.
_o Did you estimate too high or too
low? _What is the number of this pole?
o
What do you think would be the number of the nexd: one to
the south?
o
In the country particularly, numbered
poles are a good means for giving directions to another
person.
(5)
14. Continue S to the fence and cross it. Near the fence
on
the bottom edge of the right-of-way are
“EGU- UhUtiTliA
several small cherry trees.
J^ook at
them closely.
Sketch one of the egg
clusters on-a twig- not the tent. Are
the egg clusters of the tenfe caterpillar
empty or full?
. Are the
aitents of these caterpillars strong?
(3)
15. walk west to the corner of the field about 75 feet away*
On other side of the fence, the low^ plant with fern-like
leaves is Sweet Pern.
Crush a leaf and smell it.
Like it?
o Leaves-of the sweet fern may be
crushed, dried and used in pfellows for fragrance*
(i)
16. Go to the double fence post near-by. At 220 degrees is
for today's Orienteering .
Report, and get your
time checked*
Feel pretty badly? Tired? Walk back with
your head up and your shoulders back- and wear a smile.
It will make you feel much better.
Congratulations I You have completed yftur first Orienteering
Hike. Hope it was fun for you.
Also hope you learned
something*
Number right X 3 g-'^^ore PART II

APPEJJOTX t

SfO»EN7 (i(0CS71ONHiiIR£
OSED AT SOUTH CEERPIELD
SPRIHO 1953

■vi-f

-i;

EVALUATIOI^ kiEz

/’(ain'i ■•
Class_Age
C] as s "Title__
School

Date

QRIENTEEHIi^G- A UNIT BOR THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS
la a» Has this unit made you more interested in maos?_^
b. Since the unit started^ have you done any of the foll¬
owing thingsg other than with the instructor; yes or no?
1) Secured a road map of your own? _<>
2) Followed a road map while driving in a car?_
3) Secured a topographic map of your own?
4) Pollov/ed a topographic map« driving or v/alking?
».
5) Discussed Orienteering®
a) with parents?
o
b) with other students^"in different classes?__c.
c) with other persona? _e Who?__
2. i/Vnat did you like most about tnls unit on Orienteering,
and why ?

3. What did you dislike most about this unit on Orienteering,
and why?

4 a Wl'xat was poor about the instruction and the exercises
that you received, and how could improvements be made?

5o a. Do you think Orienteering is a good subject for teach®
ing in High School, and why?

b« If 30, in what class(es)?
G. Would you be interested in belonging to an extra¬
curricular Orienteering club?
(Please return to?
Jo Manley, Fernald Hall, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst Massachusetts $ Recreation Curriculum)
(Peel free to use reverse side for any further comment^
you may wish to make)

AP«HDIX F

SiOESSlOJlKAlRE UajT
SEST TO CAMP CIRKXJTOR8

eFaXEQ 19$2

iiecreation Department, Fernald HaH
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts
May 26, 1952
To

Camp Director and Staff:

Certainly it is apparent to experienced workers that a camp program c
either remain static year after ■’’•ear, or it can become a series of ;ao'
dynamic experiences which are insoirational and educational to both
carnoers and staff.
A good urogram based on foresight, imagination an^
iniative is necessary to create the tyoe of experience that encourage,
reoeat campers.
Perhaps one of the most significant means of vitalizing a camp pro.gra:
is through "Grienteerine:", an activity of Swedish origin based on the
use of man and compass.
The idea is not new, having been used and
taught in this country by such persons as Cap’n Bill -Vinal as far bad
as 1917.
The recent increase in po'^ularity of orienteering is due
largely to the efforts of Blorn Kjellstrom and to the availability of
an ine cpensive compass with built-in T--rot ractor.
T^'is recent inventic
is extre.’iely simple to use and can be readil"'- understood by children.
Such groups as the Boy Scouts of America, the Girl Scouts, and the
Campfii’e Girls apparentlj/- recognize value of orienteering to their
program for they have officially adopted this Si'lva System Compass.
«

Private camps have adc'ed incentive for keening their programs
to campers and parents.

attract:

’•'^r. E. F. Larson has anticipated the need of summer camps for instruct
ion and guidance in setting up fundamental exercises using map and
compass.
The accompanying mimeographed pamphlet Orienteering In Camp
includes tested and v.;orkable methods particularly suited to camp use.
It is hoped that through the returns on the enclosed questionnaire,
the problems met by reoresentive camps in adopting such a program can
be determined.
Therefore, vour cooperation would be most helpful.
The request is made that the questionnaire be filled in and returned
to
address above by 3eptember 1, 19^52,
Should problems or questions arise,
Inc., LaPorte, Indiana, or myself.
Thank you

please feel

free to

for your time and consideration.
Cordially yours.

Janes

Manley

contact

Silva,

J.
Manley,
ecreation Departmen'
FernaId Hall, Univ. of Massachuset'
Auiherst, Massachusetts
Hay 26, 1952
CHISNTEERING in CAMP,

Summer,

1952

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine the problems and
obstacles met bv representive camps in adopting such a program as
" ('rient ee ring", defined as an activit^'^ based on the use of map and
compass.
I ’.'ould be ve^’y greatful for ^'^our answering as xiiany of the
questions as apply.
Please return this sheet to the address above
^^7 Sept ember 1, 1952 .
Thank you.
(Answer I,
I.

and IT or III)

GENERAL
Camp Name_______ Address_ __^___
Director_____

Person anrsv/ering 0.

__

Enrollment_Camper/staff Ratio__ L migth

Season _

♦

Tvpe of camp Underline:
II*

Community supported;

unable TC INITIATE ORIENTEERING in camp this
Briefly describe any attempt that was made.

What factor(s)

a worthwhile

Sugrrestions and Remarks: (Please
preferably with letterhead)

summer.

camp activity?

feel free to use additional

SUCCESSFULLY ESTABLISHED ORIENTEERING in camp this
Briefly outline steps taken:

What

Privat

prevented initiation of orienteering?

Do you think orienteering is

III*

Tax supported;

do you consider most

Evaluation of program:

serious

Expect to

Suggestions and Remarks: (Please
preferabl:^^ with letterhead)

obstacle(s)?

continue

paper

su,mmer.

How overcome?

orienteering next y^ar?

feel free to use additional paper

Elston F. Larson
Perhaps the newest development in camping programs is ’’orienteering”.
The essential tools are as old as the hills, because orienteering is
a program using map and compass. But a new dress has been added. The compass has been modernized. The
stre^ined. Being both simple and fun, orienteering
sucoe^ful^^ moderately successful camp program to become outstandingly
CAMPSITE REQUISITES FOR ORIENTEERING
There are no real limitations regarding the area. Scsne advanced programs
require a vast expanse of unfamiliar wilderness. At the other extreS
back yards or even indoor rooms are usable.
^
For normal camp purpo^s, an ideal arrangement would include a level nlav

THE PROGRAM ARRANGEMENT
Program possibilities are infinite. Orienteering can be dovetailed into
it^carr^^ camping program and used to "point-up" the entire program or
sit^?ion
® single simple game. The arrangement dS^n Le

^eliminary Instructions.
^eliminary instruction can be part of an evening rimm-an,
^mediately precede the compass games. EssentialiriS^^Sns’trtZh
the simple use of a compass in preparation for othL plrtrS the
The ideal size group to instruct at one time is about on

ag

01

i.,

tne participant should be about nine to ten years old.

2.
The preliminary instruction will hold the interest of the campers as much
as any other activity if certain rules are followed. First, keep it simple
and explain one step at a time.
Second, keep the campers busy handling
their compass, doing the things explained by their instructor. For best
results, sufficient compasses should be available for everyone in the class
and all compasses should be alike. Don't give a lecture. Encourage questions.
On

page 5 is a tried and proven text which the instructor may use.

An essential part of the training is the measuring of distance by stepping.
On page 6 is an approved method. If the compass instruction is done inside
after dark, step-length training can logically follow on the next day, just
before the Compass Games. In fact, it is advisable to have a short "compass
review and a bit of step-length practice before the games ar^'^way.
(2)

Compass Games

One recommended game called ’’Competitive Compass Game” is available by v/riting
to Silva, Inc., La Porte, Indiana, enclosing 20^ for printing and mailing costs.
It is especially designed for use at day camps or similar functions and is
played on an area of 100 by 100 feet. The game accomodates 20 players although
1^0 to 60 players can participate simultaneously by having two or three sets of
the game cards. As with the preliminary instruction, 20 is an ideal size group
to work with. This game consists of 20 score cards and one answer card?. The
only thing to set up for the game is a straight row of twenty numbers, five
feet apart. These numbers are starting and ending points for twenty separate
three-legged compass courses which are precalculated on the score cards. In¬
structions on the score cards tell the participants where to go. The answer
card tells whether or not participant has gone correctly. If the participant
arrives at the correct destination, the score is 100. Otherwise, a deduction
is made according to the amount of error. Scores may be kept individually,
or patrol score averages may be used. It’s fun for both children and adults.
And incidentally, Silva, Inc. have no objections to reproducing the cards, so
one set may be used ©ver and over again by making copies.
Another game is a simple compass walk and is suitable for elementary use. It
requires more ’’set-up” time by the leader than the game mentioned above, and
requires about 1000 feet by 100 feet. The object of this game is to walk
accurately by compass to a given distant fence post, although the contestants
do not know in advance which is the correct post.
Preliminary set-up is as follcws: a row of fence posts are numbered Tvith chalk
or by thumb-tacking numbered cards onto the posts. One of these posts is
chosen at random to be the destination - - preferably not the exact center one
but, definitely not too close to the end either. Suppose it is #5 in the
^
drawing. Then a distant spot is chosen as the starting point. This spot

3.
may be 500 to 1^00 feet from the numbered posts. The leader determines the exact
compass direction, (the degree reading) from ’’Start’* to post #5 (Suppose it is 85°).
Playing the game is simple, but good fun. Contestants are led to the ’’Start”
and the game explained. One'by one, they are to go 85° by compass until reaching
the fence, note the number of the nearest post, then return to the leader for
scoring. They are told before starting that arrival at the correct number gives
a score of 100, otherwise 10 is subtracted for each post in error.
In this particular example, a person arriving at #5 is scored 100, but a person
arriving at #3 receives a score of 80 because the error was two posts from the
correct one.
If patrol scores are desired, use the average score for the patrol. That is,
add the individual scores and divide that sum by the number of persons in the
patrol.
Caution: If the groups are large, more starting points are required. Otherwise
the game will be slow. Calculate one starting point for every six or eight con¬
testants. Each leader can handle two or three starting points with little
difficulty.

(3)

Pointing-up the General Program

The third phase of this orienteering program is a compass hike combining various
outdoor skills into a unified adventure. It is sometimes used to point-up the
general camping program in one grand finale. The compass itself becomes a tool
to accomplish a purpose — and that is really the prime purpose of a compass.

Repeating, again, that there is no single procedure which is best, the following
outline is or^ method proved to be successful and applicable to small or large
camps. In general, various stations are located around the camp (see page 8)
and are identified by numbers. A 3’'x5” card bearing the appropriate station
number is suitable. At each station there is a job to do^ or some information
to receive, or some beauty to see, or some spring water (tested) to drink, or
some skill to be tried, or a chance to swim — or what have you on yoiir camp?
In addition to those specific reference, the hike has one central theme such as
conservation, or trees, or geological formations or general nature study. By
compass, the various patrols go from station to station. The hike ends at the
cooksite. And very important, a report is made of the adventure later at dinner
or campfire.
Preliminary preparations are quite important. If swiming is involved, a life
guard or other protection is necessary. If cooking is involved, a menu must be
prepared and food must be secured, etc. Stations must be chosen and the compass
directions determined. An instruction card for each patrol should be prepared.
l^en the day arrives for the big adventure, the group is formed into patrols
^maxim^ of 8 to a patrol). Each patrol leader receives an instruction card.
A sample is shown on page 7.
Upon giving the instruction cards to each patrol leader, time is allowed to
study the instructions. The patrol which is ready first is led to Station #1
and told to start immediately. Other patrols are started at five minute
intervals.

h
Notice the instructions for Station #3. In our example, a person located
between Stations #2 and #3 was lying side of the road, unquestiombly injured
(tallow from a red candle, or mortician’s wax colored with lipstick can’tbe
used to create a realistic injury)* While no instructions were explicitly
given, the situation obviously demanded that a doctor by called immediately.
(A less serious injiuy might only require first-aid attention)*
The scribes’ reports are usually the highlight of the day. These reports should
be given in the evening so that the scribes will have time to write them out
in an interesting fashion. Evening campfire is an excellent time, but in any
event, not sooner than the evening meali
You will feel well paid for your planning, time and efforts if it happens that
one of the reports is written in the poetic rhjrbhm of ’’Hiawatha" or is put to
the tune of the "Whippenpoof Song".

HAPPY

ORIENTEERING

5.
HQij . TO

TEACH

THE SILVA COMPASS
Let’s suppose that an airplane crashed in a nearby woods and your group were asked
tc rush there to help out. In the woods there are no street signs no road markers
to shcv^ the way so the leader simply says that the wreckage is £o degrees, 1,000
feet from the entrance to Jones Woods. When we arrive at the entrance, we can
quickly go there if we know how to use our compass. Here is how^ (Explain slowly
and carefully and by individual steps).
Notice several
The ’’Direction
base. This is
walk after our

parts to the compass.
of Travel” arrow is on the plastic
the arrow that shows v/hich way to
compass is set. (Point out the arrow

Silva Compass Parts
—;--

This is the housing.
It turns — try it. (Demonstrate).
The numbers around the outside of the housing are
degrees.
Whichever degree number is at the
’’Direction of Travel” arrow is the degree
setting of the compass.
Inside of the housing is an arrow needle which
swings on a pin. It is the ’’magnetic needle”.
It always points North and therefore is not the
way to go. The ’’Direction of Travel” arrow
points the way to go.

1. Direction of Travel arrow
2.

Now let’s determine which vray is UO degrees - the
way we vxant to go.
3.
I^irst, turn the housing until the figure ”1|0”
i;.
is at the ’’Direction of Travel” arrow. Now the
compass is set — do not turn the housing any more.

Housing with degree marking
on side.
“7-f

Magnetic needle
Orienting arrow

Second, hold the compass level, about waist high - or a little higher - and be sure
the ’’Direction of Travel” arrow points straight ahead of you - not towards you nor
to one side. If you hold the compass with both hands and keep your elbows tight
against your sides, you can hold it steadier.
Third, rotate your body and watch your compass. Keep turning until the red end of
the magnetic needle points to the letter ”N” on top of the housing. As you turn,
do not twist the compass in any way. Keep the ’’Direction of Travel” arrov; pointed
straight in front of you at all times. When you have turned far enough so that the
red end of the needle points to ”N”, then you are facing the correct direction to
walk.
Look up and sight an object straight ahead, such as a tree in that direction. Then
forget the compass and walk to that object, ^^en you arrive there, repeat the
process and pick out a new objective. Repeat until you reach your destination.
(Demonstrate and repeat until each person can set the compass to a degree reading
and determine his direction of travel).

lEAsmEmm of distance
The compass shows the direction of travel but usually it is also desirable to know¬
how far to travel. Ifeasuring and judging distances therefore should be a part of
most orienteering programs.
Timing
One method is by timing your walk. If you normally walk U miles per hour, and your
destination is two miles away, you will reach it in a half hour of normal walking
speed. In woods or places where walking speed is retarded, you must estimate
whether your speed is retarded and how much. If, for exanpl.e, you think you are
walking about one-half normal speed, you will allow yourself an hour to reach the
destination two miles away.
Ifental Jlfeasurement
Another method is by estimation or judging of actual distances. Use several
diotances with which you are acquainted and apply them to unfamiliar places. For
example, if you recall that your boyhood home was 1/h mile from the main road, you
probably have a very good idea how far away 1/U mile would be. Then use it as a
mental measuring stick when judging distances. Almost everyone knows how far it
looks along the length of a football field. It is 100 yards and you can also use
that as a mental measuring stick.
Stepping

For shorter distances, stepping is ideal and can be one of the most accurate methods
to estimate distances. Measurement is done by walking at your normal speed and
counting your strides (two steps) as you walk. Then if you know the length of
your stride, you can convert into feet, yards or miles as desired. For exang^le,
if the distance is 200 strides, and your stride is 5 feet long, the distance
would be approximately 1000 feet.
Finding Length of Your Step.
Ifeasuring off a straight distance of 200 feet with a tape measure, marking each end
of the distance with stones or stakes. The return trip distance, down and back,
will therefore be UOO feet or I|.8 inches. Nonj- walk down the course and back again
at your normal speed, counting your steps, for the round trip. Then divide U800
by the number of strides you counted. This will give you the length of your steps
in inches. For exanple, if you counted 160 steps, then your step is 30 inches
long, because U800 divided by 160 equals 30. (A stride (two steps) would be
60 in. or 5 ft.)

.
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INSTRUCTIONS
Read all before starting
A. Appoint a scribe - to record the adventure.
B. Appoint two guides to lead the way (change guides at each station so everyone
has a chance to lead the way).
C.

All other members are observationists who will report things of interest to
the scribe.

D. This will be a T/ild-life hike.
patrol, of signs of wildlife.

Scribe keeps record of all wild life seen by

E. Important — Scribe keep record of anything of special interest on the trip.
Examples:
patrol member sits on a briar; guides lose the way; last night’s
rain raised the lake level; patrol member rebuffed for raiding food bag.
F. Scribe will compose an interesting report of the trip to be read at campfire
tonight.
G. Get your swim suits and report iinr;ediately to leader, v^est of Dining Lodge.
H. IVhen leader gives the signal, go to Station #1 and follow instructions.
THE

TRIP

Station #1 Co 170° - 200 ft. to #2
Station #2

Give three safety'" rules for highway hilling.
Go 85° - i;25 ft. to #3

Station #3

V/hat first aid treatment or other help, if any, did you give between
station #2 and #3*
Go 3300 _ 300 ft. to

Station

What is the degree reading and estimated distance to the flag pole.
Go by canoe 20® to ^5 on shoreline
Bank your canoe.
(The ranger will get it later).

Station

Note view to the South. Look North West and notice the mounds. They
are Indian Mounds. Chiefs and others of importance were buried in a
vertical position under such mounds, and lesser persons in a horizontal
positioJi,
Preceed upstream to #6.

Station §6

This is a beaver dam. Note the tree stumps nearby. The trees ?/ere cut
down by the beaver, not by man.
Identify each kind of tree you can see
from here and give a principal use for its lumber.
Go 190® - 300 ft. to #7.

Station

Give three waterfront safety rules. You may now go swimming. Follow
the rules of the beach. When life guard says time is up, dress
immediately and proceed to cooksite (100 feet east).

Station #8

The end of hike. Find your box of food on table, build a fire where
leader designates, and cook your lunch according to menu in food box.
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APPENDIX 0

ORlEBTEERIfiS TRAIL
08E0 AT
THAILSIDE museum W0RKS80P
SOMMER 1952

orienteering frell Ho. 2
WOHKSHOF-miL flFE SAMPLES

>it. Tom State Beeerratlon
July 125, 1952
J* Manley

The flagpole in front of the Trailside Museum le the
it&rting point.
foi#ard %?hat wouM the shortest elmdou of the Flagpole
point? (I) . From the flagpole, what hearing would you follow
to reacE"the 1^.'^. oorner of the green shelter? (2) .
What is the hearing of the museum road? (1) . Estimate
ttsB distance from the flagpole to the main Beservation road
(^.mith Ferry Bead) beyond the green shelter.
« ^ow s^oe
it. (S) . uou should hare gotten 100 yardsTl Hid you have
less thm 10# error in lud^in^? (6) ; in pacing? (7) .
turn and go uphill on Smith f^rrj Hoad until you reach a
dirt road on left.
follow dirt road sw until you reach a 9* diameter stump
beside a rock,
the stump and stone, set your coapaes tor
300^ and walk to where the next 8tei> might mean a broken leg.
Almost opposite the direction of the Morthstar is the
largest ir¥6 nearby. Co to its base.
Mow, how ‘bout a small sample of cross-country 1 tet your
compass carefully for 13^; pick out a land-mark, ar^ start.
Half a football field away is a stump, the next station.
At the stump, perhaps your eyes are good enough to tell
how many different kinds of tools were used to fell the tree.
(S) . Which was used least? (9) .
How go toward the rising sun until you reach the Hemlock
Quintuplets. From here, estimate the distance to the museum
flagpole. (10) . Estimate the length of the Museum building.
(IX) ; then cneck it for your own information.
^hat is the asimuth and back aslmuth of the ridge of the
museum building;? (Ig) . (13) .
This has been an attempt to show the possibilities of
Orienteering in a camp program, i^ease reaifse Wt you hae-e
seen only brief samples of several different ways to use map
and compass exercises for different e^e groups. Further
realise that various interest areas can be catered to - or
even created in <^ildren*
the hope Is that some of this has appealed to you and that
you can see ite application to your own camp situation.
Thank you for your time and Interest.
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THE TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS OF THE UNITED STATES
ing spurs separated hy ravines. The s])urs are truncated at
their Iowit ends by a sea cliff. The hill at the left tenninates
ni)ruj)tly at the valley in a steep scarp, from whicJi it slopes
gradually away and foritis an inclinetl tableland that is trav¬
eled by a few shallow gullies.
Oii the maj) each of these
features is represented, directly beneath ite position in the
sketch, hy contour lines.
The contour interval, or the vertical distance in feet between
one contour and the next, is stated at the bottom of each map.
This interval diffem according to the topography of the area
mapped: in a flat eountry it may l>e as small as 1 foot; in a
mountainous region it may be as gi'eat as 250 feet. In order
that the contoui-s may be read more easily certain contour lines,
every fourth or fifth, are made heavier than the othem and are
accompanied by figures .show'ing altitude. The heights of many
points—such as road intersections, summite, surfaces of lakes,
and benchmark.s—are also given on the map in figures, which
show' altitudes to the neare.st foot only. More ])rectee figures
for the altitudes of benchmarks are given in the Geological Sur¬
vey’s bulletins on sjurit leveling. The geodetic coordinates of
triangulation and tran,sit-traverse .stations are also publUhed in
bulletims.
Ijettering and the works of man are shown in black. Bfnindaries, such as those of a State, county, city, land grant, town•ship, or reservation, are shown by continuous or broken lines of
different kinds and weights. Public road.« .suitable for motor
travel the grejiter part of'tlleyear are shown by .“olid double
lines; ])Oor ]>ublic roads and private roads by dashed double
lines; trails by da.shed single lines.
Additional public road
classification if available is shown by i-ed overprint.
Each quadrangle is designated by the name of a city, town,
or j^rominent natural feature within it, and on the margins of
the maji are printed the names of adjoining (juadrangles of
W'hich majrs have been publrihed.
More than 4,100 (juadrangles in the United States have been surveyed, and maj>s of
them similar to the one on the other side of this sheet have
been jmblished.
Geologic maps
some of the areas show n on the tojiograjdiic
majis have been j)ublished in the form of folios. Each folio
includes maps .showing the topography, geology, undergi'ound
structure, and mineral dejwsits of the area majij^ed, and .several
j5ages of descrij^tive text.
The text explains the niaj).s and
de-scribes the toi)Ographic and geologic features of the country
and ite mineral products. Tw'O hundred twenty-five folios have
been j)ublished.
Index majrs of each State and of Alaska and Haw'aii .showing
the areas covered by topograj^hic maps and geologic folios jmbllshed by the United States Geological Survey may be obtained
free. Cojnes of the standard topographic maps may be obtained
for 10 cents each; some sjjecial majis are sold at different jirices.
A discount of 40 percent is allowed on an order amounting to
|5 or more at the retail jn-ice. The discount is allowed on an
order for maps alone, either of one kind or in any assortment,
or for maps together with geologic folios. The geologic folios
are sold for 25 cents or more each, the jjrice dejjending on the
size of the folio. A circular describing the folios will be sent
on request.
Applications for niajxs or folios should be accomjxuiied by
cash, draft, or money order (not postage stamj)s) and should be
addressed to
THE DIRECTOR,
United States Geological. Survey,
November 1937.
Washington, 1). C.

A survey of I’nerto Rico is now in progress. The scale of
the published maps is
The features shown on to])ogra])hic. mii|)S may be arranged in
tliree groups—(1) water, including sea.s, lake.s, rivem, canals,
swam])H, and other laxlies of water; (-) relief, including
mountains, hills, valleys, and other features of the land surface;
(3) culture (works of man), such as towns, cities, roads, rail¬
roads, and boundarie.s. The symbols used fit repre.sent these
features are shown and ex])lained below. Variations apjjear on
some earlier maps, and additional features are reju'esented on
.some special nia])s.
All the water features are represented in blue, the smaller
.sti'eams and canals by single blue lines and the larger streams
by double lines.
The larger streams, lakes, and the .seii are
accentuated by blue w'ater lining or blue tint.
Intermittent
streanrs—those w'hose beds are dry for a large part of the year—
are show'ii by lines of bine dots and dashes.
Relief is shown by contour lines in brow'ii, which on a few'
majjs are supplemented by shading showing the effect of light
thrown from the northwest acro.ss the area represented, for the
|)urpo.se of giving the appearance of relief and thus aiding in
the interpretation of the contour lines. A contour line repre¬
sents an imaginary line on the ground (a contour) every part
of wlilch is at the same altitude above sea level. Such a line
could be draw'll at any altitude, but in practice only the contom's at certain I'egular intervals of altitude ai-e .shown. The
datum or zero of altitude of the Geological lJurvey maps is mean
sea level. The 20-foot contour w'OiUd be the .shore line if the
sea should rise 20 feet above mean sea level. Contour lines
show the shape of the hills, mountains, and Valleys, as well as
their altitude. Successive contour lines that are far a^iart on
the map indicate a gentle slope, lines that are close together
indicate a steep slope, and lines that run together indicate a
cliff.
The manner in w'hich contour lines exjiress altitude, form,
and grade is show'n in the figure below.

The I'niR'd SRiIt-s Oeologiciil (Survey
mitkiiig a series of
staiuliird topognipliic iniips to eover the United States. Tliis
work has been iii progress sinee iSH'i, and tlie ])uhlished iuaj)s
eover more than 17 percent of the eountry, exclusive of outlying
]M>ssessioiis.
The maps are puhlished on sheets that measure about IGJ by
20 inches. Under the general plan adojited the country is
dividi'd into (juadrangles hounded by pandlels of latitude and
meridians of longitude.
These (piadnmgh's are ma])])ed on
diffeient .scales, the scale .selected for each map being that which
is best ada])ted to general u.se in the development of the country,
and consetpiently, though the standard maps are of nearly uni¬
form size, the areas that they represent are of different sizes.
On the lower margin of each map are printed graphic scales
showing distances in feet, metei-s, nnh's, and kilometem. In
addition, the scale of the maj) is shown by a fraction ex])res.sing
a fixed ratio between linear measurements on the map and cor¬
responding di.stances on the ground. For example, the scale
means that 1 unit on the ma]) (.such as 1 inch, 1 foot, or 1
meter) represents 1)2,001) of the same unite on the earth’s .surface.
Although some areas are s\irveyed and some maps are com¬
piled and published on special scale.s for sptrial purposes, the
standard topographic surveys and the resulting maps have for
many yeai-s been of three types, differentiated as follows:
1. Surveys of areas in which tliere are probknns of great
public ijiiportance—rel:iting, for example, to mineral develop¬
ment, irrigation, or reedamation of swamp area.s^—are made with
sufficient detail to be used in the publication of maps on a
scale of
(1 inch = one-half mile) or 5^ (1 inch = 2,000 feet),
with a contour interval of 1 to 100 feet, according to the relief
of the particular area mapj)ed.
2. Surveys of areas in which there are problems of average
public importance, such as most of the basin of the Mississippi
and its tributaries, are made with sufficient detail to be used in
the publication of maps on a .scale of
(1 inch = nearly 1
mile), with a contour interval of 10 to 100 feet.
3. Surveys of areas in which the problems are of minor
public importance, such as much of the mountain or desert
region of Arizona or New IMexico, and the high mountain area
of the northwest, are made with sufficient detail to be used in
the publication of maps on a scale of
(1 inch = nearly 2
miles) or
(1 inch = nearly 4 miles), with a contour iiiterval
of 20 to 250 feet.
The aerial camera is now being used in mapping. From the
information i-ecorded on the photograjrhs, planimetric mtips,
which show only drainage and culture, have been made for some
areas in the United States. By the use of stereoscopic plotting
apparatus, aerial photogi’aphs are utilized also in the making of
the regular topographic map.s, which show' relief as well as
drainage and culture.
A topographic survey of Alaska has been in progress since
1898, and nearly 44 percent of its area has now' been mapped.
About 15 percent of the Territoiy has been covered by maps
on a scale of
(1 inch = nearly 8 miles). For mo.st of the
remainder of the area surveyed the nmps published are on a
scale, of
(1 inch = nearly 4 miles). For some area.s of par¬
ticular economic importonce, covering about 4,300 square miles,
the maps published are on a .scale of 55^ (1 inch —nearly 1 mile)
or larger. In additioi»to the area covered by t02rographic maps,
about 11,300 square miles of southea.stern Alaska has been
covered by planimetric maps on scales of
and
Tlie Haw'aiian Islands have been siu’veyed, and the resulting
maps aj-e published on a scale of
_

The sketch represents a river valley that lies betw'een two
hills. In the foreground is the sea, with a bay that is jiartly
enclosed by a hooked sand bar. On each side of the valley is
a terrace into which small streams have cut narrow' gullies.
The hill on the right has a rounded, summit and gently slopSTANDARD SYMBOLS
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Sidney, 12000
E-3
Sinking Spring. 223 H-S
Melamora. ew
A-a
Smifhfield. 1169
£-10
Miamisburg. 5544
G-3
Smithyiile. 617
0-8
Middlebufg. 275
f-4
Solon. 1508
B-8
MiddlefielrT 932
B-9
SomerMl. 1352
F-7
Middlepoint. 586
0-3
Somerton. 200
F-9
Middlaport. 3356
1-7
Somerville. 359
G-2
Middletown. 33250
G-3
South Amherst, 847 B-7
Midland. 285
H-4
South Charleston.
Milan, 719
B-6
1198
F-4
Millord, 2139
H-3
South Euclid. 6146
B-8
Millord Canter. 686 E-S
Southington. 200
B-9
Miller. 200
J-F
South Lebanon. 756 H-3
Millersburt 2239
0-8
South Point. 605
J-6
Millersport, 460
F-6
South Solon. 376
G-4
Mlllfield. 681
G-7
South Vienna. 420
F-4
Millville. 335
K-2
South Webstar. 656
1-6
Mineral City, 820
0-9
South Zanesville. 1338 F-7
Mineral Ridge, 1559 C-10
Sparta. 184
E-6
Minerva. 2937
0-9
Spencer. 591
C-7
Minfoid. 200
1-6
Spencerville. 1623
0-3
Mingo Junction. 5192 E-10
Springboro. 466
G-3
Minster. 1504
E-3
Springfield. 82000
F-4
Mogadore. 1616
C-9
Spring Valley. 468
G-4
Monicanville. 65
0-7
Steubenville. 37651 E-IO
Stewart. 311
H-8
Monroeville. 1173
C-6
Stony Ridge. 300
B-5
Montgomery, 461
H 3
Stoulsville, 509
G-6
Montpelier. 3703
B-2
Stow. 1507
C-8
Morristown, 410
F-9
Strasburg. 1297
0-8
Morrow. 840
H-1
StronpviNe. 2216
B-8
Moscow. 309
1-3
Struthers, l27Vt
C IO
Mount Gilead. 2008
£-6
Mount Healthy, 3^7 H-2
Stryker. 929
B-3
Sugar Grove. 429
G-6
Mount Oreb. 589
1-4
Mount Sterling. 1115 G-S
Sullivan. 267
C-7
Sulphur Springs. 260 D-6
Mount Vernon. 11500 E-6
Mount Victory, 645
£-5
Summtrfteid. 372
F-9
Moiahala. 410
F-7
Summertord. 200
F-5
Sunbury, 846
E-6
Murtin Heights, 275 F-3
Swanlon. 1594
B-4
Murray City. 1009
G-7
Nankin. 250
C-7
Napoleon. 4825
B 3
Sylvania, 2199
Tacoma. 50
Neshporl. 150
F-7
Tallmadge. 3451
Nashville. 200
0-7
Tarlton, 274
Ntuvoo, 2500
1-5
Ttdrow, 150
Navarre, 1703
0-8
Ttrraca Park. 8!
Nans. 1030
F-10
The Pliins. 748
Negley. 400
0-10
Thornville. 411
Nelsonville, 5368
6-7
Nevada. 741
0-5
Thurston, 424
Tiffin. 18129
New Albany. 221
F-6
Tiltonville. 2360
Newark. 36000
F-7
New Athens. 608
£-9
TippCIty. 2879
New Boston. 6024
1-6
Tippecanoe. 255
New Bremen, 1484
£-3
New Burlington, 275 G-4
Toledo. 296693
A-5
Tonlogeny. 369
B-4
New Celifornie. 44 . F-5
New Carlisle. 1237
F-4
Toronto. 7426
E-10
Newcomarslown, 4564 £-8
Tremont City. 406
F-4
New Concord, 1067
F-8
Trimble. ^
G-;
New Hampshire, 215 0-4
Tfinwsy. 432
F-7
New Haven. 225
C-6
Tiotwood. 770
F-3
New Holland. 777 . G-5
Troy. 13000
F-3
New Knoiville. 557
E-3
Tuppers Plains, 209 H-8
New Lebinon, 229
6-3
Twinsburg. 542
B-8
New Lexington. 4049 G-7
Uhrlehsvine. 6435
E-9
New London. 1656
C-7
Union City. 1497
£-2
New Lyme 627
B-10
Uniontown. 505
C-9
New Marshfield. 436 H-7
Upper Arlington. 5370 F 5
New Matamoras. 793 G-9
Upper Sandusky. 3907 0-5
New Miami. 1443
G-7
Urbane. 8335
F-4
New Pant. 989
. F-3
UrbanertsL 861
F-5
New Philadelphia.
Utica, 1376
E-7
12328
E-8
Valley City. 200
C-7
New Richmond, 1767 1-3
Van Buran. 307.
C-4
New Riegel. 264
. C-5
Vandalia. 378
F-3
New Rocnesler. 45
B-5
Vanlue. 355
C-5
New Springfield. 326 C IO
Van Wart, 9227 .
D-2
New Straitsville. 1473 &-7
Vaughnsville. 300
0-3
Newton Falls. 3120 . C-9
Vermilion. 1616
B-7
Newtown. 1146
. H-3
Verona. 346
F-3
New Vienne. 752
H-4
Versailles. 1711.
.E-3
New Washington, 857 C-6
Vinton, 387
.1-7
Wadsworth, 6495
C-8
Nay, 299
8-3
Nil«$. 18500
. C-10
Wakamsn, 522
C-7
Nimisila, 2S0 .
C-8
Waldo. 341
E-5
North Baltimore. 2616 C-4
Wapakonela. 5225
0-3
North Bloomfield. 300 B-9
Warren. 42837
C-10
North Canton. 2988 0-8
Warrensvllle, 1175
8-8
North College Hill. 7500 H-2
Warsaw. 455
E-7
Noithfield. 575
B-8
Washington Court House.
North Hampton. 383 F-4
9402
.G-S
North Kingsville. 634 A-IO
Washingtonville. 836 D-IO
North Lewisburg. 720 E-4
Watarford. 310
G-8
North Lima. 3S0
C-10
Watarvilla, 961
B-4
North Madison. 100 A-9
Wauseon. 3016
6-3
North Monroeville,
Wavarly. 1757
K-S
Wayna. 636
B-5
North Olmsted. 3487 B-8
Waynasburg. 1223
0-9
North Ridgevillt. 1138 8-7
Waynasfiald. 592
D-4
North Royelton, 2559 B-B
Wtynesvilla. 833
G-3
Norwalk. 8211 .. .C-6
Wtflington, 2529
C-7
Norwood. 34010 . . H-3
Wellston. 5537 .
H-6
Nova. 265
C 7
Wallsvilla. 7672
0-10
Oak Harbor. 1925
B-5
West Alaiandni, 993 G-3
Oak Hill. 1619
1-6
Weslboie, 92
H-4
Oakwood. 7652
G-3
West Carrollton. 2176 G-3
Oakwood, 466
C-3
West Chaster. 300
H-3
Oberlin. 4305
6-7
Weslerville, 3146
F-6
Obatz. 771
F-6
West Jeflerson. 1388 F-5
Ohio City, 870
D-2
West Lateyctte. 1152 E-8
Westlake. 1000
B-8
Old Washington. <
West Lsipsic. 326 . C-4
Olena. 150
West Ubeity. 1228
E-4
Olivesbutg, 50
West Mansfield. 739 E-4
Olmsted Falls 75
West Middletown. 300 G-3
Orangaville 265
West Millon, 1439
F-3
Orient. 175
Weston. 859
S-4
Orrville, 4484
West Richfield. 300
C-8
Orwell. 579
West Salem. 700
C-7
Osborn. 1705
West Union. 1334
1-4
Ottawa. 2342
West Unity. 920
B-3
Ottawa Hills. 1979
Westviaw. 407
8-8
Ottoville. 467
Wharton. 407
0-5
Otway, 235
Wheelersburg. 1500
1-6
Owtnsville, 334
White Cottage. 500
F-;
Oxford. 2756
Whitehouse. 718
Painesvillt, 12235
Wickliffc, 3155
Pandora, 690
Willard. 4261
Parkman. 300.
Williamsburg. 1194
Parma. 20000
Witliamsiield. 100
Pataskala, 824
Williamsport, 605
Pattarson, 198
Williamstown. 100
Paulding. 2044
Willitlon. 300
Payne. 1003
Willoughby. 4364
Peebles. 1356
Willowick. 915
8-1
Pemberville. 1036
Wlllshirt. 513
0-2
Penfield. 75
Wilmington. 5971
G-t
Perry. $45
Wilmot, 287
D-J
Perrysburg, 3457
Winchester. 798
1-4
Parrysvilla. 728
Windsor, 200*
B-S
Petersburg. 500
Woodsfiold, 2442
G-9
Peltisvillf. 307
Woodstock. 263
E-S
Phillipsburg, 504
Woodville. 1219
B-S
Philo. 884
Woodworth. 300
C-IO
Pickeringlon, 384
Wooster, 11543
0-8
Piedmont, 150
Worthington. 1569
F-S
Piktion. 736
Wyoming. 4466 . . H-3
Piney Fork, 1270
Xante. 10633 ..
G-4
Pioneer. 762
Yellow Sprinp. 1640 F-4
Plqua, 18000
Yorkvilla. 1961
E-10
Pilsburg. 305
Younptown. 167720 C-10
Pittsfield. 75
ZaiMki. 374
H-7
Plain City. 1385
Ztnesllald. 277
£-4
Pleaunl City, S63
Zanesvilif, 40000 .
F-7
Pleasant Hill. 738
PiMunIvillt. 577
Plumwood. 700
Plymouth. U03.
Poland. 1740
Polk. 775
Pomeroy. 3581

9 Crater Lake Nin Park. Dreg

_
G-10 174. Zron Nat'l Mon., UUh
Ml 175 Zion Nat'l Park. UUh
E-9
INTERNATIONAL PARK
0-3
f-3
F4
F4
E4
C-lI
B-5
F4
0-11

F-4
62
C-5
E4
C4
Ml
D-2
E-4

IBSKooleoeyNat'IPark.B-C189, Mount fievelsloke NalT Park B C
190. Nemiskam NalT Park, AlU.
191 Pornl PHeo HalT Park, Out.
192 Riding Mounlain Nat'l Park Man.
193 Si Lawrence Islands NelT Park, Ont,
194. Walerton Lakes NalT Park, Alta
195 Yoho Hai'l Park, B. C,

T/iG safe WOy to go is to obey traffic lows. Remember the
prime purpose of traffic regulations is to keep you out of trouble.
Below ore important state traffic lows for your guidance. If you

ore in doubt about local regulotions or any other important local
traffic information, just stop at on Amoco Station.
The Amoco man will be glad to assist you.

IMPORTANT STATE TRAFFIC LAWS
Because
changes

Speed
Limits
m. p. h.

of frequent
in

Laws

and

Regulations, make local

20
20
20

25
25
25

25
25
L. 0.
15

36
25
25
L. 0.
20

Indiana ..
.
Iowa ...
,. ,
. ,
Kansas
. .
Kentucky
Louisiana ..

20

25
30

Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan.
Minnesota, ..
Mississippi.
Missouri.
Montana.

25
20
25
30
15
L. 0.
20

inquiry for latest infor¬
mation.
Alabama
.
Arizona ....
Arkansas.
. .
Colorado....
....
Connecticut .
Dcilaware.. ..
District of Columbia.
Florida . .
Georgia
..
Idaho
. ,.

25
35
20
25
30
25
L. 0.
26

R. 4 P
50-45 ^
55
55*
60*
40*
60*
30
60-50 N
55*
50

1„
III Jp 1
if
ill
^
r
0

Speed
Limits
m. p. h.

%

4 P.
4 P.
4 P.
4 P.
4 P.
45
60*

30
10
30
R
R
R
R
R
R
30
60
R
60
R
30
R
R
R
90

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
15
14
15
18
15
16
18
14
15
16

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

.06
Nebraska
Nauarta
.05
.06) New Hampshire
.03
New Jersey
.04
New Mexico
.03
New York
.04
.03
North Dakota
.07
Ohio
.06
Oklahoma
Oregon
.06
.03
Pennsylvania
.04
Rhode Island
.04 South Carolina
.03
South Dakota
.05
Tennessee . .
.07 Texas
.04
Utah
.04
Vermont

R. 4 P.
>0-50 N
55*
R. 4 P.
50*

90
R
25
R
60

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

15
16
16
15

Yes
No
Yes

.06
.02
.05

fl.
R.
R.
R.
R.

R, & P. Reasonable and Proper. Careful and prudent drivino with due reflard to weather, highway
and traffic conditions. L 0. Local Ordinance. R. Reciprocal. A Reciprocal exemption means that the
«ate allows the tourist the same number of days as the visitor’sstate. N. Night, (50-day. 46N-night).
•Prima Facie. Speed beyond which the driver is presumed to be driving recklessly. ‘SS* m.p.h. *

West Virginia ,
Wisconsin
Wyoming ,

1

25
L. 0.
25
20
25
L. 0.
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Country
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BindMier Nin Alon
Biraofioumi Nitt Can Wish.DC.
0-11
6i| Bend Nin Pirk. Tei
G-S
Bi| Hole Benefield NiH Mon MonL
B4
BIxACmyonollheGunnaonNinMon CMo. M
'der Oan Nin Ric Area. Am t Nev E4
ts Cion Roods Nan BiWeMd Site. Miss f-t
Bryce Cinyon Nan Park. UUh
E4
Cibnilo Nil'l Mon. Cilil (CloMd to Public)
F-2
Cimd Blount Tablets Non Memodil. Tenn
F4
Cinyon de Chcliy Non Mon . Am
E-4
CipeHatterasHinSeishoreRec Aiei.N Car Ml

Non-Resid
Register C
This Tim

3
>
I
I
3
-

UNITED STATES
Audi* Nit I fidi. Mt
Aflui btaipeund Nit’l M
Anltelim N«n SiWiMd Siti < CMn. M9
Awenittai Court Houi Nin Hist Mon.. Vi MO
Aictios Nin Mon. UUh
0-4
ASmo CimHip Nil'i Histone Site. G«.
F-}
AMc aura Niri Mon. N M«>
E4

Residential

1
I
}
I
i.
(
’

40 Cflliis ol tht Moon Nirl Mon. Idl.
4] C«iiib«rliiii)G*eNiriHislanal(>lrli(Pro|lct),
Vi. Tain. Ky
42 Cuslir Binericid Kill Com. Mont
43 OMth VUley Nil’l Mon, CMil t Nev
44 DwUPostpdlNallMon.Cllil
46 Denis TcMtt Nil'l Mon, Wra
46. OiAOsaiir Nin Mon. Ulih i Colo.
47 B Moiro Nit’l Mon. N Mei.
4t. EuUwSois Nil'l Blttlefte(d$il*(Pro|.).S.Ci>F.10
49 Evertlides Njfl PitA (Projoel), Bi.
50
Nl....
..
" Fediial Hall Memoiiil
iiNil'lHls
n Historic Sih. N Y. D-ll
51. FoftOooelsonNit'IMiliUryPiili6Cem.Tenn. E-8 90 Johnson, Andiew, Nat'l Mon , Tenn,
E-10 132 Piposlone Nall Mon, Minn
52-Fort Fredenci Hal l Mon (Project), Ca
F-10 91 Jothu* Tite Hill Mon.. Cilit
E4 133. Platt Nil'l Paih, OWa
53 FortJeflefsonHit'IMon Fla
H-10 92 KennesieMevnUin Nat'l BilUefield Piik. Ge F-9 134, Poptir Grove Heft Cent, Ve
54 Fort Laramie Nil'l Mon , Wyo
0-5 13. KiK Deni Hdl Mon, Nil'l Memorial. N. Car.
E-11 135. Riinbow Bridge Nil'l Mon, UUh
55 Fort McHenry Nal l Mon i Him Shrine Md D-ll 94 Kinp Cinyon Nat'i Path, Celil,
D-2 136 Richmond Nat'l BatUeMd Perh (Projetl), V
56, Fort MaUiuis Nil'l Mon. Fli
G-IO 95 Kmp MwnUin Nat i Militiiy Pirk. S, Car.
E-IO 137 Rocky Min. Nil'l Park, ColO57 FortH(. -_
_ _
.O-IO
.. 96
__
.. _
Hly Nil'l Battleftold
Site, Pi
Ussen Vslaiiic Nat'l
Park, dilil
,C-2 138. Saguaro Nil’l Mon, Any
SI Fort Pulaski Nall Mon. Ga (CloMdtoPublic) F-IO 97 Lava Beds Nat'l Mon.. Calif.
139 Samt Paul's Church Nat'l Hist Site, N.Y.
S9 Fort Raleigh NUT H.slorK Sile. H Car
t-ll 98 Lee Mansion Nil I Memonil. Vi.
D-ll 140 Silem Mii.bme Nil'l Histone Site, Mass
60. Fort Sunwis Nil'l Mon (Pwieell. N. Y
C-U 99 Lehman Caves Nat'l Mon.. Nev.
,04 141 Sin Jose Mission NeTI HislofK Sile, Tea,
81. Fossil Cyeid Nan Mon. S Dak
C-S ICO. L**A Mermethei, Nat'l Mon. Tenn, .
. .E-9 142 Sinla Rosa Island Nat'l Mon, Fie
62 Frodeneksborg and Spotsylvinn County SilUe101. LiiwW Museum Nai't Memoiwl. Wash.. D. C. .0-11 143. Saratoga Nal l Hisloncal Paih(Prolecl), H Y
halds Memonil Nal l Mililiiy Pith, Vi,
D-ll 102 Imedn. Abtahim, HauoniJ Hislottcal Pirk, Ky. E-9 144. Stolls Blufl HalT Mon, Nebi
63. Fredenehsbuig NalT Com, Va
0-11 103. Urwln Natwal Memonil, Wash,. D. C„
D-ll 145. Seouoie Nat l Park, Cefif
. luig Nat'
64 Geltysturg
Nat'l Miliury.
Park 6 Cem, PaD-ll IW hkloughlm Home Nat'l Histone Site. Oteg.
g.g 146. Shenandoah NelT Park, Ve
65.
Gila
Cliff
Dwelling
Nat'l
Mon.
N
Mu
" *■
F-4 105 Marnmoth Care NjtT Park, Ky
£.5 ny Shiloh HiH MdiUty Park * Cem., Tenn.
66 Oiciet Nal l Pirk. Mont
84
_
«> 106, --“''•"&ttleneldParkHlst.Sile,Vi..O-ll
148. Shoshone Cavern NUT Mon., Wyo. (Ctosed to
67 Gloria Oei (Old Swedes’ Church). Nan Hist
107 Mesa Verde NiTI Perk,
' Colo,
‘ ■
E-4
PubtK)
sue Pi
D-I t 108. MilleL Father. Cross NilT Mon . N. Y.
C-10 149. Spanish War Nat'l Memonal (Pioiect), Fla.
68 Grand Canyon NelT Mon, Am.
£4
109 MonoaCTNii'l MiliUry Paik (Pfoieet). Md.
.0-11
ISO SUIue ol Uberty NilT Mon.. N, Y
69 Grand Canyon NetT
E4 IIO Monlenmi
Nan Park.
Park, Am.
Monlefuma C^slle
toslle NalT
Nat'l Mon..
Mon,, Arii
Arit
E4 151 Stones Rivet Nat’l Military Park 6 Cem.. Tenn
70 Grand Teton Nat'l Piik. Wyo
C4 111. MooresCreek NUT MiliUry Park N. Car
E-ll 152 Sunsel Crater Nari Mon, Aru.
7] Gran Chiiviia Nan Mon. N Mu
F-4 112 Moirtstom NalT Hlslaital Park. N.J.
0-11 153. Timpanogos Cave Nan Mon .UUh
n Great^nd CHin» Nan Mon . Colo
E-S 113. htoundCUyGnKiP NilT Mon.. Ohio
D-9 154. Tonlo Nal'l Mon.. Am.
73. Grul Smoky Mtns NalT Park. N Cor 6 Tann E-9 114. Mount Ramier Nat'l Park, Wash.
B-2 155 Tumecacon Nan Mon.. Any.
74. GuillordCoutthouseNalTMiliUryPark.N.Car. E-IO IIS. Mount Rushmote Nat'l Memonul. S. Oak.
C-5 156 TupelD Nal'l Battlefield Site. Miss
75. Henry. Patrick. NalT Mon (Project), Va
MD 116 Mun Woods RUT Mon. Call).
D-l 157 Tuyigool NalT Mon . Any
76 HofyCrouNanMon.Cdo
0-4 117. NaluiW BndeuNatT Mon.. UUh
E4 158. Vanderbilt Mansion Nat'l Htsiocic Site. N. Y.
77 Home ol Franklin D RocMvell NalT Kisl
118. Navajo NalT Mon , Am.
E4 159. Veiendrye NalT Mon.. N. Dak
Sile.NY
c-tl 119. NewEchouMarkcrNalTMemonal.Ga.
F-9 160 Vtoksburg NalT MiliUry Park 6 Cem.. Miss.
r.A
78. Homestead NUT Mon. ot America, Nebr
D-6 120, OcmulgeeNalT Mon., Ga.
....
F-IO ...
161. ......
Walnut Cenyon---i-iMon.ArNet’l M
79. Hopewell Villige NalT Historic SiU, Pa,
D-ll 121. Old Phda. toslom House Nat'l Hist. Site, Pe. O-II 162 Washington,Ceoige, BirthiileceNat'l Mon.. Ve
80. Hot Springs Nan Pirk. Ark.
F-7 122 Olympc Naff Perk, Wash
A-2 lO Washin^on Mon NalT M«ii. Wash., 0. C.
"wse where Uncafn Died Kali Memonal
123. Oregon Caves Nal I Mon, Oreg
C-1 164. Wheeler Nan Mon,, Colo.
(Petersen House), Wash, D C
D-ll 124. Otgin Pipe CkIus Nat'l Mon. Am
F-3 165 White Plains Nat'l BalUelield Site, N, Y.
ivenweep Nan Mon. UUh S Colo.
E-4 125. Palm Caijwi Nall Mon (PiojecI), Calil.
F-2 166 While Sands NalT Mon.. N Mu
ee Hall Nal I Historic Site, Pa0-11 126. Peiiys VCiry and Intemetiorul Peace
167. Whitman Natl Mon, Wash.
Nan Park, MKh
8-8
Memorial Nall Mon . Ohio
0-9 168. Wind Cave KalT Park. S. Oak.
85 liekson Hole Nan Mem. Wyo.
C4 127, PtIeisbuiiNal I MijiUry Park, Va.
MI IB. Wupalki NaTI Mon.. Am.
86 Jamestown Nan Histor* Site. Va
E-ll 128. PeUrfied Feresi Natl Mon., Any,
E4 i?o Yellowslone NalT Park, Wyo.. Monl. 6 Ida.
87. Jefferson Nan Expanston Mem. Kst SiU. Mo, E4 129. Prnnidei Hel l Mon,, Celil,
D-l 171. Yotklown Nat'l Cem ,Ve
88, JeBerson,Thoma$.NanMem..Wesh.,O.C-. D-ll 130 Pwnw Nan Mon (Projecl), Ky, .
E-9 172 Yosemite Nat'l Park. Calil
“ ■ el Ceve NelT Mon , S. Dak.. .
" ■-• -- • 173. Yucca House Hen Mon, Cdo.
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L. 0.
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15
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L. 0.
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20
25
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L. 0.
25
L. 0.
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60-50 N

R

L. 0.
25
L. 0.

25
20
25
20

25
25
25
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60-50 N
60-50 N
50
50
50*
45
R. 4 P.
60*

R
R
R
R
90
R
90

■

Jc
0o

|S

60-50 N
35*
40
45*

R

25
L-0.
25
L. 0.
25

R. 4 P.
55*

R
R

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

16
16
14
16
16

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

,04
.04
.05
.05
.05

15

No

.04

Ijneor Dual Highways. (A) Does not include Federal Tax of 1 .Sc per gallon, Non Resident ExempDon column refers to
the length of time a non-resident is exempt from paying fees or registering his
........
another state.

NEW FAME for FAMOUS NAMES
Science marches on. Amoco’s great achievements
in producing super aviation fuels for war are now
at your service. The famous motor fuels sold at
the Amoco Sign of Greater Values are the great¬
est in Amoco's history.
AMOCO.GAS — the

Original Special Motor Fuel—delivers more punch, more

riding luxury, more mileage than ever before. Crystal-clear Amoco is pure white
energy. The little more you pay. pays off big in more power and greater economy.

AMEIICAN gas. Always

contained many premium qualities. Known from

Maine to Florida as the ‘•best of the regulars.”'The new American Gas is livelier,
gives quicker starts and all-around plus performance.

AMOCO PIRMALUAE/

the oil that cleans as it lubricates!

This extra-oily

oil made with the patented Permalube process is THE premium motor oil. Helps
remove sludge, gummy carbon deposits from valves and pistons. Permalube
oil for double protection.

AMOCO SItVICE.

Wherever you go from Maine to Florida, you can depend

on an Amoco dealer for careful and conscientious service. He's in business to help
you get the most enjoyment out of your trip. His helpful service can help you!

ALWAYS STOP
at the Amoco sign of
GREATER VALUES
AMOCO CREDIT CARDS GOOD IN 40 STATES
Amoco Credit Cords will be honored in the stotes where
you find these famous identification signs displayed.

AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
CONNECTICUT
OaAWARE
BSTIMCT OF
COlUMIU
aOUOA
GEORGIA
MAINE
MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS
NEW HAMFSHIRE
PAN AMERICAN

NEW JERSEY
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROUNA
OHIO
pe4NSnVANU
RHODE ISLAND
SOUTH CAROUNA
VERMONT
VIRGINIA
WEST VIRGINIA
PETROLEUM CORP.

STANDARD Oil COMPANY
(INOIANA)
COLORADO
ILUNOIS
INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA

MISSOURI
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COMPASS AND MAPS
NEW SCHOOL SUBJECT IN SWEDEN

S

By a Correspondent

INCE 1941 every primary school
in Sweden has been obliged to
teach a subject called “ Orienteer¬
ing.” An uglyword—not,surprisingly,
coined by an American university
teacher—it derives from the Swedish
for orientation. Up to 40,000 Swedish
schoolboys and schoolgirls compete
annually for an orienteering profi¬
ciency pin. And a text-book in

developed his idea still further— make the children, particularly those
and a new sport was born. Within who live in the town, feel at home in
a few years orienteering became open country or forest land.
a major sport in Sweden.
Its
When the children are nine and 10
attraction as an all-round, all-weather years old, they get their first proper
outdoor activity appealed to old instruction in orienteering in their
and young of both sexes. For it geography lessons. They start learn¬
required fitness, fleetness of foot, ing fundamental map symbols and
ability to surmount natural obstacles. begin to draw simple maps—of their
own classroom, for example, or the
school playground, or the area sur¬
rounding their home. They also take
imaginary walks on the map, and
practice is conducted outdoors by
using a large-scale topographical map.

map bearings, and to use the compass
for walking in certain stipulated
directions.
Particular emphasis is
laid on the fact that each mark or
graduation on the compass means
so many different directions or ways
in which one can walk—a fact more
easily understood by the average
child than use of the term “ degrees,”
which he might confuse unnecessarily
with geometry.

During the next year of their
school life the children devote their
class-room work to finding indicated
points on the map, and to the making
of descriptions of more difficult
imaginary walks. Under the super¬
vision of the teacher they begin
serious cross-country walks using
for the first time both the map
and the compass to guide them. In

country orienteering over distances of
two or three miles.
The popularity of this new school
subject with both girls and boys is
unquestioned. That it has helped to
propagate amongst schoolchildren a
love of nature and a more practical
approach to the lessons of geography,
there is no doubt. The best Christmas
present one can give any Swedish
child of either sex is an orienteering
compass.
After 10 years of experiment,
Swedish educationists are convinced
orienteering enthusiasts. According
to them, its greatest contribution to
the cause of teaching is that it has
suddenly given the subject of map¬
reading a practical and recreative
application. That it has stimulated
interest in associated subjects, there

Taking a Une on a given point during an exercise in the country.
Swedish on orienteering has sold over
150,000 copies and reached the realms
of a best seller. In the autumn of
1950 the educational authorities of
the Canadian province of Ontario
made orienteering a compulsory
subject in 7,500 of its schools, and
universities and educational institu¬
tions in the United States are
including it now in their
instructional programmes.

and stamina, combined with skill in
map-reading, quick judgment, rapid
and accurate observation and a know¬
ledge of nature. It needed no special
equipment except a map and a com¬
pass, no special sports ground except
that given by nature in the fields and
the forests. It could be played on foot,
on skis or skates, by bicycle, motor¬

Fundamentally it is the art
of finding one’s way with the
help of a map and a compass.
Actually it is a new sport
with an educational and
instructional basis, which has
swept through all the Scandi¬
navian countries like wildfire,
spread into Holland, Belgium,
France and Switzerland, and
has now crossed the Atlantic
to Canada and the United
States. In Sweden alone it
has 350,000 followers, and as
many as 135,000 adults have
taken part in contests in it at
the same time.
It all began over 30 years
ago on a fine Sunday morning
when a group of young
Swedish boys sat in a semi¬
circle at the feet of Major
Ernst Killander in the woods
outside Stockholm.
They
listened to him eagerly as he
expounded the rules of a novel
outdoor activity, which was to
add a new word to the English A lesson on the use of maps before going out on an “ orienteering ” expedition,
language and give a new sport
to the world. Killander, Swedish cycle, car or canoe. It was the perfect While out-of-doors, the judging of
youth and Scout leader, had been pre-requisite for camping, hiking, distances by stepping them out is
worried at the increasing number scouting, mountaineering, hunting also taught, and competitive games
of hours that his youthful charges and fishing, and an ideal preliminary are introduced. At 11 years, instruc¬
were spending in watching sport for civil defence exercises and military tion in the classroom consists of the
instead of participating in it. How, training. Buit its most interesting drawing of more difficult maps, learn¬
he wondered, could he get them away
ing the map-scale and taking imagi¬
from the turnstiles and into the sports educational aspect was its value in nary walks along topographical maps,
field instead ? Killander pondered showing a new way to inspire interest the pupils having to describe verbally
this difficulty for a long time and then in such school subjects as geography, or in writing the various objects that
fell back on his military map training mathematics, drawing, report writing they see or encounter en route.
for the solution. He gave each of and nature study. It also had the
Outdoor exercises at this stage
the boys sitting at his feet that additional quality of combining pur¬
Sunday morning a compass and a poseful activity with the out-of-doors become more difficult. They learn to
topographical map of the surround¬ which forms an important part of the read the map while walking along a
ing countryside. Indicating certain normal school curriculum in Sweden. country road, to orient it in different
points he had marked on the map, he
Apart from organized games and directions, and to practise stationary
told them to find these as quickly as
physical
exercises, an average of six orienteering, which is the ability to
possible. A farmhouse came first,
then a small lake and finally the fork days each - term is set aside for find various points on the landscape
by comparing map with terrain. The
of two streams. The boys had to outdoor excursions.
teachers now take the children on
reach these places in the shortest
Preparation
for
instruction
in
possible time guided only by the maps
their first cross-country walk, relying
and the compasses. They could go orienteering begin in Sweden during on the map to find their way. Distance
on a bee-line, they could go straight the child’s first year at school with judging is taught by other means than
Swedish by stepping, using for instance a
over the hills or they could consult simple outdoor games.
the map and find easier routes along children start school when they are watch instead. While still in the
roads, woodland paths or river beds. seven years old. These simple games ITyears-old stage an introduction
The boys took to the game like fish are played without any reference to is made to the compass. When the
to water and clamoured for more. En¬ map and compass. The object is to cardinal points have been wellcouraged by success Major Killander inculcate a sense of direction and to mastered, the children learn to take
Printed
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Supervised by their schoolmaster primary school children from
Enskede, a suburb of Stockholm, are studying their maps while on
an expedition near their school.
their final year at the primary school,
which is when they are 13 years
old, compass drill becomes much
more earnest. They learn to use the
compass accurately and speedily,
with and without maps, to take
bearings, and to correct for declina¬
tion. They are also taught how to
measure distances on the map. By
now it is usually found that most
children are ready for easy cross¬

is no doubt. Experience has shown
that even the dullest child can master
the principles of orienteering. The
perpetual utilization of “ play-way ”
methods of instruction and the con¬
stant introduction of competitive
games—for which orienteering is
ideally suitable and without which it
should not be taught—has made it
a most popular subject in the Swedish
schoolchild’s curriculum.

Tracing their projected route before going out.
work in teams of two.

Children often

